Zionism is a Cultural Cancer that is Destroying White Nations!

By Making Destructive Behavior Socially Acceptable

The Zionists have emasculated our nation by destroying our pride in America’s Christian history. Without a commonly held memory a nation ceases to exist as a cohesive unit. The Zionists have labeled America’s Christian Founding Fathers as “racists” and “white slavers” while at the same time suppressing the fact that the Zionists financed and participated in the Black slave trade. The Zionists have promoted multiculturalism, celebrating every culture, no matter how backward and barbaric, except for White Western European culture. The Zionists have driven our Christian heritage from the public square through the efforts of the ADL and the ACLU Lobby Groups. American children will grow up in a society wiped clean of any vestiges of the Bible, Christ or the Cross. However, the Menorah is still allowed in public displays and in the White House for Hannukah celebrations.

The Zionists have torn our borders wide open, permitting, indeed cheering, the Third World immigrants who will soon replace the White Christian American majority. The Jacob Javits’s and the Lautenbergs have designed legislation that will, in the not too distant future, eventually genocide the White Race of people. They have done all this while simultaneously supporting a Zionist-only State in the Middle East. The Zionists have pushed, created and profited from pornography and perverse entertainment. The Zionists make up 90% of all American pornographers. The Hollywood they run has mainstreamed wife-swapping, common law marriages, fornication, homosexuality, lesbianism, transvestitism, pedophilia, drug and alcohol abuse and self-indulgence. The Zionists have brought homosexuality out of the closet and into our faces through numerous “rights” legislations. Sodomy is shown in their Zionist-controlled media & movies as normal, healthy, enjoyable and something to celebrate openly in as brazen a fashion as possible. Six year old children in our Public Schools are shown videos promoting anal sex between males. The Zionists have founded, funded and fronted every homosexual advocacy group in America.

With their control of the Public Educational System and Collegiate level academia, they have filled the minds of the young with Marxism, Deconstructionism, relativism, anti-White hatred, and lies about “diversity” and non-judgmentalism. The Zionists have subverted our government. With Zionist control of the media, both print and television, the two major political parties have been guided away from the interests of the European-American majority, rendering us unworthy of self-preservation. The war in Iraq, the 9/11 attacks and a possible clash with Iran in the near future, are all results of the Zionist subjugation of the most powerful nation on earth, and the prioritizing of the Middle East’s concerns over those of the United States. The Zionists have brought radical feminism to American women & girls. Thanks to the steady diet of anti-male, anti-marriage & anti-family books, lectures & college courses from the likes of the Gloria Steinems, the Betty Friedans, and the Susan Sontags, many women now see the prospect of marriage and child-rearing as an impediment to their liberation. Planned Parenthood & the National Abortion Rights Action League (NARAL) is run from top to bottom by Zionists. Unregulated abortion on demand is touted in the controlled Media as a positive social good for the United States. With a large percentage of abortion doctors being “members of the tribe”, the Zionists have definitely made a killing out of killing. The Zionists have sold us the packaged lies of egalitarianism. All are equal in intelligence, morality, accomplishments — except of course, for the Zionists themselves, whose own leaders refer to their people as being uniquely moral and wise. Our Zionist media masters truly believe they have a God-given right to rule over us. To publicly criticize their ill-gotten power structure, results in being blacklisted & labeled as a “racer”, a “hater” or an “anti-Semite”!
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Top 120 White Liberal Arguments:

1. How can you as a White person claim that North America (Canada and the United States) belongs to White people; when in fact White people simply stole the continent from the Indians?

Whites have been in North America long before Christopher Columbus rediscovered North America. I believe that you’re aware that there are remains of White Scandinavian Viking settlements on the East Coast of North America, especially in Newfoundland. What century did these men make their discovery in? Is there any other scientific evidence proving that other groups of White explorers have been in North America long before the Vikings? Well, yes, it turns out that there is!

You see, thousands of years ago Europeans living in modern day France called, "The Solutreans", used to hunt wild animals for food. There’s all kinds of archaeological evidence proving that these Europeans, (who lived before & during the last great ice age of 17,000 years ago) hunted animals with a special arrow head attached to a spear. Now, you have to remember we are talking about a period of time during the "Stone Age". Europeans hadn't yet discovered or invented metal so we had to make our arrow heads out of rock! Now, these special arrow heads were 100 times sharper than a steel razor! You can see them for yourself if you go to the museums where they are on display. These unique arrow heads are called "Clovis points" and aren’t found in Asia or Siberia but are found in Europe. The real interesting fact is that they have been recently discovered here in North America as well!

However, the “Clovis points” are not present along the route of the Bering Land Bridge! So that means that these arrow heads did not come from Asia as they have not been found on that continent. They are an exclusive White man Arrow head, which have been unearthed in Europe and now here in North America! So how did they get here? The answer is (which is supported by ample scientific evidence, including White DNA and ancient skeletal remains) that during the last great ice age which covered the Atlantic Ocean with ice as far South as Southern France, our ancient food gatherers had to venture out into the sea to locate additional food due to the harsh winter which had killed off previously available animal herds. These hunters who traveled by canoe accidentally got trapped in the ice flow & gulf streams & got swept to North America by the prevailing sea currents. Once arriving in this new land they had to eat, so they resumed hunting with the techniques that had worked for them in Europe. The White Solutrean people continued to create their "Clovis Point" arrow heads (which are now found in archeological digs throughout North America). Science has even recently discovered White skeletal remains here in North America like the Kennewick Man which predate any Indian civilization. But our government, which is blatantly anti-White, works overtime to suppress these facts and hide the truth from our people. For a great video on the European Solutrean Clovis Arrow head points watch the video called, "Ice Age Columbus", produced by the Discovery Channel & its BBC produced counterpart called, "Stone Age Columbus" which can be found on Vimeo.com.

So science has proven that Whites were here in North America FIRST! Then when the Indians arrived from Siberia, Russia, thousands of years later, our European people were either killed off by these Indians or inter-racially married in with them, which due to our recessive genes, caused Genocide and extinction of our people here in North America. So did we really steal this land from the Indians? Or did the Indians steal it from us, and then we once again rediscovered the land thousands of years later? Archaeological digs & carbon dating support the latter explanation. So don’t tell me we stole this land from the Indians as science has proven that claim to be false. Watch the youtube videos mentioned above and a YouTube video that identifies racial differences in the shapes of 13,000 year old White skulls found here in North America.
2. If it is okay for White people to steal North America from the Indians, then surely it must be okay for newly arrived immigrants to steal the continent from White people? For what is fair play for one group of people must be fair play for another group of people.

White people didn't steal North America from anyone, as we were the first to discover it, and then again later on to re-discover it. For more on this information watch the videos, "Ice Age Columbus", produced by the Discovery Channel and "Stone Age Columbus" produced by the BBC. Plus watch the video, "White Native American's" by James P. Wickstrom, and for a great book on the accomplishments of the White Race read, "March of the Titans" by Arthur Kemp.

3. The Native Tribes of North America and Africa were peace loving and lived in harmony with nature before White Europeans arrived on the scene and destroyed their social system. It is all White peoples fault that the various tribes of the world are now basically living in 3rd world conditions. If it wasn't for White people interfering and destroying the tribesmen’s lives, then the Native peoples of the world would be far better off.

When Hernán Cortés and company sailed to North America and met the Indians, they were invited to dinner by the “Natives”, who in turn served the White Europeans steamed Human Hearts to eat, which they had sadistically removed from other native slaves while still alive, thus torturing them to death while they sacrificed their victims. Blacks of Africa were busy enslaving and eating one another for thousands of years before White European man discovered them. Read the book, "The Negros In Negroland" written in 1868 (which was presented before Congress) for further information on the barbarous practices of the Savage Negros of Africa. Or watch a video version of the book which narrates the first chapter of the shocking document. There was no such thing as a "Noble or Gentle Savage"! That is a lie or an intentional myth being circulated by the Zionists which run our media centers, in a pathetic attempt to try to make White people feel “guilty” for creating a First World White Nation, where at the time of North America’s re-discovery (or South Africa’s discovery) only a vast wilderness existed full of human eating individuals, who did not even possess the intelligence to invent “The Wheel”.

4. How dare interfering White people remove the peace loving Indians from their villages and force them against their will to go to schools and receive a forced education. It is only fair now that we financially compensate the poor Indians for all their years they spent in school.

Try to imagine it was 1950 right now. Our country was growing and advancing quickly, but we noticed the Indian community was lagging behind. We realized that they weren't assimilating as fast as they could have been. Our countries leaders wanted to help these people and solve this problem by doing all that we could by giving them a free leg up in life. So a decision was made by the government to create special schools which would cater specifically to the Indians needs. The government took money from White people and gave it to the Indians. They used this money to create the schools and all of the extra assets. The government wanted to do all that it could to give the Indians the necessary life skills and education that they were lacking, so that they could succeed in a modern world.

I don't see how anyone can justify complaining about receiving a free education which makes you smarter? I mean talk about biting the hand that feeds you! What should the government have done? Just said to hell with you Indians! And left them in their primitive teepees where their life expectancy was very low? Should they have just left them on their own where they would have continued to lag behind the rest of the country? I mean the government wanted to help the Indians! And this is the thanks the government gets for trying to assist them. Now we have to pay each Indian approx-
imately $35,000 dollars for the Free beneficial education they received! Why should we have to pay them compensation for learning how to read, write and do arithmetic? Again this is another example of this Zionist madness which is infecting our Nation. It must be stopped or our country will ultimately destroy itself!

5. How dare you say Whites had the right to conquer North America by war. It was just wrong for Whites to steal this land from the Indians. All whites should go back to Europe where they belong!

According to recent unearthed archaeological discoveries, North America was first inhabited by Europeans. Thousands of years later, North America was once again rediscovered by Europeans, who legally settled the land via treaties with the Indians and who also acquired the land through the international law known as “Right of Conquest”. So, don’t you try to peddle some intentionally “guilt laced” fallacies about evil white men “stealing” North America off of the Indians. White people settled this land fair & square & created a 1st world nation out of the previously existing wilderness. Don’t fall for the manufactured lies, designed to destroy White Nations through intentional Treason.

6. How dare you claim that White People built the Pyramids of North America plus the Geoglyphs of South America. What proof do you have of these claims?

The Savage Indians, who practiced cannibalism, and who did NOT possess the intelligence to create “The Wheel” were not intellectually capable of creating the North American Pyramids such as the magnificent structure located at Chichen Itza, Mexico, now referred to as “The Temple of Kukulcán” (pictured to the left) where twice a year, on the spring and autumn equinoxes, the stepped edge of the pyramid casts a rippling shadow down the staircase, due to the Pyramid facing exactly North, South, East and West. Plus there is no evidence to prove that the Indians were capable of constructing the massive “Pyramid of the Sun” at Teotihuacán near Mexico City.

These structures were obviously built by intelligent White men, who discovered the region sometime in the past. In order to build the Geoglyphs (or Nazca lines) of Peru, (large stone lines which resemble a Hummingbird, a Condor, a Heron, and a Spider etc) archaeologists have concluded that aerial flights of some kind were necessary in order to gain the required “Birds Eye View”, which would have been necessary to create the giant works of art which measure up to 200 Meters across. There is no way primitive savage cultures could have produced such structures or works of art. But White cultures and only White cultures have the capability to produce mysterious structures throughout the world.

7. It was wrong of White people to establish the countries of Australia and New Zealand. Again the Whites just stole the land from the Aborigine’s and the Maori peoples.

White people have traditionally always been explorers. When the White British explorer James Cook rediscovered the sparsely inhabited lands of Australia;
In addition, suppressed information on New Zealand states, “There are New Zealanders who will tell you emphatically that their ancestors were not Polynesian. Maori have always spoken of a race of fair skinned people who preceded them. They called them "Patupaiarehe" or Turehu, and some still trace a shared lineage. In 1867, a Ngati Whatua Tohunga (historian) stated that the Ngati Whatua came to New Zealand from the Cook Islands nine generations earlier, making landfall at a place called Hatarau (Little Barrier Island). Arriving there they encountered a race of fair haired people with fair skin and green blue eyes, whom they named Pakeha. They took the women to breed from - the males as slaves and food.”

The self appointed Zionist media masters have been with holding vital information on our lost White civilizations for they don’t want us to have any legal ground to claim the lands that our people settled in the past! So, don’t buy into or acknowledge their Zionist TREASONOUS arguments, which are intentionally designed to destroy what is left of the White Race’s existing power structure.

8. The media doesn't brain wash anyone. Movies like Harry Potter or Avatar are just fantasy. Stop scrutinizing or being so critical of every little thing in the movies. Movies are simply entertainment and nothing more.

Movies are a very powerful medium. It is very easy for film creators to subconsciously affect the way you perceive reality. All they have to do is show you pleasing looking images or video, accompanied with enjoyable sounding music and associate these mediums to an audio message of whatever they choose. One can’t help but be influenced by the likeable sounds and images and then automatically associate those images with the message being presented. It works the other way around as well. A video producer can take a good audio message and surround it with negative images and sounds and leave the audience disliking the audio message that normally they would have liked. It is very easy for the Zionist media masters to manipulate our thoughts and opinions of a topic, by toying with our emotions. The media is so powerful that they can get their audience crying when a cartoon character loses a limb or becomes paralyzed! The media loves to

The White Civilization that discovered Australia

or when the Dutch explorer Abel Tasman (of which Tasmania was named after) rediscovered New Zealand, they claimed the lands for their home European Nations. These lands were then occupied only by primitive head hunting savages, who had not created a written alphabet, did not possess the wheel, nor had established any form of government. These lands were unexplored landmasses sparsely populated by people with an IQ equivalent to the savages of Africa. White people legally settled these lands by signing treaties with the Aborigines and with the Maori peoples and built these newly established countries into first world nations within two generations. Australia and New Zealand (plus Canada, America, Iceland & South Africa) are ONLY a success today BECAUSE of White people. White people literally built these countries from the ground up!

Plus information is now available (thanks to the internet), which has been suppressed for decades by the anti-white Zionist forces that there is astounding archaeological evidence proving the existence of an ancient sea faring White race called the ‘Uru’, who discovered Australia thousands of years ago, long before the Aborigine’s arrived.
Avatar’s theme was Whites should betray their race!

push their agenda by manipulating our self-conscious. The audience is probably not aware that their opinions on a specific matter are changing as the visual stimuli can be very subtle. But deep down the person’s opinions are being altered if their reasoning abilities are not on the defensive; thwarting off all emotional attempts to alter their principles.

The movie “Harry Potter” makes it sound cool to become a “Wizard” and get accepted into “Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry”. This is an example of how the Zionists are slowly destroying our Nation’s chosen religion of Christianity, by making it socially acceptable to be anti-Christian. Why be a Christian, when it is now cool to become a Satanist which of course is the exact opposite of being a Christian? Now in regards to Avatar, the purpose of that movie (again is NOT entertainment) is to make the White audience hate themselves. By the end of the film the main character Jake Sully commits treason and joins the other side. His superior commanding officer says, “How does it feel to betray your race!?”

The movie is a direct parallel of White Europeans colonizing America or South Africa and the battles we had with the Indians. The movie is on the Indians side and makes Whites look like Monsters! The audience is left hating themselves. Some of the viewers will make the connection and be depressed, while others will only be subconsciously affected, with these new anti-white thoughts lingering in the back of their minds. The point is “video media” is a very powerful brainwashing tool. This media has fallen into the hands of our enemies, and they use it day and night in changing our viewpoints and principles on key issues! We should do our best to boycott all Zionist media & fight to create new positive White media, where our people are not constantly demonized by being the bad guys.

9. You need to stop analyzing things so much and just focus on the positive of life, for life is too short. We are here for a good time, not a long time. So have a good time and stop worrying. The sun can’t shine every day.

I only analyze movies, because as the movie progresses, I become aware of the film director’s true intentions as the half truths and lies become ever more prominent, intentionally misleading the audience to conclusions which are inaccurate. I happen to care more about life than just having a good time. I care about what kind of world is going to be left for my children. That's why I'm concerned about these problems, as it is the responsible thing to do. The irresponsible thing to do is to act like a child while closing my eyes and plugging my ears, in an attempt to ignore the problems and pretend that they don’t exist. The next generation will curse us because we stood idly by and did nothing to correct the massive amounts of TREASON which are literally destroying our health, our standard of living, and our Nation! The time to act and correct the problems is now, while we still have a fighting chance!

10. I believe in "Diversity" as "Diversity" is our greatest strength. For with Diversity our country grows stronger. The more Diverse we become the stronger our nation becomes. What a boring country we would have if we were all just White!

If you believe in Diversity then you should want to protect all the races of the world to ensure that they don't get wiped out through race mixing. Where is the
Diversity of several unique races if we all are encouraged to become one mixed race? As Bill Clinton in 1998 ecstatically inferred was the goal for America’s future. If diversity (or variety of the races) is essential; then we need Separation to ensure that Diversity survives.

11. The only way the world is ever going to get along is when Racism is finally ended & destroyed. It is our duty to do what we can to end racism, which is why we should let as many immigrants in as we can from all over the world, to ensure that "Racism" is finally ended in America and Canada.

All immigration to European countries must be stopped. I mean 20% of our own citizens are unemployed for crying out loud! We first need to get the amount of unemployed people in our nation down to something reasonable like 1%, which means we first need to get our citizens back to work by eliminating unemployment, (or nearly eliminating it, due to the 1% of people who refuse to work) then if there is room in our countries we could consider letting foreigners in once again. By the way, no one is flooding the Black nations of Africa with millions of non-blacks to "end racism". No one is flooding China or Japan with millions of non-Asians to "end racism". Only White countries are forced to commit suicide by importing millions of non-whites into our nations to "end racism"! Immigration, integration, and assimilation are forced on ALL White countries and ONLY White countries!

When White people are forced to let Millions of Non-white immigrants into their countries & then race-mixing is heavily promoted via all the Zionist controlled media where couples actually start producing mixed race children a "war on our genes" takes place. And as a consequence the White genes LOSE due to being "recessive" genes (compared to the dominant Black genes). This is called GENE-o-cide or Genocide. Due to this "social engineering" the White Race is being WIPEd from the earth! Promoters of White Genocide love to use the term "Anti-Racist", but what they truly are is "Anti-White". Whenever you hear someone say they are "anti-racist, what they mean is that they are "Anti-White" which is TREASON in White Nations! Why must White nations be flooded with non-whites to end racism, when non-white countries are keeping their nations for themselves & their offspring?

Whenever you watch a video on YouTube which is promoting White destruction, post “The Mantra” or a version of the mantra, which can be posted in four text comments in under one minute! The truth contained within the mantra is designed to encourage the audience to see the world logically from our point of view.

12. Who cares if White people invented so many of the modern things that we use today. They are no smarter than anyone else. They just had a head start that is all. All of these discoveries or inventions would have eventually been created by non-whites in time. Who cares if White people created them first?

Well, first of all you are only assuming that the inventions and discoveries made by Europeans (white guys) would have eventually been created or discovered by non-white people. Over the course of thousands of years Indian and Black people never even invented the wheel! Incidentally intelligence of individual people can be measured in several different ways. The most common & accepted way is through IQ tests. White people, Jews & Asians all score on average around the 100 IQ mark. But it has been proven countless times that thoroughbred Negroes repeatedly on average score at least 30 IQ points lower than Whites, Jews & Asians. The reality of the world is that White people have in fact invented virtually everything on the planet. Due to our unique creative abilities & problem solving skills,
we as a people (or as a race of people) have done what so many other races were convinced was impossible.

Without White people the following would never have existed. There would have been no creative spark of Thomas Edison and Henry Ford and Pasteur and Marconi. No great scientists, or mathematicians, or inventors or fine artists. No Archimedes, no Aristotle, no Socrates, no Alexander, no Renaissance, no Newton, no Kepler, no Goddard, no Mendel, no Tesla, no Faraday, no Guttenberg, no Shakespeare, no Dickens, no Twain, no Mozart, no Beethoven, no Davinci, no Michelangelo, no Galileo, no Copernicus. No orchestras, no museums, no universities, no hospitals, no libraries, no theaters, no radio, no books, no electricity, no television, no movies, no refrigeration, no heating, no plumbing, no steel, no stadiums, no cars, no planes, no jets, no rockets, no trains, no dentists, no surgeons, no computers, no telephones, & most important – there would be no creative genius to be found that could create and sustain such a high level of civilization!

White European societies created and discovered all of these inventions plus countless others. Without the inventive-creativity of White civilization the world would still be essentially living in the Stone Age! Currently there are no more countries living in the Stone Age. All the countries of the world have benefited and have had their standards of living raised, while being artificially pushed into the 21 century by the inventions of White Europeans. And yet non-white countries are still not inventing the latest technologies, despite using and having access to all of our European discoveries and inventions. It has been said that if it wasn’t for the intentional direct interference & sabotage of the Zionists, white men would be colonizing Mars by now. You really need to give your people and your race the respect they so rightfully have earned with all of our contributions to humanity. For without the white race the world would be a very backward and cruel place.

13. White people shouldn't be allowed to have "White Only" schools, as that is discrimination. It wouldn't be fair of us to deny Black people the opportunity of getting to know White people.

If you believe that we are supposed to be a FREE Country then you have to give people their Freedom...

In 1920 the White Automaker Henry Ford tried to warn the world about the dangers of their power by publishing his own weekly newspaper & by writing his own book called “The International Jew”.

“The JEWISH nation is the only nation that possesses the secrets of all the rest...there is no government in the world so completely at their service as America. "The British did this, the Germans did that, when it was the International Jew who did it..." the Americans are (now known as) a sordid, greedy, cruel people." Why? Because JEWISH money-power is centered here. The genius of the Jew is to live off people, not off land, nor off the production of commodities from raw materials, but off people. Let other people till the soil; the Jew if he can will live off the tiller. Let other people toil at trades and manufacture; the Jew will exploit the fruits of their work. That is his particular genius. If this genius be described as parasitic, the term would seem to be justified by a certain fitness.”

Quote by HENRY FORD SR. from his book, "The International Jew".
A ‘Free’ Nation would not force their children into a potentially hostile ‘multicultural’ learning environment where the child’s safety is placed at ‘increased risk’! 


…to choose who they want to associate with. Black people are allowed to have all Black schools; Jewish people are allowed to have all Jewish schools. So why aren’t White people, who built this country, allowed to have all White Schools? That just isn’t right or fair! If White people choose to go to an all White school, regardless of the reason, that is their choice and right! If the parent or child cannot choose than we are NOT “A Free Country” and are living under “Tyranny”. There is nothing wrong with using your common sense and avoiding potentially dangerous racially charged situations by simply steering clear of them in the first place.

A simple fact is White people are prone to less violence than Black people. So, why should even one White person be FORCED to be placed at “increased risk” while acquiring a public education at a potentially dangerous multicultural school? All the White parents who have worked hard their entire lives paying taxes should be entitled to choose which school they want their child to attend. Thousands of children get needlessly bullied, intimidated or killed in public schools every year, simply because they are forced to attend institutions where dangerous non-white children with criminal backgrounds run wild assaulting whoever they please. This environment is extremely dangerous for our children and no parent should be forced to have to place his or her child in such a hostile environment. Again if we are going to be a “Free Country” then parents, students and teachers must have the freedom to choose which ethnic school they wish to attend. Keeping the races with their own ethnicities will help to ensure the public’s safety. No White child (or any child for that matter) should have to live in racial fear while attending school.

14. It is greedy and unfair of White people to be so selfish in desiring to have a country for just themselves. We are a global village and therefore we must share what we have with the world, as it is our duty as responsible people.

So you don’t see a problem with Black countries for Black people and Asian Countries for Asian people, BUT White countries are now through force, being given to everyone? Do you really think that is fair? I mean White people never voted in favor of this policy! Why are White people being forced to commit suicide and give up their countries, while other nations are allowed to reproduce offspring which naturally resemble their people and forefathers? In its simplest form this is anti-White Genocide taking place against White people! This insanity or madness has to stop! White people have the right to exist! And in order to exist and thrive we need a landmass to our selves, which is free from ALL non-white threats in their multiple forms. We, as all ethnic groups of the world, have the right to self defense, self determination and prosperity! We are not a “Global Village”, as this is just what the Zionists want you to think! Beware of the Zionist myth maker, who intentionally misleads the public into believing lies, through their many forms of corrupt media! In order for the individually unique White nations to survive, they need their countries to remain for THEIR people; and for THEIR people only!

15. Allowing just any old citizen to own a gun is very dangerous. I think it would be best if the government confiscated all the guns from all the citizens; this way we would be safer.

Criminals break the law and don’t give a damn about obeying the law! If gun ownership became illegal, criminals would still own guns as criminals are not going to turn in their guns! That is why they are called “criminals”! Now if a gun packing criminal breaks into your house in America, what are you going to do? Call the police? The crime will already have taken place.

White Nationalist Booklet For Educating Liberals
The Zionists desire a defenseless disarmed public.

before the police get there! The police arrive at crime scenes too late. But if you have a gun to protect yourself with, your safety is ensured (assuming you are an excellent marksman) because you can now combat the force being used against you with equal force of your own. Now, what would happen if our government suddenly went absolutely corrupt, then stripped all law abiding citizens of their firearms and then forced all of their governmental agency employees (such as the Army and the Police) to start rounding up and murdering all White families of Dutch descent throughout the nation? (As the English government basically did in 1901-1902 during the Boer War.)

The Dutch North Americans would have to protect themselves and start fighting back, or suffer death. Now I will admit that is a little far-fetched, but the point is, as history has taught us, that Governments eventually always go bad! Just look at what happened to America. America had to shoot themselves free from British Tyrannical control. If America had never gained independence from corrupt Rothschild influenced Britain, America would have never become an independent country, free from the control and influence of the English Kings and Queens. The founding fathers of America realized this, and that is why Americans, according to their Constitution, have the right to own guns, so that they can keep themselves safe from all criminals, foreign and domestic. Whether the criminals are petty street thugs or Political thugs, it makes no difference. Guns keep law abiding citizens safe from ALL criminals and are a necessary component to a free society. Gun ownership is self defense, plain and simple. Don’t ever let anyone take away your guns and your right to protect yourself, otherwise you are at the mercy of those who control the guns and that is a frightening position to be in, especially if the government becomes corrupt, as it has so many times in recent history.

16. Communism in theory is a good idea. There is nothing wrong with making everyone equal.

Yeah, making everyone equal does have a certain appealing ring to it. But as history reveals this is an extremely dangerous practice. The problem is if you FORCE everyone to be the same, you are smothering the gifted people’s capabilities, for you are not allowing them to flourish and reach their true potential. If the system would somehow raise everyone up, then one could argue the concept has merit, but if the solution is to push everyone down, such as destroying First and Second World Nations and forcing us all to become Third World Nations, just so the government could say, “see, we’re all equal”, the fatal flaws of the concept become clear.

The problem is why should a talented guy bust his hump to produce 20 units of product per hour, and only get paid the same as the lazy guy who only produces 8 units of product per hour? This system is fatally flawed for it takes away the natural incentive to get ahead. Why work hard and be productive, (contributing to society) when you can work lazy style and still get paid the same. Only a fool would continually work harder than everyone else and receive zero extra compensation for his efforts. Eventually he would get tired of busting his hump for nothing, and give up.

We should never forget the words of Richard Cotton who said, “Freedom is not free; free men are not equal; and equal men are not free.” There is no such thing as “equality”, for every individual has varied abilities and talents. To force society to become equal means to stunt human progression.
17. Of course we are a "Free Country" the Greatest Generation fought and died to ensure that we would be Free. The Greatest Generation went and killed the evil Germans who were trying to take our Freedoms away.

Zionist Hate Speech Laws are anti-Free Speech laws!

Okay then, if we are a Free Country then we must have certain Freedoms like Freedom of Speech, right? If we have Freedom of Speech, then why do we need NEW laws which take away our rights to speak? Why do we need "Hate Speech Laws"? If we are going to be a Free Country then I should have the right to speak, right? Or do you prefer the Communist system in Russia, where Freedom of Speech was abolished? And Anti-Semitism became a capital offense? (which means they put you to death for it.) In fact the Communist Zionists (or the Marxist Communists) killed over 60 Million Russians over a 60 year period! Yet no Hollywood block buster movies are made about the Russians suffering under Zionist Communism! Why is that? Obviously it is because the Zionists control the media and they don't want this story and many other stories told to the world for fear of public blow-back.

In fact the Founding Fathers who created the nation, (to whom we are all indebted to as they pledged their lives and fortunes in order to break free from the unjust Control Freaks of Rothschild influenced England) realizing the ineptness of the Negroes from Savage Africa, determined that the Negroes (and the Indians) were not qualified to vote and influence the direction of the Nation. So, yes, America was created as a White Nation by White men for those White men’s future offspring or progeny. As for being a "melting pot", America was designed to be a WHITE European Melting pot ONLY. Not a multi-racial melting pot, which is now intentionally altering the ethnic make-up of the Nation. America, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Iceland & South Africa were created & founded with immigration policies that only allowed White Europeans to settle there. These were OUR countries, created by OUR fore fathers for OUR descendants only!

The Founding Fathers had enough common sense to realize that opening the borders to people of different races would only be a recipe for disaster! It wasn’t until hundreds of years later, when the Zionists came along, which after 60 years of continual defeat (starting in 1905), were finally successful and able to change America’s immigration policies in 1965 with the Hart/Cellar Act, to now include massive new amounts of non-white people. The Zionists essentially did the exact same thing to Canada & Australia as well! Again the Zionists are underhandedly changing everything to intentionally destroy OUR nations, while patting us on the back and telling us how wonderful we are for sharing our Nations with the mixed multitudes of the world, while all the while laughing behind our backs at how stupid and gullible we goy are! This is intentional White Genocide and Zionist TREASON; and must be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law!

18. We’re a multiracial country & we always have been! We’re a melting pot & not a ‘White’ country!

The Founding Fathers who created our Country were ALL White men. They intended this country to be for them and their descendants or “progeny”. There were of course two obstacles which prevented the new Nation from being an exclusively all White Nation. There were obviously “Indians” here at the time our nation was officially formed. There were also Black Africans now present in the Americas thanks to Zionist Slave Trading (more on that later). The White men out of the goodness of their hearts (and against their better judgment) chose to include the Indians and the Africans in their new nation. However they didn’t want these primitive, intellectually challenged, (sorry, but facts are facts) backward people voting on key matters in regards to the prosperity and security of the Nation.
19. Oh my God! What a racist thing to say! I have never heard that expression before, "White Flight"! I didn't move because I am White! I moved because I wanted to move to a city that had a slower pace of life with low crime, where the people had a good sense of community.

Yeah, okay, I hear you. But what you don’t realize is that all those qualities you are looking for in a desirable city used to be standard qualities in all our cities. It wasn’t until recently that all our cities started to change for the worse. Now, let’s pretend the Communist Russians wanted to kill us all. (In reality our country does have Zionist enemies who hate our guts and want to destroy our nation while taking over our lives.) So, one way the Communist Russians could kill us would be to storm into our country with their machine guns blazing, shooting as many of us as they possibly could. The problem with this approach though, is that news of this attack would quickly spread.

Soon our people would start firing back, at which point the Russian Communists would start to take heavy losses and the war would soon turn into a near stalemate or tie. Now, from now on this is a true story, as I am not making this up, so pay close attention! Our nation’s enemies cleverly chose a different technique to destroy us. Rather than coming in with guns and bullets, they came in as spies and as sneaky politicians! They pretended to be our friends, and told us what we wanted to hear in the form of “campaign promises”. They lied their evil fat butts off to us in order to get elected to public office. Once elected, they stabbed us in the back; and like a virus immediately went to work on destroying our existing power structure. They changed everything they possibly could so that our institutions no longer reflected their original purpose. These Russian Communists, who are also known as Russian Zionists, or JEWISH Zionists, who originated from Russia, infiltrated all our key organizations of Political Power. One of the first areas they targeted to gain control over was our media! These Zionists, who moved into the New York area of America by the tens of thousands during the years of 1890 – 1910, actually stole Thomas Edison’s patented movie camera, and then fled across the country all the way to Los Angeles to start up Hollywood! They immediately recognized the power of public persuasion through creating video media, as well as radio and newprint. They conspired and plotted to gain control of every single radio station, newspaper, magazine and book publishing firm in America (& eventually all White Western Nations).

It became so obvious that in the 1950s Joe McCarthy tried to stop the Communists by booting them out of Hollywood. Tragically, Joe McCarthy didn’t complete the purging of America’s enemies, as he soon died at 48 years of age. The Zionist control of our media is now 100 times worse than it was in the 1950s! The Zionists now own, control, or influence every single meaningful organization in America and most of the world! This is why everything is changing for the worse, including the destruction of our cities. The Zionists, who eventually gained control of our immigration laws, are intentionally flooding our nations & cities with people they know will cause serious harm and destruction.

This is why our major cities are now undesirable places to live, with huge crime rates, massive outsourcing of jobs to non-white nations and the loss of our original settling White people. So many people are aware of these negative changes, but can’t quite put their finger on the source of the problem. They despise these changes to their community which of course they never got the chance to vote on, but feel there isn’t much they can do about the problems. So they chose to just flee the area, and move to a smaller White city that still retained its original European ethnic make-up; a city which hadn’t been as severely affected by the destructive “change”. This style of thinking or retreat, is now referred to as “White Flight”. It consists of White people, who are so pissed off with the destruction of
their cities that they are willing to just pack up and leave and resettle in some other less densely populated area with a “slower pace of life”, which they desire and are naturally accustomed to. So you see, Zionism is very real and is deadly in nature. It is like a disease which is rapidly spreading across our nations leaving destruction in its wake. Treasonous destructive Zionism has to be stopped at all costs in order for our White communities to survive.

20. I refuse to Hate someone simply because they have a different skin color than I do. To hate someone based on their skin color is just completely ignorant.

No reasonable person hates anyone based on their “skin color”. What people hate is the actions or behaviors of particular people. There are several “Albinos” born in Black Africa every year. These people look somewhat White & some people say their “skin color” is white. But these white looking Black people are not White. They are Black people who are albinos. These people still have the same behavioral patterns and tendencies as the rest of their people from their African tribe. For they still possess the same “inner processor” (for lack of a better term) as they would if they were not having a skin pigment problem. Skin color is not what people are concerned over. (That is just what the Zionists want you to think we are concerned over.) What people are concerned over is what comes with a “Black DNA package”. The Negroid “package” comes with a lot more than just darker skin color. In basic computer language, it comes with a ‘slower processor’.

No one would argue that the outside color of a computer tower controls what speed your computer is going to function at! (A lot of Dell towers have a black exterior color, where as a lot of Apex towers have a white exterior color.) When a person wants to buy a fast computer he or she isn’t concerned about what color the tower is, they are concerned about what size of an internal processor is installed in the computer. Skin color is irrelevant! Tower color is irrelevant! The “inner workings” is what counts! Now you can go ahead and blame nature (or God) but not all races have the same abilities. Just like not all computers have the same abilities. I agree this isn’t fair, but this is the reality of life. WE WERE NOT ALL CREATED EQUAL.

Due to their high crime rates, society at large avoids Negroes because of their genetically predisposed behavioral patterns and not because of their skin color. Above are 6 Negro Albinos who are not White people. Once again race is the deciding factor, not skin color!

So what are the differences that exist between the races? Good question. One of the main differences is found in the amount of testosterone that is produced in Black people compared to White people. These excessive levels of testosterone have certain advantages in sports, but they also have disadvantages, such as making the Negro predisposed to not being able to control his or her frustrations throughout life. To put it simply, Negroes have a shorter fuse when angered. Negroes have tempers. Now this can prove deadly if the Negro gets severely agitated and has a hand gun. Again this is not the Negroes fault; it’s Mother Nature’s fault.

Now, there are all kinds of other racial differences that exist (see point # 47 on p. 50) that are too numerous to talk about here, but the point is due to these obvious differences, (which the Zionist media continually deny) people choose to be around others which are of the same ethnic background as themselves. For this way, the community successfully interacts with each other as they have a tremendous amount in common; while at the same time naturally avoiding those whom are of a foreign tribe or race of people. People do this for a number of reasons, but one of the main reasons is safety. It is not right of you to blame someone who is simply choosing to be safe. This is why aware people
avoid other races. They don’t like the potentially dangerous internal differences that exist within other races of people. So they try to do the responsible thing, and avoid them at all costs. If we the citizens are going to have something called, “Freedom”, then we must have the freedom to choose with whom we want to associate. Otherwise we are just paying “lip service” to the principle of “Freedom”, but don’t really believe in it. I hope that makes sense to you?

21. Who cares if the Jewish Rothschild family chose to work together (or conspire together) initially throughout five White countries in Europe and support each other through their international banking practices, where they captured 75% of the wealth previously owned by White people? The Rothschild families were just very intelligent people who had a gift for banking. You are just jealous of their success and a sore loser.

Listen and really try to understand. Try to see the implications of the big picture here. The father Mayer Amschel Rothschild lived from 1744 – 1812 and had five sons named Amschel, Solomon, Nathan, Kalman (Carl) & Jacob (James) In 1770 Rothschild married Gutele Schnaper who was aged seventeen. They had a large family consisting of five sons and five daughters. The following is transcribed from the 1940 video called “The Eternal Jew”. The father Amschel Mayer Rothschild states to his five sons,

“Much money is lost through sending gold by coach from one country to another. In times of war it is seized by the enemy, it times of peace by thieves. You are five brothers; I want you each to start a banking business in a different country. One to go and open a house in Paris, one in Vienna, one in London. Choose the most important cities. So that when money is to be sent from here to London say, you won’t have to risk life and gold. Amschel here in Frankfurt will just send a letter to Nathan in London, saying pay so and so, and that will be offset by loans from London to Frankfurt. Understand? In your day there will be many wars in Europe and nations that have money to transport will come to the Rothschild's because it will be safe.”

Transfer of money by check is not a Jewish invention. Nor was it cultivated by Jews for the good of mankind.

Five Conspiring Jewish Zionist Rothschild Brothers whose father Mayer Rothschild started the whole “International Banking Conspiracy” back in 1769.

It served them as a means of obtaining international influence over their host peoples.

“No one brother must be allowed to fail, while another brother succeeds. Your five banking houses may cover Europe, but you will be one firm, one family. Rothschild's will work always together that will be your power and when that power comes, remember the Ghetto”.

So Nathan goes to London and becomes an Englishman. Jacob goes to Paris and becomes a Frenchman. Solomon goes to Vienna and becomes an Austrian. Carl goes to Naples and becomes an Italian. Amschel stays in Frankfurt and remains a German. But of course they all remain Jews. Therefore, when during the French revolution, Jews became rightful citizens of their respected host nations, they each belonged to two nations at the same time. It’s not for nothing that they have blood relations at all European courts. And therefore are intimately acquainted at what goes on in these courts, and in the countries they preside over.

In this century of industry and progress, Jewish business blooms as never before. The house of Rothschild is just one example of the use of this tactic by the Jews to spread their net of financial influence over the working man. The house of Warburg follows a same tactic as do other Jewish banking families. By the beginning of the 20th century, the Jews are sitting at all junctions of the world’s money market. They’re an international power. Though they make up only 1% of the population of the earth, their capital enables them to terrorize world exchanges, world opinion, and world politics. New York is today’s chief center of Jewish power.
The New York stock exchange, financial center of the world, is ruled by such Jewish banking houses as Kuhn, Loeb, Warburg, Hanover, Wertheim, Levisohn, Seligman, Guggenheim, Wolf, Schiff, Strauss, Stern & so forth. These Jewish kings of finance love to play out their power behind the scenes & stay out of the limelight.

The Jewish Rothschild family and many others like it, are TRAITORS to their host nations!!! They don’t care about the well being of their host nations, which were initially kind enough to let them into their countries and give them citizenship. All they care about is destroying those host nations, while at the same time building up Jewish World power. They are only loyal to each other and to the country in the Middle East which now falsely calls itself “Israel”.

22. Who cares if the Jew Nathan Rothschild financially seized control of England and took it over in one day in 1815 by falsely portraying the outcome of the War between Napoleon and Wellington? What he did wasn’t illegal. It was immoral yes, but there is no law against that. You are only jealous or envious of his shrewd business skills.

Again, try to see the big picture here. Jewish Nathan Rothschild *seizes* control of ENGLAND with a Massive Stock Market swindle, based on the intentional false outcome of the battle of Wellington vs. Napoleon at Waterloo in 1815. Jewish Nathan Mayer Rothschild lived from 1777 - 1836. Now, upon the battle of Waterloo, depended the future of the European continent. If the Grande Army of Napoleon emerged victorious France would be undisputed master of all she surveyed on the European front. If Napoleon was crushed into submission England would hold the balance of power in Europe and would be in a position to greatly expand its sphere of influence. Historian John Reeves, a Rothschild partisan, reveals in his book “The Rothschilds, Financial Rulers of the Nations”, 1887, page 167, that “one cause of his [Nathan's] success was the secrecy with which he shrouded & the tortuous policy with which he misled those who watched him the keenest.” There were vast fortunes to be made and lost on the outcome of the Battle of Waterloo. The Stock Exchange in London was at fever pitch as traders awaited news of the outcome of this battle of the giants. If Britain lost, English consuls would plummet to unprecedented depths. If Britain was victorious, the value of the consul would leap to dizzying new heights. As the two huge armies closed in for their battle to the death, Nathan Rothschild had his agents working feverishly on both sides of the line to gather the most accurate possible information as the battle proceeded. Late on the afternoon of June 15, 1815, a Rothschild representative jumped on board a specially chartered boat and headed out into the channel in a hurried dash for the English coast. In his possession was a top secret report from Rothschild’s secret service agents on the progress of the crucial battle. This intelligence data would prove indispensable to Nathan in making some vital decisions. The special agent was met at Folkstone the following morning at dawn by Nathan Rothschild himself. After quickly scanning the highlights of the report Rothschild was on his way again, speeding towards London & the Stock Exchange.

Arriving at the Exchange amid frantic speculation on the outcome of the battle, Nathan took up his usual position beside the famous ‘Rothschild Pillar.’ Without a sign of emotion, without the slightest change of facial expression the stony-faced, flint eyed chief of the House of Rothschild gave a predetermined signal to his agents who were stationed nearby. Rothschild agents immediately began to dump consuls on the market. As hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of consuls poured onto the market their value started to slide. Then they began to plummet. He continued to
sell, and sell and sell. Consuls kept on falling. Word began to sweep through the Stock Exchange: “Rothschild knows.” “Rothschild knows.” “Wellington has lost at Waterloo!” The selling turned into a panic as people rushed to unload their ‘worthless’ consuls or paper money for gold and silver in the hope of retaining at least part of their wealth. Consuls continued their nosedive towards oblivion. After several hours of feverish trading the consul lay in ruins. It was selling for about five cents on the dollar.

Nathan Rothschild, emotionless as ever, still leaned against his pillar. On the cue from their boss, dozens of Rothschild agents made their way to the order desks around the Exchange and bought every consul in sight for just a ’song’! A short time later the ‘official’ news arrived in the British capital. England was now the master of the European scene. Within seconds the consul skyrocketed to above its original value. As the significance of the British victory began to sink into the public consciousness, the value of consuls rose even higher. Nathan had bought control of the British economy. Overnight, his already vast fortune was multiplied twenty times over! (Story continued at www.Biblebelievers.org.au/slavery.htm)

What Jew Nathan Rothschild did was TRAITOROUS to England, the host nation that foolishly allowed Jews to once again reside in the kingdom. Ever since 1815 England and the United Kingdom have been Jew controlled. This Jew control is used to conduct evil, at the expense of the whole world, which makes the (anti-White) Jewish Power Structure stronger, and thus erodes everybody else’s freedom. The House of Rothschild and their other Jewish family affiliates, have to be completely destroyed! Otherwise Jewish evil will continue to rule the earth and enslave us all!

23. White people enslaved the Black Africans. It is only fair that we now make up for our wrongs of the past by giving the Black community a much deserved helping hand.

First of all, at the peak of Slave Ownership in America, only 5% of White Southerners owned Black Slaves. That means that 95% of White Southerners did NOT own ANY slaves! Next the Jews have always been traders in human flesh. Jews successfully lobbied to make slave ownership LEGAL in the American Colonies in 1661. Jews promoted the slave trade and owned the Slave Ships. Slave trading was not held on Jewish Holidays, for it inconvenienced the Jews. For more on the Jewish role in the Slave Trade watch the youtube videos, “Who Brought The Slaves To America?” and “The Shocking Jewish Role in Slavery Part I & Part II: What Jewish Historians Say”. After watching these videos you will no longer accept the Jewish Zionist led “Guilt Trip” that Whites are responsible for Black Slavery. And furthermore, it was White Men who in 1807, finally overturned and outlawed the Jewish sponsored Slave Trading Laws which had formally made Slave trading Legal in the American Colonies. Under White leadership the trans-Atlantic slave trade was once again I L L E G A L in America.

24. I believe dropping the Atomic Bombs on Japan was the right thing to do. We had to teach those Japs a lesson for attacking us at Pearl Harbor.

The attack on Pearl Harbor was intentionally engineered on purpose by the Communist Zionists who had infiltrated Washington. The Zionists deliberately pissed off Japan by intentionally cutting off Japan’s much needed oil supply, which was imported from America. They then clustered America’s navy fleet into one small convenient “target rich” area. Washington had also broken the Japanese codes, so they knew the attack was coming, which they refused to pass on to the American Navy Commanders in Hawaii. The Zionists wanted the attack to happen so that the American
The Zionists wanted and allowed the attack on Pearl Harbor to occur, so that they could then thru the public outrage, declare war on Japan & its ally Germany, who had dared to free itself from Zionist control.

public would become so enraged with the deaths of their navy men, that the public would justify the American entry into the Second World War. (America of course was not officially involved in the war up until that point of Dec. 7th, 1941.) This entry into the war also conveniently meant war with Germany, due to the German / Japanese treaty, which stated that each nation would protect each other from any hostile nation which attacked either country. So now knowing this information, do you still think it was correct of Zionist occupied Washington to drop the Atomic Bombs on Japan, when Washington intentionally provoked Japan to attack America? For more of a detailed understanding on this topic read the following abridged essay entitled, "East Wind, rain: Treason At Pearl Harbor". Or watch it as a slideshow on YouTube.

...If you want to understand why neither Democrats nor Republicans will protect our borders from alien invasion and if you want to understand why we are rapidly losing our freedoms that our fathers and their fathers fought to defend, then you must gain an understanding of the events that took place over a few days' span over a half century ago. The truth about this incident of treason against the American people and betrayal of our fighting men is so shocking and so revealing that once heard, it will forever alter your view of our world and the forces that shape it. After realizing this, you will never be able to trust the controlled media again; and you will see with crystal clarity the hand of America’s enemies as they guide our government from disaster to disaster.... "East Wind, Rain" was one of three possible "execute" messages which Japanese diplomats around the world had been alerted to begin listening for on November 19th. They were told to monitor the regular news and weather broadcasts from Tokyo, just as they always did, but to pay especially careful attention to the phraseology employed to describe the weather. If they heard the words "North Wind, Cloudy," it meant war with the Soviet Union. If they heard the words "West Wind, Clear," it meant war with the British Empire. And if they heard the words "East Wind, Rain," it meant war with the United States... Instantly [after hearing the forecast] workers at the embassy began destroying their cryptographic equipment and codebooks, while others took the secret documents from their files, piled them in huge heaps in the garden, and burned them.

...In such an atmosphere it is not surprising that the Roosevelt government was anxious to enter the war on the side of the Soviets. Nor is it surprising that Jewish interests, which [were overly represented] in the Roosevelt regime and in all administrations since, were also zealous in their efforts to involve the United States in the war against Germany, which by that time had removed organized Jewish interests from their former positions of power in that country. ...One week before Pearl Harbor, polls showed the American people a solid 75% against war, despite the best efforts of Roosevelt and the controlled media's hate propaganda.

As we have already mentioned on a previous American Dissident Voices broadcast, Roosevelt's Secretary of War, Henry L. Stimson, entered in his diary two weeks before [the attack on] Pearl Harbor, the fact that FDR had stated [that day] to his cabinet that his plan was to maneuver Japan into war without America firing the first shot. And that is exactly what he did. Among many other things, he instituted a trade embargo against Japan, starving that resource-poor nation of vital industrial materials. The Roosevelt government knew the meaning of the "East Wind, Rain" message. They knew it because American and British intelligence were able to read the Japanese diplomatic code, and they had intercepted and read the message from the Japanese foreign ministry of November 19th, 1941,
which instructed Japanese embassies and consulates to be listening for the "winds" [execute] messages on their shortwave receivers, and which explained the meaning of those messages in no uncertain terms… …After [US radio operator] Ralph Briggs had teletyped the "winds" message to Washington, it was quickly transmitted to Army Signals Intelligence and to the White House. The teletype equipment then in use at Cheltenham produced an original and a copy at the sending end, and two copies at the Washington end. Briggs [also] typed out another original & two carbon copies on a regular typewriter. These were all carefully filed.

“…In the next month, as we began to hear the real facts about our losses, that's when I [Ralph Briggs] started looking back through our records for that 'execute' intercept and to see what I'd done with it." But Ralph Briggs found nothing in the files. Every copy of the "winds" message had mysteriously vanished! …A strange twist of fate helped the American code-breakers just a few days before the attack. The Japanese naval code was normally changed every six months. After each change, it took the British & American code-breakers a few weeks to crack the new code.

The next change date was December 1st, but due to the fact that some Japanese naval communication units had not yet received their new codebooks in time, the date for the code change was pushed back to December 4, thus giving our code-breakers a valuable 4 extra days of Japanese naval intelligence. The Japanese also made the error after December 4 of communicating with some units, who still hadn't received their code tables, in the old code while at the same time sending the same messages to others in the new. Slips like this are a code-breaker's fondest dream, and greatly speeded the process of cracking the new code. Washington knew through reading the Japanese naval traffic that all Japanese merchant vessels were to return to their home waters by December 7th. This information was also not given to the commanders at Pearl Harbor. On the 27th of November, Washington learned through the Dutch attaché in Washington (who had also received a decrypt of the Japanese naval message ordering the task force to sea from his own intelligence men in the Dutch East Indies) that the task force's most likely direction was east and that its most likely target was Pearl Harbor. This information was not passed along to the American commanders at Pearl Harbor. And on December 2nd, the day after which the naval code would normally have been changed, Washington intercepted and read the message giving the date for the attack.

"Climb Mount Niitakayama 1208." Mount Niitakayama was then the highest mountain in the Japanese Empire and was the code word for the attack, and 12-8 Japanese time is 12-7 Hawaiian time. This message was also intercepted and read by British intelligence, who concluded, according to one of their number, W. W. Mortimer of the British Far East Combined Bureau, that since no task force had been sighted in waters south of Japan, the only target that fitted the length of [the] voyage, mid-ocean refueling, and the inclusion of aircraft carriers was Pearl Harbor, and that an attack on Sunday, December 7, (the date given in the Japanese message) would offer the greatest element of surprise to the Americans. This information was passed along to Washington, who, once again, did nothing to warn the Commanders at Pearl Harbor.
Ladies and gentlemen, only in the last few years has the information obtained by the breaking of the Japanese naval codes been available to the public. But even the limited knowledge we had earlier of the decryption of the diplomatic codes was enough to indicate to any reasonable man that [Jewish] Franklin Roosevelt and the men around him should have been tried for treason and for the betrayal of every American fighting man not only those who died on that fateful day of December 7th, 1941, but everyone who died or was maimed for life in that entire suicidal and fratricidal conflict called World War Two…

…What we have is so damning that no further confirmation of the essentials is necessary… …On this we are certain: the administration knew, at the very highest level, what was going to happen at Pearl Harbor. They wanted it to happen, because they wanted America to go to war against Germany.

Since Germany would not do anything to justify an American declaration of war, despite Roosevelt's secret war against Germany in the Atlantic and his multiple provocations and violations of American neutrality, Roosevelt was forced to provoke Japan, which was Germany's ally. Roosevelt and his henchmen cared so little for the lives of American soldiers; and so much for their plan to get us into the war, that they chose not to warn our commanders at Pearl Harbor. Roosevelt wanted the Americans at Pearl Harbor to suffer a horrible defeat so that the outrage of the American people at Japan would send the 75% of the American people who had been against the war down to the enlistment offices, and in this he was entirely successful. (You can read the complete unabridged essay @

http://nationalvanguard.org/2012/12/east-wind-rain-treason-at-pearl-harbor/ )

25. The creation of Israel was God’s will. It was Biblical prophecy coming true in our lifetimes. I can’t be anti-Israel, otherwise I am anti-God! I am not going against God’s will!

The creation of Israel was NOT God’s will. Israel was created through the World Wars, Ethnic Cleansing, and Terrorism! The Illuminati/Freemasons/Zionists engineered the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdi-

Palestinian loss of land, 1946 - 2007

The Jews are guilty of ethnically cleansing Palestine.


m and of Austria/Germany by fanning the flames of Serbian separation by financing the Serbian Separatist Terrorist group called the “Black Hand”, who murdered the Duke of Austria. The Duke’s assassination and all the intentional intertwining treaties of Europe, led Europe, the Middle East and the British Commonwealth into the Great War (or World War One). Once the war was over The Turkish Ottoman Empire was divided up by the allied powers. And it was at this time that the Zionist Federation produced a letter, signed by Crypto Jew/English Lord James Balfour known as the “Balfour Declaration”, which stated the need for a Jewish State in Palestine. This letter was written as payment by England because World Jewry through their control of the American Media in 1916 – 1917, convinced America to join the war on England’s side to help defeat Germany who was winning the war up until that point.

The Zionist created and controlled League of Nations, which was the predecessor to the United Nations, failed to award Palestine to world Jewry, but gave control of the landmass to England which world Jewry had controlled since 1815. The Zionists, not satisfied with this outcome, then engineered the creation of World War Two, based on the theft of German territory which occurred at the end of World War One via the Treaty of Versailles, (which stole 13.5 % of the land from Germany and gave it to Poland and to other European Nations.) Then in 1933, world Jewry declared war on Germany six years before WW II started. World Jewry through their control of Britain and
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France then declared war on Germany for ostensibly “invading” Poland/former Germany, which was the land stolen from Germany at the end of WW I. After WW II concluded, the media, which by this time was owned and controlled by Jews, began to circulate throughout the world the lie known as the Holocaust, which led to an engineered feeling of guilt towards the poor Jews who allegedly had “suffered” (more than anyone else had) throughout the war.

The United Nations was then allegedly created to ensure World Wars would never occur again. After the end of WW II, Jews started to illegally pour into British Palestine, whose goal was to violently drive the British out of the region through murderous Acts of Terrorism. One such act of Jewish Terrorism was when several Jews dressed up as Arab milkmen; and instead of delivering milk to the King David Hotel, they planted, then detonated a bomb in the building killing 91 people on July 22nd, 1946! This terrorist act, combined with several others, weakened the British will to rule the area, and as a consequence the British relinquished control of Palestine to the Jewish Terrorists, who then falsely claimed it was God’s will that Israel be reborn!

On November 29th, 1947 the Jewish Zionist or “Israel First” controlled United Nations adopted a resolution to partition or divide Palestine into two separate states. The landmass was divided into a Jewish State and a Palestinian State. The Jews accepted the agreement but the Arabs did not and continual fighting has persisted to this day, with the Jews continually murdering Palestinian civilians and grabbing more and more land for themselves, leaving the Arabs with virtually nothing!

This is HOW the Terrorist State of Israel was created. It had nothing to do with “God’s Will”, but relied upon world wars, public deception or lies, and outright murder! Israel is illegal, parasitic (for they take over 8 – 10 Million dollars from America every single day!!) and a failure and should be dismantled immediately. For more on the creation of Israel, which is NOT the same Israel spoken of in the Bible, listen to an ex Zionist explain to you how Israel was actually created by watching the YouTube video entitled, “A Jewish Defector Warns America: Benjamin Freedman Speaks on Zionism.” His outstanding essay starts on the next page and can also be read at this [LINK].

On July 22nd, 1946, Jewish Terrorists murdered 91 people with a bomb in the British King David Hotel!

Mr. Benjamin Freedman, born in 1890, was a successful Jewish businessman of New York City who was at one time the principal owner of the Woodbury Soap Company. He broke with organized Jewry after the Judeo-Communist victory of 1945, & spent the remainder of his life and the great preponderance of his considerable fortune, at least 2.5 million dollars, exposing the Jewish tyranny which has enveloped the U.S.

Mr. Freedman knew what he was talking about because he had been an insider at the highest levels of Jewish organizations and Jewish machinations to gain power over our nation. Mr. Freedman was personally acquainted with Bernard Baruch, Samuel Untermyer, Woodrow Wilson, Franklin Roosevelt, Joseph Kennedy, and John F. Kennedy, and many more movers and shakers of our times. Ladies and gentlemen, you are about to hear a very frightening speech. This speech is an explanation of the plans now being laid to throw the United States into a third world war. It was made in 1961 before a large group in the Congressional Room of the Willard Hotel in Washington, D.C. Both the speech and the question and answer period later so
Former Zionist Freedman dedicated his life to exposing the Jewish Conspiracy to overthrow White society.

Electrified the audience that a group of patriots has transferred it to two long-playing records which you may buy to play for friends, clubs, and your church group in your community. The speaker is Mr. Benjamin Freedman, noted authority on Zionism and all of its schemes. Mr. Freedman is a former Jew, and I mean a FORMER Jew. He has fought the Communist world conspiracy tooth and nail, and stands today as a leading American patriot. We now take you to the speaker's platform to present Benjamin Freedman. (applause)

“What I intend to tell you tonight is something that you have never been able to learn from any other source, and what I tell you now concerns not only you, but your children and the survival of this country and Christianity. …Eighty percent of the world's population. Four out of five human beings on the face of the earth will be our enemies at war with us… but they are the non-Christian population of the world and they are the non-Caucasians, the non-white nations of the world, and that's what we face. And what is the reason? The reason is that here in the United States, the Zionists and their co-religionists have complete control of our government. For many reasons too many and too complex to go into here, at this time -- I'll be glad to answer questions, however, to support that statement -- the Zionists and their co-religionists rule this United States as though they were the absolute monarchs of this country. Now, you say, 'well, that's a very broad statement to make', but let me show what happened while you were -- I don't want to wear that out --- let me show what happened while WE were all asleep. I'm including myself with you. We were all asleep. What happened? World War I broke out in the summer of 1914. Nineteen-hundred and fourteen was the year in which World War One broke out. There are few people here my age who remember that. Now that war was waged on one side by Great Britain, France, and Russia; and on the other side by Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Turkey. What happened? Within two years Germany had won that war: not alone won it nominally, but won it actually. The German submarines, which were a surprise to the world, had swept all the convoys from the Atlantic Ocean, and Great Britain stood there without ammunition for her soldiers, stood there with one week's food supply facing her -- and after that, starvation. At that time, the French army had mutinied. They lost 600,000 of the flower of French youth in the defense of Verdun on the Somme.

The Russian army was defecting. They were picking up their toys and going home, they didn't want to play war anymore, they didn't like the Czar. And the Italian army had collapsed. Now Germany -- not a shot had been fired on the German soil. Not an enemy soldier had crossed the border into Germany. And yet, here was Germany offering England peace terms. They offered England a negotiated peace on what the lawyers call a status quo ante basis. That means: “Let's call the war off, and let everything be as it was before the war started.” Well, England, in the summer of 1916 was considering that. Seriously! They had no choice. It was either accepting this negotiated peace that Germany was magnanimously offering them, or going on with the war and being totally defeated.

While that was going on, the Zionists in Germany, who represented the Zionists from Eastern Europe, went to the British War Cabinet and -- I am going to be brief because this is a long story, but I have all the documents to prove any statement that I make if anyone here is curious, or doesn't believe what I'm saying is at all possible -- the Zionists in London went to the British war cabinet and they said: “Look here. You can yet win this war. You don't have to give up. You don't have to accept the negotiated peace offered to you now by Germany. You can win this war if the United States will come in as your ally.” The United States was not in the war at that time. We were fresh; we were young; we were rich; we were powerful. They [the Zionists] told England: “We will guarantee to bring the United States into the war as your ally, to fight with you on your side, if you will promise us
Just one example of Allied War lies which circulated amongst the public to ‘demonize’ the German people!

Palestine after you win the war.” In other words, they made this deal: “We will get the United States into this war as your ally. The price you must pay us is Palestine after you have won the war and defeated Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Turkey.”

Now England had as much right to promise Palestine to anybody, as the United States would have to promise Japan to Ireland for any reason whatsoever. It's absolutely absurd that Great Britain -- that never had any connection or any interest or any right in what is known as Palestine, should offer it as coin of the realm to pay the Zionists for bringing the U.S. into the war.

However, they made that promise, in October of 1916. October, nineteen hundred and sixteen. And shortly after that -- I don't know how many here remember it - - the United States, which was almost totally pro-German -- totally pro-German -- because the newspapers here were controlled by Jews, the bankers were Jews, all the media of mass communications in this country were controlled by Jews, and they were pro-German because their people, in the majority of cases came from Germany, and they wanted to see Germany lick the Czar. The Jews didn't like the Czar, and they didn't want Russia to win this war. So the German bankers -- the German-Jews -- Kuhn Loeb and the other big banking firms in the United States refused to finance France or England to the extent of one dollar. They stood aside and they said: “As long as France and England are tied up with Russia, not one cent!” But they poured money into Germany, they fought with Germany against Russia, trying to lick the Czarist regime. Now those same Jews, when they saw the possibility of getting Palestine, they went to England and they made this deal. At that time, everything changed, like the traffic light that changes from red to green.

Where the newspapers had been all pro-German, where they'd been telling the people of the difficulties that Germany was having fighting Great Britain commercially and in other respects, all of a sudden the Germans were no good. They were villains, they were Huns. They were shooting Red Cross nurses. They were cutting off babies hands. And they were no good. Well, shortly after that, Mr. Wilson declared war on Germany. The Zionists in London sent these cables to the United States, to Justice Brandeis: “Go to work on President Wilson. We're getting from England what we want. Now you go to work, and you go to work on President Wilson and get the United States into the war.” And that did happen. That's how the United States got into the war. We had no more interest in it; we had no more right to be in it than we have to be on the moon tonight instead of in this room.

Now the war -- World War One -- in which the United States participated had absolutely no reason to be our war. We went in there -- we were railroaded into it -- if I can be vulgar, we were suckereded into that war merely so that the Zionists of the world could obtain Palestine. Now, that is something that the people in the United States have never been told. They never knew why we went into World War One. Now, what happened? After we got into the war, the Zionists went to Great Britain and they said: “Well, we performed our part of the agreement. Let's have something in writing that shows that you are going to keep your bargain and give us Palestine after you win the war.” Because they didn't know whether the war would last another year or another ten years. So they started to work out a receipt.
This letter was the real reason for both World Wars! The British were forced into supporting a Jewish Homeland as payment to the Jews because they had convinced America to join the war on the British side!

The receipt took the form of a letter, and it was worded in very cryptic language so that the world at large wouldn't know what it was all about. And that was called the Balfour Declaration. The Balfour Declaration was merely Great Britain's promise to pay the Zionists what they had agreed upon as a consideration for getting the United States into the war. So this great Balfour Declaration, that you hear so much about, is just as phony as a three dollar bill. And I don't think I could make it more emphatic than that. Now, the Germans felt: "Well, that was quite a sell-out." It was a sellout that I can best compare -- suppose the United States was at war today with the Soviet Union. And we were winning. And we told the Soviet Union: "Well, let's quit. We offer you peace terms. Let's forget the whole thing." And all of a sudden Red China came into the war as an ally of the Soviet Union. And throwing them into the war brought about our defeat. A crushing defeat, with reparations the likes of which man's imagination cannot encompass.

Imagine, then, [after that defeat], if we found out that it was the Chinese in this country, our Chinese citizens, who all the time we thought they were loyal citizens working with us, were selling us out to the Soviet Union and that it was through them that Red China was brought into the war against us. How would we feel, in the United States against Chinese? I don't think that one of them would dare show his face on any street. There wouldn't be lampposts enough, convenient, to take care of them. Imagine how we would feel. Well, that's how the Germans felt towards these Jews.
We're been so nice to them"; and from 1905 on, when the first Communist revolution in Russia failed, and the Jews had to scramble out of Russia, they all went to Germany. And Germany gave them refuge. And they were treated very nicely. And here they sold Germany down the river for no reason at all other than they wanted Palestine as a so-called “Jewish commonwealth.”...The Jews themselves admitted that. It wasn't that the Germans in 1919 discovered that a glass of Jewish blood tasted better than Coca-Cola or Muenschner Beer. There was no religious feeling. There was no sentiment against those people merely on account of their religious belief. It was all political. It was economic. It was anything but religious.

Nobody cared in Germany whether a Jew went home and pulled down the shades and said “Shema' Yisraeil” or “Our Father.” No one cared in Germany any more than they do in the United States. Now this feeling that developed later in Germany was due to one thing: that the Germans held the Jews responsible for their crushing defeat, for no reason at all, because World War One was started against Germany for no reason for which they [the Germans] were responsible. They were guilty of nothing. Only of being successful. They built up a big navy. They built up world trade. You must remember, Germany, at the time of Napoleon, at the time of the French Revolution, what was the German Reich consisted of 300 -- three hundred! -- small city-states, principalities, dukedoms, and so forth. Three hundred little separate political entities. And between that time, between the period of... between Napoleon and Bismarck, they were consolidated into one state. And within 50 years after that time they became one of the world's great powers. Their navy was rivaling Great Britain's, they were doing business all over the world, they could undersell anybody and make better products. And what happened? What happened as a result of that? There was a conspiracy between England, France, and Russia that: "We must slap down Germany", because there isn't one historian in the world that can find a valid reason why those three countries decided to wipe Germany off the map politically.

Now, what happened after that? When Germany realized that the Jews were responsible for her defeat, they naturally resented it. But not a hair on the head of any Jew was harmed. Not a single hair. Professor Tansill, of Georgetown University, who had access to all the secret papers of the State Department, wrote in his book, and quoted from a State Department document written by Hugo Schoenfelt, a Jew who Cordell Hull sent to Europe in 1933 to investigate the so-called camps of political prisoners. And he wrote back that he found them in very fine condition. They were in excellent shape; everybody treated well. And they were filled with Communists. Well, a lot of them were Jews, because the Jews happened to be maybe 98 per cent of the Communists in Europe at that time. And there were some priests there, and ministers, and labor leaders, Masons, and others who had international affiliations.

Now, the Jews sort of tried to keep the lid on this fact. They didn't want the world to really understand that they had sold out Germany, and that the Germans resented that. So they did take appropriate action against them [against the Jews]. They... shall I say, discriminated against them wherever they could? They shunned them. The same as we would the Chinese, or the Negroes, or the Catholics, or anyone in this country who had sold us out to an enemy and brought about our defeat. Now, after a while, the Jews of the world didn't know what to do, so they called a meeting in Amsterdam. Jews from every country in the world attended in July 1933. And they said to Germany: “You fire Hitler! And you put every Jew back into his former position, whether he was a Communist, no matter what he was. You can't treat us that way! And we,
the Jews of the world, are calling upon you, and serv-
ing this ultimatum upon you.” Well, the Germans told them... you can imagine. So what did they [the Jews] do? They broke up, and Samuel Untermyer, if the name means anything to people here?... ...They were Communists, because in 1917, the Communists took over Germany for a few days. Rosa Luxembour and Karl Liebknecht, and a group of Jews in Germany took over the government for three days. In fact, when the Kaiser ended the war, he fled to Holland because he thought the Communists were going to take over Germany as they did Russia, and that he was going to meet the same fate that the Czar did in Russia. So he left and went to Holland for safety and for security. Now, at that time, when the Communist threat in Germany was quashed, it was quiet, the Jews were working, still trying to get back into their former -- their status -- and the Germans fought them in every way they could, without hurting a hair on anyone's head.

The same as one group, the Prohibitionists, fought the people who were interested in liquor, and they didn't fight one another with pistols, they did it every way they could. Well, that's the way they were fighting the Jews in Germany. And, at that time, mind you, there were 80 to 90 million Germans and there were only 460,000 Jews. . . less than one half of one percent of the population of Germany were Jews. And yet, they controlled all of the press, they controlled most of the economy, because they had come in and with cheap money -- you know the way the Mark was devalued -- they bought up practically everything.

Well, in 1933 when Germany refused to surrender, mind you, to the World Conference of Jews in Amsterdam, they broke up and Mr. Untermeyer came back to the United States -- who was the head of the American delegation and the president of the whole conference -- and he went from the steamer to ABC and made a radio broadcast throughout the United States in which he said: "The Jews of the world now declare a Holy War against Germany. We are now engaged in a sacred conflict against the Germans. And we are going to starve them into surrender. We're going to use a world-wide boycott against them that will destroy them because they are dependent upon their export business." And it is a fact that two thirds of Germany's food supply had to be imported, and it could only be imported with the proceeds of what they exported. Their labor. So if Germany could not export, two thirds of Germany's population would have to starve. There just was not enough food for more than one third of the population. Now in this declaration, which I have here, it was printed on page -- a whole page -- in the New York Times on August 7, 1933, Mr. Samuel Untermeyer boldly stated that: “this economic boycott is our means of self-defense. President Roosevelt has advocated its use in the NRA" . [National Recovery Administration] -- which some of you may remember, where everybody was to be boycotted unless they followed the rules laid down by the New Deal, which of course was declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court at that time.

Nevertheless, the Jews of the world declared a boycott against Germany, and it was so effective that you couldn't find one thing in any store anywhere in the world with the words "made in Germany" on it. In fact, an executive of the Woolworth Company told me that they had to dump millions of dollars worth of crockery and dishes into the river; that their stores were boycotted. If anyone came in and found a dish marked "made in Germany," they were picketed with signs: "Hitler", "murderer", and so forth, and like -- something like these sit-ins that are taking place in the South. R. H. Macy, which is controlled by a family called Strauss who also happen to be Jews. . . a woman found stockings there which came from Chemnitz, marked "made in Germany". Well, they were cotton
stockings. They may have been there 20 years, because since I've been observing women's legs in the last twenty years, I haven't seen a pair with cotton stockings on them. So Macy! I saw Macy boycotted, with hundreds of people walking around with signs saying "MURDERS" and "HITLERITES", and so forth. Now up to that time, not one hair on the head of any Jew had been hurt in Germany. There was no suffering, there was no starvation, there was no murder, there was nothing. Now, that . . . naturally, the Germans said, "Why, who are these people to declare a boycott against us and throw all our people out of work, and our industries come to a standstill? Who are they to do that to us?" And they naturally resented it. Certainly they painted swastikas on stores owned by Jews.

Why should a German go in and give their money to a storekeeper who was part of a boycott, who was going to starve Germany into surrendering to the Jews of the world, who were going to dictate who their premier or chancellor was to be? Well, it was ridiculous. That continued for some time, and it wasn't until 1938, when a young Jew from Poland walked into the German embassy in Paris and shot one of the officials [a German official] that the Germans really started to get rough with the Jews in Germany. And you found them then breaking windows & having street fights & so forth.

Now, for anyone to say that -- I don't like to use the word 'anti-Semitism' because it's meaningless, but it means something to you still, so I'll have to use it -- the only reason that there was any feeling in Germany against Jews was that they were responsible: number one, for World War One; number two, for this worldwide boycott, and number three -- for World War II, because after this thing got out of hand, it was absolutely necessary for the Jews and Germany to lock horns in a war to see which one was going to survive. In the meanwhile, I had lived in Germany, and I knew that the Germans had decided [that] Europe is going to be Christian or Communist: there is no in between. It's going to be Christian or it's going to be Communist. And the Germans decided: "We're going to keep it Christian if possible". And they started to re-arm. And there intention was -- by that time the United States had recognized the Soviet Union, which they did in November, 1933 -- the Soviet Union was becoming very powerful, and Germany realized: "Well, our turn is going to come soon, unless we are strong." The same as we in this country are saying today, "Our turn is going to come soon, unless we are strong." And our government is spending 83 or 84 billion dollars of your money for defense, they say. Defense against whom? Defense against 40,000 little Jews in Moscow that took over Russia, and then, in their devious ways, took over control of many other governments of the world. Now, for this country to now be on the verge of a Third World War, from which we cannot emerge a victor, is something that stagger my imagination. I know that nuclear bombs are measured in terms of megatons. A megaton is a term used to describe one million tons of TNT.

One million tons of TNT is a megaton. Now our nuclear bombs have a capacity of 10 megatons, or 10 million tons of TNT. That was when they were first developed five or six years ago. Now, the nuclear bombs that are being developed have a capacity of 200 megatons, and God knows how many megatons the nuclear bombs of the Soviet Union have. So, what do we face now? If we trigger a world war that may develop into a nuclear war, humanity is finished. Why will it take place? It will take place because Act III. . . the curtain goes up on Act III. Act I was World War I. Act II was World War II. Act III is going to be World War III. The Jews
President Wilson was used by the “Israel Firsters” to implement the FED and to get America into WW I!

of the world, the Zionists and their co-religionists everywhere, are determined that they are going to again use the United States to help them permanently retain Palestine as their foothold for their world government. Now, that is just as true as I am standing here, because not alone have I read it, but many here have read it, and it’s known all over the world. Now, what are we going to do? The life you save may be your son’s. Your boys may be on their way to that war tonight; and you don't know it any more than you knew that in 1916 in London the Zionists made a deal with the British War Cabinet to send your sons to war in Europe.

Did you know it at that time? Not a person in the United States knew it. You weren't permitted to know it. Who knew it? President Wilson knew it. Colonel House knew it. Other's knew it. Did I know it? I had a pretty good idea of what was going on: I was liaison to Henry Morgenthau, Sr., in the 1912 campaign when President Wilson was elected, and there was talk around the office there.

I was 'confidential man' to Henry Morgenthau, Sr., who was chairman of the Finance Committee, and I was liaison between him and Rollo Wells, the treasurer. So I sat in these meetings with President Wilson at the head of the table, and all the others, and I heard them drum into President Wilson's brain the graduated income tax and what has become the Federal Reserve, and also indoctrinate him with the Zionist movement. Justice Brandeis and President Wilson were just as close as the two fingers on this hand, and President Woodrow Wilson was just as incompetent when it came to determining what was going on as a newborn baby. And that's how they got us into World War I, while we all slept. Send our boys over there to be slaughtered? For what? So the Jews can have Palestine as their 'commonwealth'? They've fooled you so much that you don't know whether you're coming or going. Now any judge, when he charges a jury, says, "Gentlemen, any witness that you find has told a single lie, you can disregard all his testimony." That is correct. I don't know from what state you come, but in New York State that is the way the judge addresses a jury. If that witness said one lie, disregard his testimony. Now, what are the facts [about the Jews]? The Jews -- I call them Jews to you, because they are known as Jews. I don't call them Jews. I refer to them as so-called Jews, because I know what they are.

If Jesus was a Jew, there isn't a Jew in the world today, and if those people are Jews, certainly our Lord and Savior was not one of them, and I can prove that. Now what happened? The eastern European Jews, who form 92 per cent of the world's population of those people who call themselves Jews, were originally Khazars. They were a warlike tribe that lived deep in the heart of Asia. And they were so warlike that even the Asiatics drove them out of Asia into eastern Europe; and to reduce this so you don't get too confused about the history of Eastern Europe; they set up this big Khazar kingdom: 800,000 square miles. Only, there was no Russia, there were no other countries, and the Khazar kingdom was the biggest country in all Europe -- so big and so powerful that when the other monarchs wanted to go to war, the Khazars would lend them 40,000 soldiers. That's how big and powerful they were. Now, they were phallic worshippers, which is filthy. I don't want to go into the details of that now. It was their religion the way it was the religion of many other Pagans or Barbarians elsewhere in the world.

Now, the [Khazar] king became so disgusted with the degeneracy of his kingdom that he decided to adopt a so-called monotheistic faith -- either Christianity, Islam -- the Moslem faith -- or what is known today as Judaism -- really Talmudism. So, like spinning a top he said "eeny, meeny, miney, moe," and he picked out so-called Judaism; and that became the state religion.
Ashkenazi Jews are really Asiatic Khazars who just converted to Judaism in 740 AD & thus can't rightfully or Biblically claim any land in Palestine/Israel.

And he sent down to the Talmudic schools of Pumbedita and Sura and brought up thousands of these rabbis with their teachings, and he opened up synagogues and schools in his kingdom of 800,000 thousand square miles -- and maybe ten to twenty million people; and they became what we call Jews. There wasn't one of them that had an ancestor that ever put a toe in the Holy Land, not only in Old Testament history, but back to the beginning of time. Not one of them! And yet they come to the Christians and they ask us to support their armed insurrection in Palestine by saying: "Well, you want to certainly help repatriate God's chosen people to their Promised Land, their ancestral homeland; it's your Christian duty. We gave you one of our boys as your Lord and Savior. You now go to church on Sunday, and kneel and you worship a Jew, and we're Jews." Well, they were pagan Khazars who were converted just the same as the Irish [were converted]. And it's just as ridiculous to call them "people of the Holy Land," as it would be. . . there are 54 million Chinese Moslems. Fifty four million! And, Mohammed only died in 620 A.D., so in that time, 54 million Chinese have accepted Islam as their religious belief. Now imagine, in China, 2,000 miles away from Arabia, where the city of Mecca is located, where Mohammed was born. . . imagine if the 54 million Chinese called themselves 'Arabs'.

Why, you'd say they're lunatics. Any man that believes those 54 million Chinese are Arabs must be crazy. All they did was adopt as a religious faith; a belief that had its origin in Mecca, in Arabia. The same as the Irish. When the Irish became Christians, nobody dumped them in the ocean and imported from the Holy Land a new crop of inhabitants that were Christians. They weren't different people. They were the same people, but they had accepted Christianity as their religious faith.

Now, these Pagans, these Asiatics, these Turko-Finns; they were a Mongoloid race who were forced out of Asia into Eastern Europe. They likewise, because their king took the faith -- the Talmudic faith -- they had no choice. Just the same as in Spain. If the king was Catholic, everybody had to be a Catholic. If not, you had to get out of Spain. So everybody -- they lived on the land just like the trees and the bushes; a human being belonged to the land under their feudal system -- so they [Khazars] all became what we call today, Jews! Now imagine how silly it was for the Christians; for the great Christian countries of the world to say, "We're going to use our power, our prestige to help repatriate God's chosen people to their ancestral homeland, their Promised Land." Now, could there be a bigger lie than that? Could there be a bigger lie than that?

And because they control the newspapers, the magazines, the radio, the television, the book publishing business, they have the ministers in the pulpit, they have the politicians on the soap boxes talking the same language . . . so naturally you'd believe black is white if you heard it often enough. You wouldn't call black black anymore -- you'd start to call black white. And nobody could blame you. . .I want to tell you one more thing. You talk about... "Oh, the Jews. Why the Jews? Christianity. Why, we got Christianity from the Jews and the Jews gave us Jesus, and the Jews gave us our religion". But do you know that on the day of atonement that you think is so sacred to them, that on that day... and I was one of them! This is not hearsay. I'm not here to be a rabble-rouser. I'm here to give you facts. When, on the Day of Atonement, you walk into a synagogue, the very first prayer that you recite, you stand -- and it's the only prayer for which you stand -- and you repeat three times a short prayer. The Kol Nidre. [In that prayer,] you enter into an agreement
with God Almighty that any oath, vow, or pledge that you may make during the next twelve months -- any oath, vow or pledge that you may take during the next twelve months shall be null and void. The oath shall not be an oath; the vow shall not be a vow; the pledge shall not be a pledge. They shall have no force and effect, and so forth and so on. And further than that, the Talmud teaches: "Don't forget -- whenever you take an oath, vow, and pledge -- remember the Kol Nidre prayer that you recited on the Day of Atonement, and that exempts you from fulfilling that". How much can you depend on their loyalty? You can depend upon their loyalty as much as the Germans depended upon it in 1916. And we're going to suffer the same fate that Germany suffered, and for the same reason.” (End of Benjamin Freedman speech.)

26. The idea of the existence of a secret group known as the Illuminati, which conspires behind closed doors, and secretly runs the world is a bunch of nonsense! What evidence do you have that such a group actually exists? (Below: Myron Fagan excerpt)

...And let’s again go back to the first days of the Illuminati. Because Britain and France were the two greatest [White] world powers in the late years of the 18th Century, Adam Weishaupt ordered the Illuminati to foment the colonial wars, including our Revolutionary War, to weaken the British Empire and organize the French Revolution to destroy the French empire. He scheduled the French Revolution to start in 1789. However, in 1784, a true act of God placed the Bavarian government in possession of evidence which proved the existence of the Illuminati and that evidence could have saved France if they, the French government, hadn't refused to believe it.

Here is how that act of God happened. It was in 1784 that Weishaupt issued his orders for the French Revolution. A German writer, named Zwack, put it into book form. It contained the entire Illuminati story & Weishaupt's plans. A copy of this book was sent to the Illuminists in France headed by Robespierre whom Weishaupt had delegated to foment the French Revolution. The courier was struck & killed by lightning as he rode through Rallestown on his way from Frankfurt to Paris. The police found the subversive documents on his body & turned them over to the proper authorities.

After careful study of the plot, the Bavarian government ordered the police to raid Weishaupt's newly organized Lodges of the Grand Orient and the homes of his most influential associates. All additional evidence thus discovered convinced the authorities that the documents were genuine copies of the conspiracy by which the Illuminati planned to use wars and revolutions to bring about the establishment of a one-world government, the powers of which they, headed by the Rothschilds, intended to usurp as soon as it was established, exactly in line with the United Nations plot of today. In 1785, the Bavarian government outlawed the Illuminati and closed the Lodges of the Grand Orient.

In 1786, they published all the details of the conspiracy. The English title of that publication is "The Original Writings of the Order and the Sect of the Illuminati." Copies of the entire conspiracy were sent to all the heads of church and state in Europe. But the power of the Illuminati, which was actually the power of the Rothschilds, was so great that this warning was ignored. Nevertheless, the Illuminati became a dirty word and it went underground. At the same time, Weishaupt ordered Illuminists to infiltrate into the Lodges of Blue Masonry and formed their own secret societies within all secret societies. Only Masons who proved themselves internationalists and those whose conduct proved they had defected from God were initiated into the Illuminati. Thenceforth, the conspirators donned the cloak of philanthropy and humanitarianism to con-
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ceal their revolutionary and subversive activities. In order to infiltrate into Masonic Lodges in Britain, Weishaupt invited John Robison over to Europe. Robison was a high degree Mason in the Scottish Rite. He was a professor of natural philosophy at Edinburgh University and Secretary of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. Robison did not fall for the lie that the objective of the Illuminati was to create a benevolent dictatorship, but he kept his reactions to himself so well that he was entrusted with a copy of Weishaupt's revised conspiracy for study and safekeeping. Anyway, because the heads of state and church in France were deluded into ignoring the warnings given them, the revolution broke out in 1789 as scheduled by Weishaupt. In order to alert other governments to their danger, in 1798, Robison published a book entitled "Proof of a Conspiracy to Destroy all Governments and Religions" but his warnings were ignored, exactly as our American people have been ignoring all warnings about the United Nations & the Council on Foreign Relations; the CFR. Myron Fagan’s essay is continued @ http://www.usa-the-republic.com/illuminati/cfr_1.html

27. How dare you say Jews from America funded the Communist Revolution and overthrow of Russia! Jewish American's are wonderful people who would never be involved in such an evil act!

You need to read the essay by Myron Fagan, entitled "The Illuminati and the Council on Foreign Relations". Below is a portion of that essay. …Now I’ll go back to the activities of the original Illuminati conspirators as revealed in news bulletin #122. One branch of the Rothschild family had financed Napoleon. Another branch of the Rothschilds, both branches the real masterminds of the Illuminati, financed Britain, Germany, and the other nations in the Napoleonic wars. Immediately after the Napoleonic wars, the Illuminati assumed that all the nations were so destitute and so weary of wars that they'd be glad for any solution, so [in 1814] the Rothschild stooges set up what they called the Congress in Vienna & at that meeting they tried to create the first League of Nations, their first attempted one-world government, on the theory that all the crowned heads of European governments were so deeply in debt to them that they would willingly or unwillingly serve as their stooges. But the Czar of Russia caught the stench of the plot and completely torpedoed it.

Listen/view Myron Fagan's 3 record set on YouTube.

The enraged Nathan Rothschild, then the head of the dynasty, vowed that some day he or his descendants would destroy the Czar and his entire family, and his descendants did accomplish that very threat in 1917. At this point, bear in mind that the Illuminati was not set up to operate on a short-range basis. Normally a conspirator of any type enters into a conspiracy with the expectation of achieving his objective during his own lifetime. But that was not the case with the Illuminati. True, they hoped to accomplish their objective during their lifetime, but paraphrasing 'the show must go on', the Illuminati operates on the very long-range basis. Whether it will take scores of years or even centuries, they have dedicated their descendants to keep the pot boiling until, they hope, the conspiracy is achieved.

…Here it is pertinent to note that Russia, under the Czarist regime, had been the one country in which the Illuminati had never made any headway, nor had the Rothschilds ever been able to infiltrate their banking interests, thus a winning Czar would be more difficult than ever to cope with. Even if he could be enticed into a so-called League of Nations, it was a foregone conclusion that he would never, but never, go for a one-world government. So even before the outbreak of World War I, the conspirators had a plan in the making to carry out Nathan Rothschild's vow of 1814 to destroy the Czar and also murder all possible royal heirs to the throne and it would have to be done before the close of the [Great] war. And the Russian Bolsheviks were to be their instruments in this particular plot.
From the turn of the century, the chiefs of the Bolsheviki were Nicolai Lenin, Leon Trotsky, and later Joseph Stalin. Of course, those were not their true family names. Prior to the outbreak of the war, Lenin head-quartered in Paris. After the outbreak, Switzerland became his haven. Trotsky's headquarters was on the lower East Side in New York, largely the habitat of Russian-Jewish refugees. Both Lenin & Trotsky were similarly bewhiskered and unkempt. In those days, that was the badge of Bolshevism. Both lived well yet neither had a regular occupation. Neither had any visible means of support, yet both always had plenty of money. All those mysteries were solved in 1917.

Right from the outset of the war, strange and mysterious goings-on were taking place in New York. Night after night, Trotsky darted furtively in and out of Jacob Schiff's [New York] palatial mansion. And in the dead of those same nights there were a gathering of hoodlums of New York's lower east side, all of them [Jewish] Russian refugees at Trotsky's headquarters, and all were going through some mysterious sort of training process that was all shrouded in mystery. Nobody talked, although it did leak out that Schiff was financing all of Trotsky's activities. Then suddenly Trotsky vanished. So did approximately 300 of his trained hoodlums. Actually they were on the high seas in a Schiff-chartered ship [named the “Kristianiafjord”] bound for a rendezvous with Lenin and his gang in Switzerland. And on that ship was $20 million in gold. The $20 million Schiff provided to finance the Bolsheviki takeover of Russia. In anticipation of Trotsky's arrival, Lenin prepared to throw a party in his Switzerland hideaway. Men of the very highest places in the world were to be guests at that party.

Among them were the mysterious Colonel Edward Mandell House, Woodrow Wilson's mentor and palsy-walsy, and more important, Schiff's special and confidential messenger. Another of the expected guests was Warburg, of the Warburg Banking Clan in Germany who was financing the Kaiser and whom the Kaiser had rewarded by making him chief of the Secret Police of Germany. In addition, there were the Rothschilds of London and Paris, also Lithenoth, Kakonavich, and Stalin (who was then the head of a train and bank robbing gang of bandits). He was known as the 'Jesse James of the Urals'. And here I must remind you that

---

*Satan’s ship, the S.S. Kristianiafjord left New York with Trotsky & 300 Jewish Thugs on March 27th, 1917 to overthrow Russia & murder its Royal family.*

England and France were then long in the war with Germany and that on February 3, 1917, Wilson had broken off all diplomatic relations with Germany. Therefore, Warburg, Colonel House, the Rothschilds, and all those others were enemies, but of course, Switzerland was neutral ground where enemies could meet and be friends, especially if they had some scheme in common. That Lenin party was very nearly wrecked by an unforeseen incident. The Schiff-chartered ship on its way to Switzerland was intercepted and taken into custody by a British [Canadian] warship [on March 29th, 1917]. But Schiff quickly rushed orders to Wilson to order the British [Canadian ship] to release the [“Kristianiafjord”] ship intact with the Trotsky hoodlums and the gold. Wilson obeyed. He warned the British that if they refused to release the ship, the United States would not enter the war in April as he had faithfully promised a year earlier.

The British headed the warning. Trotsky arrived in Switzerland and the Lenin party went off as scheduled. But they still faced what ordinarily would have been the insurmountable obstacle of getting the Lenin-Trotsky band of terrorists across the border into Russia. Well, that's where Brother Warburg, chief of the German Secret Police, came in. He loaded all those thugs into sealed freight cars and made all the necessary arrangements for their secret entry into Russia. The rest is history. The revolution in Russia took place and all members of the royal Romanoff family were murdered. Now my chief objective is to establish beyond even a remote doubt that communism, so-
called, is an integral part of the Illuminati great conspiracy for the enslavement of the entire world. That communism, so-called, is merely their weapon and Bogeyman word to terrify the peoples of the whole world and that the conquest of Russia and the creation of communism was, in great part, organized by Schiff and the other international bankers right in our own city of New York. A fantastic story? Yes. Some might even refuse to believe it. Well, for the benefit of any 'doubting Thomas', I will prove it by reminding that just a few years ago Charlie Knickerbocker, a Hearst newspaper columnist, published an interview with John Schiff, grandson of Jacob, in which young Schiff confirmed the entire story and named the figure old Jacob contributed, $20,000,000 … Essay cont’d here.

The following is from the (abridged) essay of Brother Nathanael Kapner, entitled, “Jews Murdered The Russian Royal Family.” Available to read in its entirety @ http://www.realzionistnews.com/?p=109 … The Anti-Christian Jews, like Jacob Schiff, Chairman of Kuhn & Loeb Bank, who financed the Bolshevik Revolution, have wreaked their destruction on the Christian civilization of Russia. It was the Jew, Jacob Schiff, who brought Leon Trotsky (born “Lev Bronstein”) to New York in February 1916. Trotsky recruited Russian Jews from New York’s Russian Jewish immigrant population in the Lower East Side of Manhattan and trained them as revolutionaries. On March 27 1917, Trotsky and his 300 well-trained Jewish communists from Manhattan’s Lower East Side, boarded the Norwegian steamer “Kristianiafjord” for a journey that brought them to St. Petersburg in Russia.

Their purpose was to establish a Marxist government under the leadership of Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin. Before departing, Jacob Schiff gave this group $20 million in gold. In August of 1917, the Russian Royal Family fled to Tobolsk in Siberia. They stayed at the Governors House until April 1918. They hoped to escape to England where King George V, a Romanov cousin, would hopefully grant them refuge. But he refused due to pressure from Jewish groups. On April 22 1918, the Jew, Jacob Sverdlov, first President of the Soviet Union, sent his aide, the Jew, Yankel Yakovlev, to Tobolsk to persuade Tzar Nicholas II to agree to sanction the Brest-Litovsk peace treaty. Tzar Nicholas refused for he considered the treaty an ‘eternal disgrace to Russia.’ He did though agree to return to Moscow as he was told that the Germans were willing to grant him asylum. They got as far as Ekaterinburg in the Urals where the train was halted by the Regional Soviets dominated by four Jews, Goloshchekin, Safarov, Voi-kov and Syromolotov. These four communist Jews appointed the Jew, Jacob Yurovsky, son of a local Jewish ex-convict, as the head of the local Cheka (Soviet Secret Police) in Ekaterinburg. Yurovsky was given the assignment to imprison, plan, and carry out, the assassination of the Russian Royal Family.

The Jew Yurovsky brought the Russian Royal Family to a former house of a wealthy Jewish merchant named Ipatiev, now made into a prison for the Tzar and his family. It should be noted that Ekaterinburg, named after St Catherine the Great, was renamed “Sverdlovsk” in 1924 in honor of Jacob Sverdlov who gave the final order to execute the Russian Royal Family. On July 4 1918, the Jew Yurovsky dismissed all the Russian soldiers who were guarding the Tzar except for a Pavel Medvedev, a Cheka Jewish spy. Yurovsky replaced the loyal-to-the-Tzar Russian soldiers with Jewish communist assassins from Hungary. That they were Jewish communists from Hungary, their scribbling on the walls indicated. On July 15 1918, two representatives from the Soviet Extraordinary Commission, one of them being the Jew, Philip Golochtchekine, came to the Ipatiev house with an order from the Jew Jacob Yurovsky to execute the Russian Royal Family. On July 17 1918, about midnight, the Jew Yu-
rovsky brought Tzar and Tzarina Nicholas & Alexandra & their four daughters, the maid, the doctor, the cook and the waiter to the basement. The Tzar carried the heir Alexei in his arms. They were told that they were to pose for a group picture. The Jewish assassins, Medvedev, Nikulin, Yermakov, Vaganov, were waiting. The Jew Yurovsky then pulled out his revolver and pointed it directly at the Tsar’s head & fired. Tzar Nicholas II died instantly.

Next, he shot Tzarina Alexandra as she made the sign of the Cross. Olga, Tatiana, Maria, and Anastasia, were shot next. Demidova, the maid, survived the first volley, so the Jewish Cheka assassins decided to bayonet her 30 times. As the room became silent there was a low groan. Alexei was still in the arms of the Tsar and alive. The Jew Yurovsky stepped up and fired two shots into the boy’s ear. All the members of the Tsar’s family were lying on the floor with many wounds in their bodies. The blood was running in streams. (So there you have it! Russian Communist/Zionist Jews, who were financed by Jews from New York, murdered the Christian Russian Royal Family in cold blood!)

28. Mel Gibson is a crazy idiot. He is a drunk, who is also a womanizer who hates poor innocent Jews, simply because they are Jewish.

Mel Gibson is a fabulous film maker and is also a man who cares deeply about the direction in which America and the Western world are headed. Mel Gibson despises cruelty and unjustness of all sorts. Mel Gibson is a man who is a Patriot, similar to the character he played in his own film called “The Patriot”. Mel hates unnecessary war where the innocent suffer and die. He doesn’t like the powers-that-be which promote these unnecessary wars. Mel is also a devout Catholic Christian, who is aware that the Jewish Pharisees killed Jesus Christ (Yeshua). When Mel was making his movie, “The Passion of the Christ” back in 2002 - 2003, all he wanted to do was tell the story of the Gospel. Abe Foxman, the Jew, who runs the Jewish ADL, (The Anti-Defamation League) committed identity theft and pretended he was a Christian, so he could sneak into a private screening of the film before it was released to the public. Abe Foxman’s purpose there was to be a spy and to see if he approved of Gibson’s film. When Foxman saw Mel truthfully quoting Biblical scripture, he started to take offense. And then during the film when Pontius Pilate told the crowd of screaming Jews that his hands were innocent of Jesus’s blood, the Jews who were calling for Jesus’s execution or Crucifixion screamed out, “Let his blood be on us, and on our children!” Well this was just too much for Abe Foxman. Abe Foxman and the ADL then successfully demanded that Mel remove that sentence of scripture (Mathew 27:25) from his film. Mel agreed to the Jewish demands and edited his film before it was released. This shows you the power the Jews have in Hollywood.

The Jews then fought Mel trying to get the film banned from movie theaters, which they failed to do thanks to the huge Christian support base in America. The Jews viciously attacked Mel in the media calling him an anti-Semite because he dared to tell the Biblical truth of the Bible which the Jews hate. Mel’s father Hutton Gibson is also aware of the Jewish Zionist Power Structure. The two of them most likely had several discussions about how the Zionists of the world engineered World War One and World War Two, the Great Depression and 9/11. When one becomes aware of these facts, he or she can’t help but become extremely furious with the Zionists. Now once you bring alcohol into the equation, it is a lot harder to continually speak “Politically Correct” speech. When you are under the influence of Alcohol people tend to tell the direct truth. Mel said a sentence inferring that the Jews were behind all the major wars, to a secret Jewish Police officer, who then leaked the information to his Jewish media buddies, who then continually published the infor-
mation throughout their media, relentlessly slandering Mel along the way. Needless to say, the Zionists were extremely pissed off, due to Mel’s intoxicated Truth Telling, and basically swore to try to financially destroy Mel from that point on. It didn’t matter how many times Mel apologized to the Jewish community, the Jews never forgive, and never forget. So the next time you hear the Zionist media slandering Mel Gibson, just remember Mel is a Patriot fighting the good fight, who deserves our financial support with his movies. Don’t believe the Zionist media hype which makes Mel out to be a radical individual. Mel is a peace loving Patriot who, like all of us, gets frustrated with evil war mongering organizations.

29. Shame on you for hypothetically entertaining the idea of resorting to physical violence when dealing with individuals who are engaged in destroying our customs and traditions. Didn't anyone ever teach you that violence solves nothing! You must love your enemy and learn to turn the other cheek.

Yeah, I have heard that violence solves nothing, but since the age of 13, I have always wondered why if violence solves nothing, why then did our governments use violence and go to war, killing millions of people? The only thing that keeps society from total anarchy is (the fear of God and) the THREAT of violence. Nowadays, if there were no Police, people would go robbing banks on a daily basis. The only reason they don’t is because they will get caught and thrown in jail. A couple of generations ago, when our Nation was overwhelmingly White Christian, our people didn’t dream of stealing from one another. Back then, before the media corrupted our value system, we were guided by a healthy set of moral principles.

But since then the Zionist run media has replaced our values with a new set of immoral values. Society today, without the continual threat or presence of the Police Force, would eventually steal from Government run banks and probably from your average citizen as well. Again the only thing preventing them from doing this is violence. (or the threat of violence) Sadly at the end of the day, violence, or the threat of violence solves everything. Now I am not advocating violence in any shape, manner or form, but (in theory) when the Zionists make verbal discussion impossible, (by taking away our Freedom of Speech and imposing “Hate Speech Laws”) they make the threat of emerging violence probable. This is why ‘The People’ must always be able to speak their mind. Once the government takes away ‘The Peoples’ right to speak and be heard, all hell could potentially break lose. So again, if violence solves nothing, why then do our governments continually use it (or the threat of it) against the people? Because violence does solve everything. It is just a sad fact of life.

30. How dare you say that Blacks are incapable of managing their own country! Blacks are just as smart as we are! If you gave Black people the power to control a developed first world nation they could run it just fine.

Well, actually we already did. You ever hear of Rhodesia? Rhodesia became a first world nation under the leadership of Englishmen. The nation is located just North of the republic of South Africa. Rhodesia was called the “Bread Basket of Africa” for it produced so much excess food that it was basically feeding the entire continent. The top soil in Rhodesia is 6 feet deep, and the English/Rhodesian farmers there could out produce just about any farm in the world, as the weather conditions in Rhodesia are ideal for growing crops. Well, starting in the 1960’s enemies started to attack Rhodesia. It was the same Communist Zionist forces that we have spoken about earlier. The Zionists goal
The Zionist backed Communist murdering butcher Robert Mugabe destroyed the formerly White governed First World Nation of Rhodesia and its dollar!

was to over throw the established government and destroy the existing White power structure. It took the Communist Zionists a little over 12 years to complete their final mission but in 1980 they were successful. Through various tactics the Communists seized power in Rhodesia and placed their Black murdering dictator Robert Mugabe in charge of the nation. In 1980, when Robert Mugabe took over the government, one Rhodesian Dollar was worth $1.39 US. Which means the Rhodesian dollar at the time was worth MORE than the American dollar. Then after just 28 years of Robert Mugabe’s incompetent governing, he had destroyed the dollar, as he was printing & spending money like there was no tomorrow. He changed the country’s name to Zimbabwe & no longer concentrated on printing cash in increments of $1’s, & $2’s, & $10’s, & 100’s for he had caused so much inflation due to his mentally inferior practices, that it literally took a wheel barrel load of cash to buy a slice of bread! So in 2008 he was printing $10 TRILLION, & $50 TRILLION & $100 TRILLION Dollar bank notes!!! That means if you had been working hard all your life in Rhodesia/Zimbabwe & saving your money, and had a stash of it under your mattress, the value of your thousands of dollars in cash suddenly just evaporated! The cash became worthless! Imagine how pissed off you would become! To see your entire life savings stolen from you through governing incompetence! If you search the internet you will find all kinds of images of the Trillion Dollar currency. You’ll also find pictures of Negroes walking down the road carrying Billions of Dollars!

They are carrying so much cash, that the money is in a huge ball between their arms which they can’t contain. They were carrying BILLIONS of dollars which obviously required a great effort. The sad part is that for all the Negroes effort, I doubt he even had enough money to buy one slice of bread! So Rhodesia, (now called Zimbabwe), under White English leadership was the bread basket of Africa, and now under Black leadership the country couldn’t even feed itself! Talk about an absolute colossal failure! And what do you think Robert Mugabe did then? Do you think he stepped down in embarrassment? No of course not. To this day he still continues to steal the land off of the White farmers who are suffering in that nation.

He and his thugs have murdered countless White people there and the world doesn’t give a damn! You want to know why? Because the Jews, who run the media, don’t want you to know about it! Otherwise you would get pissed off & demand justice! The only way you’ll find any information on the remaining White people of Rhodesia, who haven’t been killed or run off by the gangs of Black roaming savages, is if you search the internet. This is a complete outrage! White people built the country, as we did here in North America & now they are having everything stolen from them including their lives; & the Western world is being deliberately kept in the dark about it! And to make matters worse the same thing is now happening in White South Africa! So the next time you hear someone tell you Blacks can run countries just as good as White people, remember Rhodesia!

31. America’s “Civil War” occurred because White Southerners wanted to keep enslaving the Blacks. Luckily the North refused to allow this to continue and won the war, thus stopping the South from breaking away from the Union and creating a country where Black Slavery would continue.
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The US Civil War was fought because the Jew Rothschilds and world Jewry feared what a united White Christian Nation could accomplish if left unmolested, so they slowed & sabotaged its progress, by unjustly taxing the south, then by “fanning the flames” of Separation. This tactic is known as “divide & conquer”. Then they lent huge sums of money, to both sides of a once harmonious unit, to fund the new competing armies. This was done so that the bravest of Whites would kill each other, while the Jew sat back and laughed, while enslaving the White citizens of the once prosperous republic, to the new National War debt, which is designed to never be paid off, thus trapping the citizens to pay perpetual interest on the debt, while never getting the principle paid off. The slavery issue was a smokescreen designed to conceal their true agenda.

32. Evil Germans invented “Concentration camps”.

No, actually “Concentration Camps” for civilians were invented by the British Army. In 1901-1902, Rothschild controlled Britain was completing a War they declared on the White people of South Africa, called “The Boer War” from 1899-1902. The British wanted to teach the Dutch/Boer people of South Africa a lesson that they would never forget. The British decided to round up over 150,000 Dutch Women & children & imprison them in “Concentration Camps”. The British eagerly watched 35,000 of these Dutch/Boer people die a horrible death by allowing them to get Typhus & die from starvation. The British fed them very little, mostly rotten meat containing little metal fish hooks and crushed glass throughout the rancid meat.

As a consequence 35,000 Dutch women & children died due to the inhumane monstrous British policies. These evil British practices forced the Dutch/Boer freedom fighting men to surrender for fear of additional families being rounded up and killed. South Africa was forced to surrender & lost their independence and were conquered by Rothschild controlled Britain, who then seized control of the South African Diamond and Gold mines for their own evil selfish agenda. For more on this atrocity watch this BBC produced video and watch (or listen) to this video featuring Deirdre Fields.

33. The sinking of the Titanic, which claimed 1,500 lives, was the worst Naval disaster of all time.

9,000 people on board the Wilhelm Gustloff drowned on January 30th, 1945! Why won’t Jewish Hollywood make a movie about this massive loss of life?

Yeah, the loss of life on board the Titanic was tragic. But there was a way worse Naval disaster where 9,000 White people drowned or froze to death in the icy waters. Have you ever heard of the SS Wilhelm Gustloff which was the greatest maritime disaster in all human history? To learn more watch the video “The Sinking of the Wilhelm Gustloff: Deadliest Sea Disaster” and read the (abridged) essay below entitled, “The Sinking of the Wilhelm Gustloff”, by Dr. William Pierce. Video.

...The Wilhelm Gustloff, like the Titanic, was a big passenger liner and was reasonably new and luxurious. But it was a German passenger liner. It was sunk in the Baltic Sea on the night of January 30, 1945, by a Soviet submarine. It was packed with over 10,000 Germans, most of them women and children escaping from the advancing Soviet [Red] Army. Many of these German refugees lived in East Prussia, a part of Germany that the Communist and democratic Allies had agreed would be taken from Germany and given to the Soviet Union at the end of the Second World War. Others lived in Danzig and the surrounding area, which the democrats and Communists had decided would be taken from Germany and given to Poland.

All of these refugees were fleeing in terror from the Reds, who already had demonstrated in East Prussia what was in store for any German unfortunate enough to fall into their hands. As Soviet military units overtook columns of German civilian refugees fleeing to
the west, they behaved in a way which has not been seen in Europe since the Mongol invasions of the Middle Ages. Often the men, most of them farmers or Germans who had been engaged in other essential occupations and thus exempted from military service, were simply murdered on the spot. The women were, almost without exception, gang-raped. This was the fate of girls as young as eight years old and old women in their eighties, as well as women in the advanced stages of pregnancy. Women who resisted rape had their throats cut or were shot. Very often women were murdered after being gang-raped. Many women and girls were raped so often and so brutally that they died from this abuse alone. Sometimes Soviet tank columns simply rolled right over the fleeing refugees, grinding them into the mud with their tank treads. When Soviet Army units occupied East Prussian villages, they engaged in orgies of torture, rape, and murder so bestial that they cannot be described fully here. Sometimes they castrated the men and boys before killing them. Sometimes they gouged their eyes out. Sometimes they burned them alive. Some women after being gang-raped were crucified by being nailed to barn doors while still alive and then used for target practice.

This atrocious behavior on the part of the Communist troops was due in part to the nature of the Communist system, which had succeeded in overthrowing Russian society and the Russian government in the first place by organizing the scum of Russian society -- the losers and ne'er-do-wells, the criminals, the resentful and the envious -- under the Jews and setting them against the successful, the accomplished, the refined, and the prosperous, promising the rabble that if they pulled down their betters then they could take the place of the latter: the first shall be last, & the last shall be first... A specific and immediate cause of the atrocities committed against the German population of East Prussia was the Soviet hate propaganda which deliberately incited the Soviet troops to rape and murder -- even to murder German infants. The chief of the Soviet propaganda commissars was a hate-filled Jew named Ilya Ehrenburg . One of his directives to the Soviet troops read:

"Kill! Kill! In the German race there is nothing but evil; not one among the living, not one among the yet unborn but is evil! Follow the precepts of Comrade Stalin. Stamp out the fascist beast once and for all in its lair! Use force and break the racial pride of these Germanic women. Take them as your lawful booty. Kill! As you storm onward, kill, you gallant soldiers of the Red Army."

*The Jew Ilya Ehrenburg pictured to the right in 1943.*

On February 10th, 1945 over 3,500 wounded Germans on board the “General Von Steuben”, a Red Cross hospital ship, drowned when torpedoed!

...And so, German civilians were fleeing in terror from East Prussia, and for many of them the only route of escape was across the icy Baltic Sea. They packed the port of Gotenhafen, near Danzig, hoping to find passage to the west. Hitler ordered all available civilian ships into the rescue effort. The Wilhelm Gustloff was one of these. A 25,000-ton passenger liner, it had been used before the war by the "Strength through Joy" organization to take German workers on low-cost vacation excursions. On January 30, 1945, when it steamed out of Gotenhafen, it carried a crew of just under 1,100 officers and men, 73 critically wounded soldiers, 373 young women of the Women's Naval Auxiliary, equivalent to our WAVES, and more than 8,600 desperate refugees, most of them women and children.

Soviet submarines and aircraft were a constant menace to this rescue effort. They regarded the refugee ships in the light of Ehrenburg's genocidal propaganda; the more Germans they could kill the better, and it didn't make any difference to them whether their victims were soldiers or women and children. At just after 9:00 PM, when the Wilhelm Gustloff was 13 miles off the
coast of Pomerania, three torpedoes from the Soviet submarine S-13, under the command of Captain A.I. Marinesko, struck the ship. Ninety minutes later it sank beneath the icy waves of the Baltic. Although a heroic effort to pick up survivors was made by other German ships, barely 1,100 were saved. The rest, more than 9,000 Germans, died in the frigid water that night. A few days later, on February 10th, 1945, the same Soviet submarine sank the German hospital ship, the General Von Steuben, and 3,500 wounded soldiers aboard the ship, who were being evacuated from East Prussia, drowned. To the Soviets, inflamed by Jewish hate propaganda, the sign of the Red Cross meant nothing. On April 17, 1945, the German freighter Goya, also part of the rescue fleet, was torpedoed by another Soviet submarine, & more than 7,000 refugees fleeing from East Prussia died. The lack of knowledge in the United States about any of these terrible maritime disasters of 1945 is profound, even among people who consider themselves knowledgeable on naval matters.

And this ignorance stems from the deliberate policy of the controlled media, a policy which has relegated these disasters to the category of non-events. The reason for this media policy originally was the same reason which led the Jewish media bosses to blame the slaughter of 22,000 Polish officers and intellectuals in the Katyn woods in 1940 on the Germans. They knew that the Soviets had done it, as part of their effort to "proletarianize" Poland and make the Poles more amenable to Communist rule, but they didn't want to tarnish the image of our "gallant Soviet ally," as the Reds were called by the controlled US media during the war.

They wanted Americans to think that the Germans were the bad guys and the Soviets were the good guys, so they simply lied about the Katyn massacre. Likewise, even in the last months of the war, they didn't want Americans alerted to the fact that our "gallant Soviet ally" was butchering and raping the civilian population of East Prussia and deliberately sinking the civilian refugee ships which were helping the East Prussians escape across the Baltic Sea. That might damage America's enthusiasm for continuing the destruction of Germany with the help of our "gallant Soviet ally." So the controlled media simply didn't report these things. After the triumph of the democratic and Communist Allies and the unconditional surrender of Germany this reason no longer was valid, of course. But by then another motive had taken its place. The Jews were beginning to build their "Holocaust" story and were demanding sympathy from the world -- and reparations money from anyone they could get it from. As they began wailing about the supposed extermination of six million of their kinsmen in "gas ovens" by the wicked Germans and portraying themselves as the innocent and inoffensive victims of the greatest crime in history, they didn't want any facts getting in the way, and they certainly didn't want Americans to see both sides of the conflict; they didn't want the Germans seen as victims too.

All Germans were evil, just like Comrade Ehrenburg had said; all Jews were good; and that was it. The Jews suffered, & the Germans didn't, and so now the world owed the Jews a living for not stopping the "Holocaust." That's why Hollywood was willing to spend $200 million dollars producing the film Titanic but would never consider any film dealing with the sinking of the Wilhelm Gustloff. It's not that the latter film couldn't make money. I think that a film about East Prussia & the Wilhelm Gustloff could be a real blockbuster; it's that there must be no sympathy for the Germans and no rethinking of America's reasons for waging war against Germany. No questioning of whether or not we did the right thing in allying ourselves with Communism on behalf of the Jews. And beside these considerations, the truth simply doesn't count, at least, not to the Jews who control our mass media. I believe that understanding how we were deceived in the past is necessary, if we are to avoid being deceived in the future.

(Video on the engineered sinking of the RMS Lusitania.)
On Valentine’s day, 1945, the British and the Americans murdered over 225,000 German civilians! Pictured is just one pile of dead Germans to be cremated.

34. WWII was just awful for the citizens of England as countless civilians lost their lives due to German air raids where cities such as London were bombed!

Yes, the Second World War was awful. That is why I am so upset when our governments get us involved in wars. I believe historians estimate that approximately 40,000 English people lost their lives, throughout World War Two, due to German Air raid bombing on English cities, mainly London. But frankly, that is nothing in comparison to the amount of German civilians who lost their lives due to the Allied bombing of German cities. Have you ever heard of the city of Dresden? (Or Hamburg for that matter?) It is estimated that over 225,000 lives were lost in just one day alone of Allied Bombing on the city of Dresden, Germany!

More died in Dresden on February 13th - 14th, 1945, than died in the well-known attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. More destruction befell Dresden in one day than was inflicted on the whole of Britain during the entire war. And yet you haven’t been told. Why are there no movies made about this massive loss of life? Well, the truth is Jewish Controlled Hollywood hates Germans, for daring to free themselves from Communist/Zionist Jewish Control! So even though a quarter of a million German people died in one day, they are not to be remembered for Germans don’t count! That is an example of real Jewish Hate for you. Ask yourself why you never heard of this tragic loss of life before? For more on the Bombing Of Dresden watch the youtube video called, “The Destruction of Dresden”.

35. Ernst Zundel is a wackjob who deserves to be locked away and banned from Canada and the U.S.

Ernst Zundel is or was a peaceful law abiding Canadian landed immigrant who lived in Canada long enough that he easily qualified for Canadian citizenship. (But his citizenship was denied to him by his Political enemies.) Ernst Zundel simply chose to look into one aspect of the Second World War. Now Canada is a Free Country, right? (Well at least it is supposed to be.) Regardless of Ernst Zundel’s beliefs he has the right to publish whatever he wants to as long as he is not slandering individuals. Right? I mean this is common sense in a Free Country. If we are going to go down the road which says he or she can only publish what the government approves of, then that is the day we have lost our Freedoms & become an enslaved nation.

People have the right to disagree with each other in this country! Now, if some people disagree with the material published by Ernst Zundel then that is their right, they can laugh at it, or dismiss it as lunacy. But they don’t have the right to say Ernst Zundel is not entitled to his opinion, otherwise they are denying him his legal civil rights! Just because you don’t like someone’s opinion, doesn’t give you the right to throw them in jail in order to shut them up! Which is exactly what they did to Ernst Zundel for 7 years! Seven years in Prison in three countries (America, then Canada, & finally Germany) for simply disagreeing with the Hollywood version of how World War Two history is being presented. Remember our Nation is supposed to be a “Free Country”, not a Communist run dictatorship!

36. Yeah, I would say Japan has the right to remain ethnically Japanese because that is what that nation consists of. But Ireland or Germany doesn’t have the right to remain solely ethnically Irish or German, for those nations must be shared with whoever resides there now, plus all the future non-white people who choose to immigrate there.

Okay, so you are saying that the Japanese people have a right to live and defend themselves, ensuring that their country remains for them and their descendants. Well, that sounds fair, as we as foreigners would not want to tell them how they have to run their own country, otherwise that would be tyranny. But don’t you see
that the Irish or the Germans deserve the same rights? One hundred years ago Ireland and Germany were very close to 100% White. Just like Japan is now very close to 100% Japanese. If it is okay for Japan to engage in self defense and protect its borders and its country from foreigners, who will change the genetic makeup of that nation, then why wasn’t it okay for Ireland or Germany to protect their nations from foreign invaders? Why isn’t it okay for Ireland and Germany to keep their nations for their descendants and ONLY for their descendants? Obviously an honest person would say that it IS their right to protect their nations from foreigners who seek to change it.

It is only because a lot of us have developed friendships with foreigners or their descendants, and now feel a sense of loyalty towards these individuals; and as a consequence we now lack the required survival instincts to protect our nation from foreign occupation. There is nothing wrong with wanting to protect your nation; in fact it is called Patriotism. Otherwise if we don’t protect our nation, we will soon become a minority in our own country! At which time we will be at the mercy of foreigners, who don’t share our same ideals, culture, heritage, principles, beliefs, values, religion or genetic make-up. This will be a recipe for disaster, which will lead to the White Race’s extinction and genocide; and this is precisely what the Zionists are now intentionally engineering for our future! This cannot be allowed to continue!

37. Britain/The United Kingdom has no right to be a White Only Country, for the Island has always been a nation of immigrants.

No it hasn’t! The British Isles or the United Kingdom has always been an Island (or several Islands) inhabited by White people and the very limited immigration that took place there before 1900 was from other White Western European Nations which were very similar in culture and heritage. The immigration flood gates were just recently opened to the third world by the Zionists. This of course was done against the English, Scottish, Irish, and Welsh peoples will! The invasion by the third world started roughly in the 1960’s and has persisted relentlessly ever since. These immigrants represent a clear and present danger to the survival of the indigenous White DNA of the Islands due to the immigrants dominant genes and our recessive genes. Hence Gene-ocide (or Genocide) is being committed against the White Race of people who inhabit the United Kingdom. The White Race of People have a God given right to survive in their own country, and anyone who willfully promotes the intentional destruction of the British people via Genocide/Race Mixing/Miscegenation, should be considered an “Enemy of the State”. Never in the entire history of Britain have foreigners been allowed into the nation on mass without a physical war of violence!

White people are now engaged in a War of Self Defense for their continued survival, not only in the United Kingdom, but throughout the entire planet, as our Birth Rates are plummeting to below replacement levels worldwide. Don’t fight against your own people’s right to survive, for that is just foolish and exactly what the Treasonous Rothschild’s/Zionists want you to do. Stand up for your people and help fight against the Zionist War that is being waged against us. Reject the Zionist immigration policies, which now discriminate against our own people in favor of foreign hostile invaders, who only seek to exploit our charity and good will. Remember White people have a right to survive in our own White Nations! Our countries are for our people; and for our future descendants!

38. Hiring Ethnic Minorities in the work force is only fair, for the policy that was previously in place was a Racist Pro White policy only, which discriminated against non-white people.
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The Zionists tell us that all cultures are equal! But primitive cultures don’t compare to advanced White European societies which civilized the modern world!

Remember, historically we were a White only nation, then all of a sudden non-European immigration was forced upon us against the people’s will. Well, what do you expect? All of a sudden the country was being flooded with foreign people who used to live primitive lives in Jungles. These non-European foreigners, of scientifically proven lower intelligence, were not invited nor wanted by the European citizens due to their hostile anti-white behaviors. A business owner is supposed to have the Freedom to choose who he or she wants to employ at his or her own business.

You can’t force a business owner to hire someone whom the business owner does not want to hire! If we agree to this sort of forced policy then there goes another one of our Freedoms, which our ancestors fought and died to protect. The government forcing “Affirmative Action” or “Equal Opportunity Employer” or “Employment Equity” ONLY job vacancies onto employers is wrong on many levels. For one the Government is admitting that the applicant for the job is not qualified to fill the position & as such can only acquire the position through such undeserving practices. The only reason the applicant is getting the job is because of their race. The applicant is not getting the job because he or she was the best qualified to fill the position. On the contrary many well deserving applicants are denied the position because they are of the White Race of people. Well, talk about a Racist policy! Whatever happened to earning your position or promotion based on merit and hard work? It is madness to just give jobs to people based on their race and not on their qualifications. The best qualified applicant for a job should get the position. Period!

39. I can’t believe you are opposed to inter racial dating and marriage. Half White and Half Black children are so cute though.

Well, everybody knows and agrees that White Children are very cute as well; in fact most would agree that White children are the cutest children in the world. I guess I would agree that a half Black and a half White infant is cuter than an all Black infant, but you realize that is because of the White DNA or blood present in the infant. It is also true that Mulattos, which is the scientific term for a half White and half Black child, also have a higher IQ than their all Black brethren. Again this is due to the White or European DNA that is present in their genetic make-up. The problem with mixed-race children is that the child is not White; and the child is not Black. The child is therefore subjected to a lifetime of social problems due to not being accepted by either racial group. It is not fair to the child to raise him or her in such an unnatural environment.

Now, the real reason why I oppose mixed race marriages for White people is because it is a DNA downgrade for the White parent. Parents are supposed to want the best for their children and give them the best start possible. For a white parent to intentionally create a child where the child would receive a lower IQ due to mating with primitive Negro DNA or genes, is a step backwards; not forwards. White people have always sought to marry up in life not down. If two healthy and intelligent White people produce a child, the chances are the child will receive the best traits from both White parents and be superiorly equipped because of the union. Now, if you choose to produce mixed race children (or race mix), something which has never been socially acceptable or popular in our entire European history, you are committing Genocide against your own race of people; for our White Genes are recessive but the Black genes are dominant. This means that the child, the majority of the time, will resemble the Black parent and not its
White parent. Thus the White genes lose to the Black genes in the ‘Gene war’ which takes place during the creation of the new offspring. The new mixed-race child, half breed, or Mulatto is NOT a White person. If this child is raised in a majority White persons inhabited nation, it is likely that the Mulatto will choose a White mate to create additional mixed-race offspring with. The future 2nd generation mixed-race children will then go on to marry into the White gene pool, which starts a process that contaminates the entire pure White gene pool. This is exactly what the Zionists want to occur, for this is truly Genocide! If left unchecked the entire formerly pure White Gene pool will eventually be altered or affected and what was originally a Nation of White people, will become a nation of mixed race people such as today’s Mexico or Brazil.

This type of encouraged interbreeding is intentional Genocide against the White race of people, who, due to the Zionist controlled media, are unaware of the irreversible genetic effects. Interbreeding or miscegenation is intentional genetic warfare on our recessive White genes & must be stopped, or eventual violent self defense of the White race of people will likely occur. A law of nature is that all racial groups will eventually act to protect their rights & self interests. Intentionally altering or suppressing nature is foolish & ill-advised.

40. There is no such thing as "Illegal Immigrants" as we are all immigrants. There is only "Undocumented Workers". They have just as much right to be here as you or I, “as they are only trying to better their lives; and plus they only do the jobs that White people refuse to do.”

Okay, according to your logic, I dare you to illegally invade a nation that you have no right to be in which enforces its own immigration laws (like Mexico), and then just claim that you’re an “undocumented worker”. How far do you think you would get? The authorities would throw you in prison so fast that you would never again try something so absurd. There is a major difference between Legal & Illegal Immigration. “Undocumented Workers” is just a term the Zionists use to get the public to feel sorry for Illegal Immigrants. Don’t fall victim to the Zionist “guilt traps”. Illegal Immigrants have absolutely no right to be in the nation!

Illegal Aliens lower the living wages of Americans.

That is why they are called “Illegal”, silly! Yes, they are trying to better their lives, but they have to go through the legal process like everyone else. And, NO, that is not correct about them just doing jobs that “we refuse to do”; that is just what the Zionists want you to think. Immigrants are occupying Millions of good jobs that our people should be employed in. For the most part the Immigrants only received these jobs through Zionist “Affirmative Action” hiring type policies which are anti-White in nature. Illegal immigrants wanting to move to our nation do so because they are envious of our nation’s standard of living. They move here to steal good jobs which belong to our citizenry and to exploit entitlement programs such as welfare, medicaid and food stamps. Whenever someone leaves their home country they are doing so for selfish reasons.

Instead of correcting the problems of their nation, they are abandoning their home & country (something that is not patriotic at all & should be frowned upon) in an attempt to better their lives by moving to a nation that has through hard work established a higher standard of living. If the foreigners like or envy our country so much, then they should respect and abide by our laws which guided our country to greatness. One of our laws is that we have a system in place for Legal Immigration. We can’t reward law breakers with easy citizenship or landed immigrant status, for it is completely unfair to the millions of people who have been waiting years in line, who have produced all the required paper documents and have paid all the required processing and or medical fees to enter the country legally.
Thousands of Illegal Aliens pour into the US every day! These few were caught by a property owner in Arizona who then quickly called Border Patrol.

What type of example does it set if we ignore our own laws just because our politicians don’t have the backbone to deport all the criminal illegal aliens? These illegal aliens broke the law entering our nation and as such are “Criminals”. We don’t reward criminal behavior in this country. All of the Criminal Illegal Aliens must be deported immediately. They are criminals; & they are illegal! What more has to be said? The Illegal Mexican Invasion is literally destroying America! Americans speak English & thus shouldn’t have to press 1 to hear a prerecorded phone message in English; the choice of languages being established to appease the foreigners who refuse to learn to speak English!

This blatant disregard of the long established English language system is an absolute slap in the face to all law abiding English speaking American’s. We want our country back! We are sick of Illegal Immigrants who flood our hospital emergency rooms, forcing hundreds of America’s southern hospitals to go bankrupt due to the Illegals unpaid medical bills. We are sick of Illegals getting into uninsured automobile accidents, several of which are caused by Mexicans drunk driving which kill over 25 Americans every single day! On average every Illegal Immigrant costs America $90,000 more in government service fees than they pay in taxes during their lifetimes; & that figure is from the “National Research Council”. There is now over 30 Million Illegal Aliens in America. So let’s see, $90,000 x 30,000,000 = $2.7 TRILLION Dollars that American’s are being forced to pay for. $2.7 Trillion divided by 270 Million Legal Americans equals $10,000 dollars EACH that every single American will have to pay because of Illegals being present in America. Why the hell should American’s have to pay for that? America’s army should be brought back from Iraq and Afghanistan, and should be placed on the Southern border.

The Army should then enforce America’s own immigration laws and round up the 30 Million Illegals and deport them all immediately! Deporting the Illegals could easily be accomplished by using this method, but the Zionist politicians don’t want the Illegals deported! The Treasonous Zionist Politicians want the Illegals to remain in America, for the Zionists goal is to destroy America aided by the Illegals presence! The Illegals must be deported immediately and the Traitorous Zionist Politicians must be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law including hanging them for Treason!

41. If the Hispanics in the South West of America feel that America is no longer reflecting their will & desires, then it is only natural for them to want to break away & form a new Mestizo/Latino Nation.

The name of this theoretical Mestizo/Latino break away nation is called “Aztlan”. The basic idea is to flood America’s South Western States of Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, California, Nevada, Utah, and Colorado with as many legal and illegal Brown Latino immigrants as possible. This movement to re-conquer America’s South West is supported by numerous Zionist and Latino advocacy groups such as The National Council of “La Raza”, which when translated means “The Race”. The idea which has taken root among Spanish speaking Brown people stems from a hatred towards White Americans. The Brown Illegal invaders actually believe that they have a right to break away from America. The Latino people, who are roughly comprised of 25 % White Spanish European blood, claim that White people stole the entire two continents of North and South America off of them! They boldly claim to be the rightful descendants of the original Indians discovered by Christopher Columbus and later by Hernán Cortés. These Latinos HATE White America
The Latinos are planning to steal this White living space from America & form their own Brown Nation!

and only have loyalties to Mexico/Central America and the concept of Aztlan. To learn more about their agenda to create Aztlan watch the four minute youtube video called, “Aztlan Rising”. What they are doing is nothing short of TREASON against America. America has every right to keep these traitors out of the United States. First of all, illegal immigrants don’t deserve any say whatsoever on the future of America, for they are NOT Americans! Criminal Illegal immigrants have no legal right to promote a break-away Separatist Country. These anti-American illegal immigrants must be deported immediately before engaging in any more un-American activities.

Secondly, automatic birth right citizenship to children of illegal immigrants must no longer be recognized, as this was never intended as a legal avenue to citizenship in the first place. Zionist-backed lawyers twisted the original intent of the US Constitution in favor of illegal immigrants, for the purpose of the intentional destruction of America. Children of Illegals choose to speak Spanish, are loyal to Mexico and hate White people who inhabit the South West of America. America was founded by White men for White people and their White descendants. America’s border patrol agents have to be able to perform their duties unobstructed & to be able to deport all illegal aliens once apprehended. The Zionist engineered intentional flooding of America with Brown Illegals has to cease immediately and all attempts to create a New Spanish speaking Latino/Hispanic nation must be prosecuted as high Treason. America has an absolute right to protect itself which means engaging in self defense!

42. I am a non judgmental person & frankly I am offended by your statements. I don't discriminate or think lower of a person just because his skin color isn't white.

All of us try our best to be non-judgmental people, but you can only ignore the crime statistic facts for so long. When a particular ethnic group or race of people are committing the vast majority of violent crimes, such as assault, armed robbery, rape, and murder, then it is only natural for aware people to use their common sense or “survival instincts” to avoid the possible danger of associating with potential criminals. If we are going to be a Free Country than you can’t blame someone for wanting to only associate with their own ethnic group of people. Especially since ethnic minorities are responsible for the majority of the crime. Avoiding potential conflicts by steering clear of ethnic groups prone to criminal activity is just basic survival skills. Stop blaming people just because they simply want to remain safe and not put their life at “increased risk”. And in regards to “skin color”, it isn’t skin color that people fear; it is the dangerous mannerisms and character traits that come with the non-white DNA package. For more on non-white behavioral tendencies and genetic differences see answer #47 on page 50.

43. Crime statistics based on Race are all fraudulent because White Police Officers simply lie on their police reports.

There is no way that Police Officers can get away with doctoring or producing fraudulent race based reports. Police Officers today are under so much scrutiny and pressure that they would be forfeiting their careers if caught making false race reports. In fact due to Zionist Political Correctness, Police Officers can’t even question suspicious activity by Negroes without getting accused of “Racial Profiling”. The Zionists realize that Negroes commit 90% of the 1.7 MILLION interracial crimes of violence per year against Whites, even though Blacks only make up 12% of the American population. In an attempt to even out the crime statistics by race, they are doing what they can to prevent
Police Officers from arresting and prosecuting Black people, because the Zionists are aware that the FBI racial crime statistics make the Black race of people look genuinely guilty. So to prevent this truth from enraging the public the Zionists are intentionally skewing the racial crime statistic data. Several years ago, the Zionists and their collaborators changed the method of classifying violent crimes by race, by lumping Hispanics, Jews and Arabs all into the “White” offender category. This was done so that this method fraudulently inflates the overall “White” violent Crime Statistics, so then the Zionists can proudly say, “See, Whites Commit their fair share of Crimes too!” When in reality, the real percentage of violent White crimes would be lowered by approximately 66%, making violent crimes committed by White people barely noticeable when compared to ethnic minorities!

Each ethnic minority group should have their own race specific classification category check box on the arrest/crime report, so this way the information collected is actually accurate! Then to make matters worse the FBI chooses not to use the method described above, but then chooses to individually break down the individual racial groups who are “Victims” of violent Hate crimes. They do this so the White public doesn’t get enraged with the alarming percentage of (what would be inflated) “White” victims of violent crimes.

If all the Victims of violent crimes (such as Whites, Hispanics, Jews and Arabs) were all counted as one large “White” group, (as they do when trying to inflate the overall White Offender/Perpetrator Statistics) then White people would have more reason to fear for their overall safety from the hostile “Ethnic Minorities”. Whites would then take precautionary measures to avoid unnecessarily associating with them, like we used to do, before forced integration of the public school system (or what is now known as the “Public Fool System”). The authorities use the two different methods to intentionally lie to the public about their collected data, in an attempt to prevent public outrage. So don’t try to tell me that the amount of non-white violent crimes is overstated, when in fact the amount of non-white crime is significantly lower than what it is in reality. To be clear on the FBI crime reports, Hispanics are considered a distinct “Victim” category, (but are not a “perpetrator/offender” category.) So, if a White person attacks a Mexican for ethnic or racial reasons, we have a hate crime committed by a White person against a Hispanic/Latino, but if that same Hispanic commits a Crime against a White person for ethnic or racial reasons, we have a “White” person (which is really a Hispanic person being intentionally misidentified) committing a crime against another “White” person, which of course serves the purpose of fraudulently bolstering the overall White Crime Category statistics! Believe it or not the vast majority of “Hispanics” are for racial classification purposes, considered “Whites” in the case of Hate Crimes. So, yes indeed, this is the way your government publishes their statistics. Talk about stacking the documented crimes against White people!

And in fact, in the 1997 report on Hate Crimes, the FBI reports more than 200 “Whites” (really Hispanics) having committed Crimes against “Whites”. All in an attempt to make White people look bad, so they can say, “See, Whites commit crimes too.” The FBI should be formally indicted for intentionally publishing false data with the intent of inciting racial hatred against White people. For more information on crime statistics read Jared Taylor’s “The Color of Crime: Race, Crime and Violence in America.” report. The video version that aired on C-SPAN is available on YouTube & @ www.colorofcrime.com/index.html.
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44. How dare you say non-whites commit the majority of the violent crimes! Whites commit violent crimes too!

Yes, White people do commit violent crimes as well, (meaning assault, armed robbery, rape, and murder) but the amount of crimes are hardly measurable when compared to the violent crimes committed by “Ethnic Minorities” or non-white people. For an excellent report which publishes the true crime statistics read the 27 page document by Jared Taylor entitled, “The Color of Crime: Race, Crime and Violence in America: 2005 Edition”, which is available for a free download @ http://www.colorofcrime.com/colorofcrime2005.html. There is also a 47 minute video introduction to Jared Taylor’s report available @ this YouTube Link and @ http://www.c-spanarchives.org/program/ID/128178.

45. How dare you say that White people deserve their own White Television Station that airs only pro-white media. What a racist thing to say!

Well, the Blacks of America have their own TV Station called "Black Entertainment Television" and the Hispanics of America have two TV Stations of their own called, “Telemundo” and “Univision”. So why is it wrong for White people to have a TV Station or two that promote White people’s interests, heritage, and culture? If Blacks and Hispanics are allowed their own international TV stations, then Whites must be allowed to have an international TV station as well! Simple!

46. How dare you compare dog breeds with human races! Sure some dog breeds are smarter than other dog breeds, but dogs are animals and people are human, and thus the comparison is not valid.

The fact is certain dog breeds are smarter than other dog breeds. For instance the German Shepherd, which is used by the Police and Military is a very intelligent dog breed, whereas the Afghan Hound is known for being one of the dumbest dog breeds. As dog breeders will tell you, certain dog breeds are smarter than other dog breeds. Not all dog breeds were created equal. The same applies with “Race Horses”. Not all breeds of horses were created equal. Prize winning Stallions are bred with other prize winning Mares to produce the world’s fastest horses. The same logic applies with human breeds. Human beings are classified as an animal species known as “Homo sapiens”.

Some human breeds are smarter than other human breeds. Anyone who studies the scientific evidence comes to the same conclusion that there are genetic and intellectual differences between the races. To preach that all human races are completely equal is just a “feel good” delusion of Liberal minded people, who feel guilty or sorry for the impoverished people of Africa, due to the Negroes lack of achievement. There is absolutely nothing wrong with pointing out the scientifically proven racial differences that exist between the races; for you to argue otherwise simply means you are in denial of these facts.
47. How dare you say that White people have higher IQ's, or are smarter than non-whites. This is only the case because White people have cheated by having a head start due to a more advanced society. We are all the same! And therefore are all capable of having the same IQ's. Racial and intellectual differences do not exist between Human races.

No, unfortunately the scientific data does not support the erroneous claim that we are all the same. This is an intentional lie spread by the Zionist Communists in an attempt to obliterate our DNA belonging to the White Race of people. The Zionists are indoctrinating everyone, through their elaborate media, into believing this lie so that we will race mix ourselves out of existence. Once our unique White DNA has been destroyed, and with it our innate problem solving abilities, the surviving mongrelized mixed race people will be easier for the Zionists to control or manage. Our White Nations previously existing cohesive unity/solidarity and greater overall intelligence will have been permanently destroyed due to the annihilation of our European DNA!

Now, if the Human Races were “all the same”, then the non-white peoples of the world all had the same opportunities to create “Advanced Civilizations” for themselves, yet they failed to do so. Their inability to create advanced civilizations can only be explained by their overall lack of intelligence or lack of will to solve seemingly unsolvable problems. If, as you say, we truly are all the same, then it would be the most beneficial for the various races of the world to NATURALLY evolve and develop by solving their own problems, thus legitimately increasing their collective abilities and intelligence as they continually progress. Now, there are many racial differences that exist among the races. Here are ten that come to mind.

1. Sickle cell Anemia: Pure White people cannot get this inherited genetic disorder. It is found primarily in the Black race. If we are all the same how come White people can't get Sickle Cell?

2. Brain size: The White Brain weighs more and occupies significantly more volume inside the skull than the Black brain. Blacks have different shaped skulls than Whites. White skulls are longer and narrower with less pronounced cheek bones, while the Black skulls have larger, rounder nose openings, rounder eye sockets, and a more sloping facial profile. Which from the side view results in the mouth region sticking out from the face more than the Asian or Caucasian type. Blacks have significantly smaller Frontal lobes than Whites, which inhibits their “reasoning ability”.

3. Blacks are genetically superior Sprinters & jumpers. This is because Black muscles include a greater number of fast twitch muscles which produce immediate explosive power.

4. Black babies are born a week earlier than White babies. Blacks have narrower hips, providing a more efficient running stride. Narrower hips in black females results in smaller brained babies & earlier delivery dates.

5. Blacks reach puberty faster than Whites and have faster reflexes, as in the famous knee-jerk response.

6. Blacks have different shaped Jaw's than Whites and have larger teeth.

7. Relative to body height, Negroes have longer arms than Whites, which gives them a greater reach and an advantage in boxing.

8. Blacks have higher Testosterone levels which helps them dominate sports but makes them prone to crime.

9. Blacks suffer from Apocrine bromhidrosis, a foul body odor found primarily in their ethnic/racial group.

10. I.Q.’s Scores: Purebred Blacks have the lowest I.Q.'s among all races scoring an average I.Q. of 70, while the average White I.Q. is 100. That is 30 points higher than the Purebred Negro. And finally Asians average I.Q. is 106. For more detailed information on scientifically proven racial differences in IQ’s and genetic traits read the book, “Race Evolution, and Behavior: A Life History Perspective” by J. Philippe Rushton & watch/listen to Rushton’s CD on Youtube.
48. I am glad we have hate speech laws. To shut people like you up! For Freedom of Speech doesn’t include Hate Speech!

Try to see the big picture here. Freedom of Speech Rights were not created to protect “Popular Speech”, but rather to protect, “Unpopular Speech”. The Zionists, who have been constantly lying to us since before the Second World War, absolutely HATE the Truth! They fear the Truth so much that they will go to any lengths to prevent the Truth from being heard. One of the methods they use to silence “Politically Incorrect” Truth-tellers, is to smear their name or engage in “Character Assassination”. They use kindergarten playground logic of calling people whom they don’t like NAMES. Once repeated enough times throughout the media, these libelous slanders/labels/names stick and have a devastating effect on the potentially receptive audience.

The Zionists know they are lying, that is why they have passed laws forbidding Truth-telling or “Politically Incorrect” speech. Truth does not fear investigation, but lying does! If we are going to remain a Free Country, then the right to talk about all subjects must remain open, otherwise the Zionists have won by destroying yet another one of our Freedoms. Hate Speech, is simply “truthful speech”, the Zionists Hate hearing. Freedom of Speech equals diversified speech; meaning speech from many different points of view. Don’t let the Zionists manipulate your opinions with their catchy buzz words or phrases such as, “Hate Speech”. Also be on the constant lookout for the Zionist “Myth Maker”, who incessantly creates and circulates false information to intentionally confuse and mislead the public.

49. I am not going to read the books you suggest, or watch your videos, because I am not a racist.

Well, I’m not a racist either. I am simply a person who acknowledges the reality that racial differences exist between the races. There is nothing wrong with being aware of the scientifically proven differences, which makes one a “Racialist” by definition. People aware of this information, don’t embrace the knowledge because they are mean-spirited people, they accept the facts because it has been scientifically proven. To do otherwise just means you are living in denial.

50. I don’t care what you say for you’re just a racist and a bigot!

Resorting to name calling is the last desperate act of a desperate person who can’t logically defend his argument. Please refrain from name calling, for if you continue to resort to it, how can we ever discuss the facts?

51. Who cares if the White Race is dying? There is only one race, the Human Race, as Race doesn’t exist, for it is just a “Social Construct”. So, it is irrelevant if White people die out, for other people will just take their place.

Do you think Panda Bears are cute?... Yeah, me too. Do you think they deserve to be protected as an “endangered species”? The Panda Bear, which is part of the overall bear family, is dying out because Panda’s are not breeding enough. The Panda Bear is not a Grizzly Bear, nor a Black Bear, yet it is still a Bear. There are obviously all kinds of differences between Panda Bears and Black Bears. The Panda Bear, with all of its loveable qualities, is a different breed or race of bear. And as such should be given all opportunities to thrive in the wild just like all of nature’s unique species.
The same logic applies to the White Race. Yes, the White Race is part of the greater Human family, but it is a distinct and unique Race of people, which is now basically endangered due to our critically low birth rates. There are countless differences that separate the White Race from other Races. (For just ten of these differences see response #47 on page 50 which proves genetic differences do exist between the races.) The White Race definitely does exist and is not just a “Social Construct”. That is another deliberate Zionist lie, intended to sucker the public into believing that racial differences don’t exist. Due to our vast differences from other races we easily qualify as a unique species or Race of people and as such deserve to be preserved and to flourish in our own White Nations.

Just existing as a different Race or Species makes us worthy of preservation, but we as a race of people have contributed enormously to society with our wonderful works of art, our scientific/engineering breakthroughs and our incredible inventions. Without White people there would be (to name just a few) no orchestras, no museums, no universities, no hospitals, no libraries, no theaters, no radio, no books, no television, no electricity, no refrigeration, no heating, no plumbing, no steel, no stadiums, no cars, no planes, no trains, no dentists, no surgeons, no computers, no telephones, and most important, there would be no creative genius to be found that could create and sustain such a high level of civilization. Non-white societies never invented any of these things. So for you to say that you don’t care whether or not your own White people will survive on the planet, well, just think for a moment how backwards & cruel the world would be without white people creating and influencing civilization. Just imagine how uncivilized the world will become if the Zionist engineered Genocide of White people continues as planned?

It doesn’t take a degree in anthropology or archaeology to realize that without White leadership the dark populations of the earth will soon resort back to their primitive cannibalistic methods which they embraced in the past. If you want our advanced Western Civilization to continue, then you need our White Western people to flourish and maintain the European culture. Otherwise the civilization or city will crumble into ruins just like present day Black managed Detroit is currently doing where nice houses routinely sell for $100 dollars each!!

Blacks moved into Detroit which was the richest city in America and within one generation, due to their violent criminal behavior, turned the city into a no go zone for White people. Above is two Negro destroyed homes of Detroit, where “White flight” has occurred!

52. Who cares if non-whites have government funded advocacy groups working on their behalf. We Whites are the majority and don't need or deserve such groups.

We Whites for all intents and purposes are no longer the majority. The Zionists are working overtime to ensure that we quickly become a minority in our own countries! In fact on May 17th, 2012 it was revealed to the world that newborn White babies had just become a minority in America as non-white babies were now officially the majority of newborn births! The average age of White Americans today is over 40 years of age!

This means the majority of our race is no longer in their child bearing years, but the average Hispanic age in America is in their mid-twenties. The average age of Blacks and Asians are also considerably younger than Whites. This means even if all legal and illegal immigration stops today, from this point forward, White people will be out bred by “ethnic minorities”, who in as little as 18 years from now (in 2030) will be the overall “Majority” of the Nation! This horrifying trend is occurring in most if not all White Nations across the planet! Non-white people are taking over our Nations for crying out loud! How can this possibly be a good thing for the White people currently living in the White Nations? Why are White people being forced to
pay for our own destruction by giving government funded non-white advocacy groups our hard earned money through our taxes? And if White people are now on the verge of becoming “minorities” in our own countries why are we not allowed to have government funded advocacy groups which work for the interests of White people? Well, the answer to that is simple. The Jewish Zionists intentionally opened our borders and are flooding our nations with non-whites because they have secretly declared war on us! They are actively engaging in policies which are permanently wiping the White race from the face of the earth! They control all aspects of our government, media, and banking and as such won’t allow us to legally fight back in any productive way. This is blatant GENOCIDE against White people! The problem is that the majority of our people are too distracted by Zionist media such as television, or are too busy working to notice. And the segment of the population which does take notice is too discouraged to do anything about the problem, for they have bought into the lie that “there’s nothing you can do”!

If there ever was an ethnic group of people residing in White nations who deserved a government funded advocacy group; then it’s White people ourselves! Here is a partial list of government funded advocacy groups in America working against the interests of White Americans. The National Council of La Raza, The ADL, the African American Planning Commission, the American Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee, the Japanese American Citizens League, the National Congress of American Indians, the National Council of Negro Woman, the National Gay & Lesbian Task Force Policy Institute, the Native American Rights Fund, the National Puerto Rican Coalition, the National Urban League, Organization of Chinese Americans, and the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith. Most if not all White nations now have similar advocacy groups working for the racial interests of non-whites in their new adopted nations. It’s time to put an end to this madness once and for all. No more Zionist Treason! White people take action now or lose your nation forever!

53. Blacks and Hispanics may do a lot of crime, but that is only because Whites have held them down and denied them opportunities. You would commit crimes too if no one gave you a job!

Watch “The Shocking Jewish Role in Slavery: What Jewish Historians Say”, to learn that it was in fact the Jews who are responsible for the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade and not White people who outlawed it!

The vast majority of crimes are committed by Blacks, Hispanics and immigrants of “Ethnic Minorities”. The fact is the majority of crimes are NOT being committed by White people. For more on the FBI’s crime statistics, read, “The Color of Crime: Race, Crime and Violence in America: 2005 Edition” by Jared Taylor. White people have not held Negroes or Hispanics down. This may surprise you, but less than 2 percent of White people owned slaves in all of pre-Civil War America! Less than 2 percent! The “freeing of the slaves”, known as the “Emancipation Proclamation”, occurred with the conclusion of the Civil War, which ended in April, 1865; just shy of 150 years ago!

The majority of America had outlawed “Slave ownership” before the end of the civil war and “slave trading” (the buying & selling of African slaves) was outlawed throughout America in 1807! NO ONE has been a slave in America for at least 147 years now! White people have given non-whites every opportunity to prosper in European nations. In fact over the last thirty plus years non-whites have been given preferential treatment in acquiring desirable job vacancies.

We have given non-whites employment advantages through “Affirmative Action” hiring quotas, “Equal Opportunity Employer” practices and through “Employment Equity” policies. These advantages, which are NOT available to White people, are given to non-whites based solely on the fact that they are not White. The applicants did not earn their jobs, as they were not the most qualified for the position, but rather received them based on discriminatory anti-white hiring policies.
We even give them government funded advocacy organizations and their own TV channels which promote their own racial interests inside our nations! If the situation was reversed, do you really think the non-white public residing inside their own nations, would grant foreign White people these advantages over their own unemployed citizenry? When the Great Depression of 1929 struck the countries of the world and millions of White people were left destitute and unemployed, our ancestors continued to obey the law and did not engage in mass criminal activity unlike the non-whites of today. Millions of White Americans died due to poverty during the Great Depression, rather than stealing from those who were more fortunate.

The world is currently experiencing another depression since the financial meltdown of 2008, and once again the tens of millions of unemployed White people are not committing the majority of the nations crimes. So your claim that Whites have held down non-whites and that our people once unemployed would commit their share of crimes is simply not true. If we want to improve the overall health of our nation then it is time that we confront and deal with the source of the majority of the crime which is plaguing our nation. It is time to use common sense throughout our lands and put our kinsmen’s needs first!

54. Who cares if White people in South Africa are being killed? They shouldn't have gone there in the first place! They were invaders & now it’s payback!

Look, White Christian Dutch people went in search of a new beginning where they could create a nation free from the religious persecution they had experienced in their home country. As White people colonized North America, so did we colonize the vast wilderness of South Africa. The White Dutch Europeans who settled the Cape Colony starting in the year 1652, were the first humans to permanently settle that area, as Black people had not yet ventured that far South into Africa. However during this time there were a few scattered northern nomadic tribes of Bushmen and Hottentots, neither of which were Negroes. Bushmen were Sanids & Hottentots were Khoisanids; neither of these two racial groups were Negroes. However, both of these ethnic groups virtually died out in 1715 & 1717 in two smallpox epidemics, with the handful of surviving members being eventually absorbed into the colored population.

Dutch people established Cape Town, SA in 1652!

The first group of Black Slaves, imported by Jewish Slave traders, didn’t arrive in the Cape Colony of White South Africa until 1756, which was over 104 years AFTER White people had first settled the region. And it wasn’t until the discovery of Diamonds and Gold in the Northern regions over 115 years later in 1871 that Blacks really started to pour into the White Boer Nation. The Black migration was due to the Jewish Zionist collaborator Cecil Rhodes and his Rothschild backed team of co-conspirators who were importing Black labor from all over Africa with the intent to eventually destroy the country with people he knew had hostile intentions towards the White Nation.

In October 1871, Rhodes and his brother Herbert left Natal, South Africa for the diamond fields of Kimberley. Financed by N M Rothschild & Sons, over the next 17 years Rhodes succeeded in buying up all the smaller diamond mining operations in the Kimberley area. His monopoly of the world’s diamond supply was sealed in 1889 through a strategic partnership with the London-based Rothschild Diamond Syndicate. The Black miners were mainly FOREIGNERS, brought in from all over Africa. They came into the nation and worked on contract, but after three years they were intentionally turned loose on the nation, free to virtually travel where ever they pleased. This is how most Black people came to live in White South Africa. Whites did not steal the land off of Blacks, but rather Blacks were lured into the nation as a source of cheap labor by agents of the Rothschild family. Just like how today’s Mexicans are being lured into the U.S. so that White Nationalist Booklet For Educating Liberals
they can be used as tools of America’s destruction. In 1899, Rothschild controlled Britain declared war on the Dutch/Boer people, known as the English/Boer War of 1899 - 1902 to gain greater control of the nation. The Rothschild controlled British Army wanted to teach the Dutch/Boer people of South Africa a lesson that they would never forget. The British decided to round up over 150,000 Dutch Women and children and imprison them in the world’s first “Concentration Camps” designed for women and children civilians. They allowed 35,000 of these Dutch/Boer people to die a horrible death by creating the conditions necessary for them to get Typhus and die from starvation. For more on this watch this video and this video. The British fed the civilians very little, mostly rotten meat containing poisonous copper sulphate, grounded glass, fishhooks, & razor blades in the food rations. As a consequence 35,000 Dutch/Boer woman & children died a horrible death due to the atrocious British actions.

The 20,000 Dutch/Boer warrior farmers who didn’t even have a National Army, came close to defeating over 250,000 professionally trained British Soldiers, but eventually lost the war to Zionist/Rothschild controlled Britain who engaged in such inhumane tactics such as their “Scorched Earth” (burning down the people’s homes) and murder through concentration camp policies. The Dutch/Boer people now had to endure the systematic dismantling of their nation of South Africa.

The Rothschild/Zionists/Communists then encouraged White farm owners to hire Black labor to help with the daily farm operations. Zionists continued to flood South Africa with Blacks from the north and together coupled with illegal immigration and high Black birth rates, the Whites soon found themselves vastly outnumbered. Then in the 1970’s, most of the western world had engaged in Zionist engineered sanctions and embargoes against South Africa. The White South Africans were continually told by the Zionist media that they were "oppressing their Black populations". The White South Africans then looked at their accusers and asked, “How are we oppressing them, for they have the highest standard of living in all of Africa?!” The whole basis of the dishonest Zionist attack was that the White South Africans had “stolen the land from the Blacks”, which was completely fabricated! (Sound familiar?) Today S.A. has approximately nine different Black ethnic groups in the nation, all of which are extremely hostile towards one another. The final nail in the coffin came when the Zionists destroyed the governmental system, which had ensured that South Africa would remain a first world nation. The Zionists, through their ill gotten media, created enormous amounts of unjustified negative public world pressure against the legitimate government of South Africa. During the 1970s in particular, the Zionists accomplished the attack via worldwide boycotts, trade embargos, and outright lies in the media, where they eventually managed to successfully manipulate the White public into surrendering their political control of their country. Handing it over to terrorist Black thugs of the African National Congress or the ANC for short, who had been indoctrinated to hate the White people’s very existence. Since the dissolution of the White government in 1994, known as Apartheid, which was created by Prime Minister Dr. Hendrik Verwoerd, South Africa has turned into a virtual war zone.

A woman is now raped in South Africa every 30 seconds! Thousands of White South African people have now been murdered by Blacks and the world has
been trained by the Zionist-controlled media to not give a damn! The Whites in South Africa are in a struggle for their very survival, yet they aren’t allowed to fight back! Whites are being ethnically cleansed by having GENOCIDE committed against them in their own country which they created and founded. So don’t tell me that the descendants of the Whites who created the nation were invaders & that their murder is somehow justified as “payback”! The Jewish Rothschild Zionists have intentionally destroyed White South Africa, just like they are intentionally destroying America and every other White nation on the face of the planet!

Our nation’s destruction, like South Africa, will continue to occur until the Jewish Zionists are confronted and defeated. South Africa is a living example of what our future holds if we don’t stand up and fight the Zionist Power Structure, which now engulfs all European Nations and the vast majority of the entire planet! World Zionism, World Jewry, Rothschild Illuminati, or Marxist Communism, which ever name you prefer has become a deadly plague upon humanity which must be destroyed or European mankind will be obliterated. Continually raise public awareness by exposing Jewish Zionism, through informing people in your community of its’ deadly existence and intentions.

55. It's a good thing that White people are not allowed to have any solely White groups, otherwise White people would gang up on all the other races of the world and destroy their countries.

No, it is discrimination against White people in our own nations! If non-whites inside our countries, for instance America, are allowed to have government funded advocacy groups such as, The National Council of La Raza, The NAACP, the Jewish Anti-Defamation League or ADL, the African American Planning Commission, the American Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee, the Japanese American Citizens League, the National Congress of American Indians, the National Council of Negro Woman, the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force Policy Institute, the Native American Rights Fund, the National Puerto Rican Coalition, the National Urban League, Organization of Chinese Americans, and the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith then White people must also be allowed to have government funded advocacy groups which work to promote White self interests. Working to protect our own White ethnic groups civil rights, inside our own nation, can in no way be construed as trying to take over the world, or destroy another race’s nation. There is absolutely nothing wrong with protecting your family, your extended family and your kinsmen or race of people, in an environment where there is less and less available resources to go around due to the planet’s ever increasing population. When under attack, self defense is without a doubt, just good commonsense.

56. Only White people can be racist. If Black people are racist towards White people that is because their anger is justified due to the way we treated them in the past.

That is an absurd statement to make, for the non-white members that belong to the Black Panther Gang, the Bloods & Crips Street Gang, the Los Zetas Paramilitary Cartel or the MS-13 Street Gang all have an intense racial hatred of White people. The individuals belonging to these EXTREMELY dangerous organizations (and several others I might add) are frequently arrested for “Unprovoked Murder” typically committed against the innocent White public or their gang rivals.

Hundreds of weapons seized on 7-19-10, just 70 miles South of the Arizona border, on their way North into the US to be used by Los Zetas Paramilitary Cartel!

It is only natural for every ethnic group in the world to feel most comfortable around their own racial group of people where they share a common identity. Slavery was abolished by White people over 147 years ago! And in all of pre-civil war America, less than two percent of White people owned slaves! Five generations
have passed since that time and it has now been 48 years since the Civil Rights Movement gained complete racial equality throughout all walks of life in America. White people have bent over backwards to give non-white people every equal opportunity that they can think of in an attempt to help improve the lives of ethnic minorities. The current dislike of White people stems from the Jewish/Zionist controlled media, which relentlessly attempts to incite racial hatred against the White public. This is achieved by continually casting fictitious White characters in hostile and uncomplimentary roles which are mean spirited towards the ethnic minorities residing in our White nations. Such as Jewish Steven Spielberg’s film Amistad.

Countless studies have proven that every racial group prefers to associate with their own kinsmen, whom they share a common bond with, as opposed to abnormal foreigners. Therefore all non-white racial groups naturally desire people of their own ethnic backgrounds and understandably resent outsiders who do not belong to their community or nation. To put it bluntly everyone is racist, except for those erroneously indoctrinated by Zionist media programming, which has intentionally destroyed their natural survival instincts. Now, another reason for the current disdain towards Caucasians is that the majority of non-whites are, for good reason, envious and jealous of our achievements and of our high standard of living. Several studies have conclusively proven that non-whites simply don't possess the high level of intelligence or the innate creativity required to build & maintain the admired societies that Whites currently enjoy. Now I agree that this isn’t fair, but don’t get mad at me because nature made other races less intelligent. Consequently non-white people of lower IQs blame White people by calling us racists, for their inability to achieve the superior White lifestyle. They embrace this belief because they need an excuse to justify their despondent lives as to why they are failing to achieve the esteemed White standard of living. It is a lot easier to just call someone racist and blame them for your failures, than have to admit you don't have the ability nor the capacity to obtain the way of life you desire. For example Negroes in North America put “Chain License Plate” frames around the outside of their plates because they benefit from instilling an (unjustified) guilt complex into well meaning, but exploitable White people.

Because of the Zionist media monopoly, the Negroes believe that they can obtain continual financial compensation by withholding forgiveness and essentially claiming that their grievance is still on-going or pending. The Zionist media has convinced them that if they move on and forgive the past, that the Negroes will forfeit future excuses which would enable them to control White people & our governments. The fact is non-white people all around the world seek to control White people. White westernization has produced extraordinary advancements not witnessed in other cultures and a significant portion of the world harbors a great deal of jealousy towards us because of our achievements.

It is also apparent that they feel ashamed due to creating very little in comparison to our race’s accomplishments. Consequently they resent us and have developed an inferiority complex which has created a psychological defense mechanism where they blame Whites for their own incompetence, lack of creativity, & lower intelligence. They naturally desire our innate abilities but sadly after realizing that they don’t congenitally possess the inventiveness, they do what they feel is the next best thing which is to blame White people for their lack of achievement. They then convince themselves that the only reason their lives are not equally comparable to Whites is because White people are deliberately holding them down. The truth is, every culture in the world has experienced being
held down at some point in their past. Every culture, including White cultures, have been the victims of slavery. But the descendants of Irish, Scottish, & German slaves (plus the White descendants of those who slaved under indentured servitude) have moved on to become outstanding citizens of their nations. They didn’t invent “achievement excuses” based on the ill treatment of their ancestors from generations past. No sane White person would argue that their life sucks because their Great Grandpa was a slave to an English family, as their Great Grandparents’ life has absolutely no bearing on their current life. However, Blacks today still continually blame Whites for slavery because they don’t want to have to be forced to admit that they’re now solely responsible for their own lack of achievement. Unfortunately they don’t possess a strong enough work ethic or assume they can never genuinely achieve a desirable lifestyle, so they play the “blame Whitey” card in hopes for additional financial handouts.

57. Who cares if we are losing our Christian Heritage and Identity? I am not religious anyways.

America, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and Iceland were founded by White Christian men, for White Christian men and their White families or progeny. (One could also successfully argue that all of Central and South America were originally founded with the same intentions, but then those countries mistakenly embraced miscegenation which destroyed their nations and reduced them from First World countries to Second World countries.) The remainder of our White Nations located in Europe essentially converted to Christianity over 1000 years ago. Our Christian heritage is a huge part of our identity and who we are.

Over the last 1000 years our people have benefited greatly from “Traditional” Christianity, which opposed miscegenation. Now, this is why “Traditional Christianity” was targeted for infiltration and destruction and was deliberately transformed into devastating “JUDEO-Christianity” starting in the 1970s. In 1963 there was no such thing as Judeo-Christianity! There was Christianity and then there was Judaism, which is a wicked religion based on “The Talmud” that parallels Satanism. In the last several decades there has been a movement to morph “Traditional Christianity” led by John Hagee, into detrimental “JUDEO-Christianity”.

The “Israel Firster”, Televangelist & Christian Zionist Pastor John Hagee treasonously campaigns for American’s to die in new wars in the Middle East to expand Israel’s borders! No more wars for Israhell!

The two religions of Christianity and Judaism are diabolically opposed to each other and share very little ideological common ground and as such have no business being associated with one another. The Jewish Zionists conspired to destroy “Traditional Christianity” which was the system we had embraced that was fueling our growth and prosperity worldwide. Do our people not have the freedom or the right to continue their chosen religion; which was greatly responsible for so much of our overall success? Do our people not have the right to defend their valuable religion when it’s under attack? Do we not have the right to directly confront and stop by any means necessary, the Israel Firsters who are deliberately destroying our religion?

The Zionists intent is to obliterate the bond that has not only held our people together, but has provided us with a productive method enabling our people to grow and prosper while creating new nations. Whether you embrace Christianity or not is not the point I am making here. The point is your people are being intentionally denied the right to practice their chosen religion because the Zionists have deemed “Traditional Christianity” a threat to their goal of world domination, due to it directly contributing principals and beneficial ideals which help make our population more numerous, productive and prosperous as a whole. They are destroying all things dear to us that benefited the greater good of our society, which enabled our people to prosper.
This attack on our “Traditional Christianity”, which forbade race-mixing, is a form of direct warfare on our people’s overall mental and physical health by undermining our essential laws, morals and traditions, which has been our foundation to defeating the numerous difficulties of our past. With our moral and ethic principles that we relied upon destroyed, the probability of our future victories over our enemies is significantly reduced. This is why they are destroying our religion and this is why you should care. The annihilation of “Traditional Christianity” equals a weaker White race. All forms of warfare on our people which inhibit our ability to protect ourselves must be recognized as TREASONOUS in origin and prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

58. Who cares if we no longer have prayers in schools. Religion shouldn’t be forced on anyone. We must have “Separation of Church and State”!

Well, first of all we have to acknowledge that our Country was founded and created as a Christian Nation and only as a Christian Nation. If people chose to be Atheists and not embrace Christianity they were well within their rights to do so. However, our nation did not tolerate other religions such as Judaism, Buddhism, Hinduism, Sikhism or Islam. Jehovah Witnesses, who are still Christian in nature, were the only exception & that religion came years later after the initial founding of our nation. The continual attack on Christianity has been a Jewish Zionist effort from top to bottom.

The Jewish Zionists absolutely HATE Christianity, so they continually do whatever is in their power to destroy our White nurturing religion. They do this for several reasons; one of the main reasons being that they know Christianity has made our race stronger and prosperous throughout the last 1000 plus years so they have targeted it for destruction in an attempt to weaken and destroy our people and nation. (For more on this read response # 57.) The fact is when we had Christian prayers in our schools we as a Nation and as a race of people were so much stronger and healthier; emotionally, physically and financially. So if our goal is to get back to the basics and embrace techniques that worked for us in the past, I would say that having prayers in schools was a definite benefit which united us and made us stronger. During the early 60’s when we still

had prayers in schools, Christianity wasn’t forced on anyone. In the morning, just before students would start class, they simply bowed their heads in a moment of silence and reflected briefly on the words of the prayer. The reading of a Christian prayer, which also included a few Biblical verses, only took a few minutes to complete each day. Outrageously the Christian Hating Zionists, who had infiltrated the US Supreme Court, concluded on June 17th, 1963, that reciting Biblical verses and the reading of Christian prayers was “unconstitutional”. Clearly the Zionists were determined to destroy our Christian nations at all costs.

One of the methods they chose to implement that destruction was to attack our common religion which gave our people hope and peace. The Zionists didn’t give a damn about “Separation of Church and State”. They only cared about destroying our effective system, so that we would become weaker prey for their numerous future methods of destruction. Again if we want to rebuild our nation, then we have to go back and implement the methods that worked for us in the past. The bottom line is Christian prayers were working for us before the Zionists removed them against the public’s will. Everything destructive the Zionists did to our country must be overturned, negated and annulled.

59. Who cares if the children currently in our schools can no longer celebrate Christmas pageants or sing Christmas carols? We are a nation of immigrants and it’s not right of us to force our religious holidays on others who are of another religion.
Jews are behind the attack on Christmas for they HATE Christianity. Jews have made saying “Merry Christmas” Politically Incorrect. Jews have banned Nativity scenes and Christmas trees from public property, but they have the nerve to place a massive Menorah in front of the White House every year!

There is only one accepted religion in our nation and that is Christianity. If anybody else tells you otherwise it is a Zionist lie. Christmas is a very important holiday for White people. To consider not celebrating Christmas because foreigners are offended by it is just insane! Why should we give up a holiday that is so special to us & our Nations children? If foreigners or immigrants don’t like that we celebrate Christmas, too freaking bad! If they don’t like our holidays and customs, then they shouldn’t be moving here in the first place!

We have to start defending what is dear to us, otherwise the uninvited immigrants whose presence we never voted in favor of, will demand that we destroy everything that they disagree with. We need to stop taking our orders from people who don’t like us, our laws, or our religious holidays. We need to stop neglecting the needs of our own citizens and start focusing on what OUR PEOPLE really desire. For if we don’t look after our kinsmen, who’s going to? We have every right to say, “Merry Christmas” (not Happy Holidays) as our people have done for over a thousand years. The immigrants, who don’t give a damn about our traditional holidays or heritage, are certainly not going to help our people when we are in need. We are not a “Nation of Immigrants” that is just a Zionist lie intended to make us shut the hell up, whenever we object to being swamped with non-whites who despise us and our customs. Since our forefathers first established our country, we have been a Nation of “EUROPEAN immigration”, not a Nation which opened its borders and floodgates to the non-white third world. It is time that we stood up for ourselves and our beliefs, and started to continually scream NO to those who seek to alter our nation to their liking. Just imagine what would happen if we tried to pull this lunacy in their country? They would have us deported, thrown in jail, or executed for plotting to destroy or subvert their chosen way of life. It’s time we put our foot down and arrest all those who attempt to alter our society from its long established European roots and traditions. Fight for our holidays and our customs such as Christmas pageants and singing Christmas carols; and never stop saying, “Merry Christmas”, no matter who doesn’t like it!

60. Who cares if Islam conquers Europe and Christianity becomes extinct. If that’s what the people chose to become then so be it! Plus I’m not religious any way so I don't give a damn!

Well, the White Christian people of Europe care that’s for damn sure! They don’t want to see their White European Christian countries destroyed with religious practices and policies that run in violation of their belief system. As it turns out, there are currently more Muslim Mosques being built in France than Christian Churches! The Brown Muslim population is literally taking over France, Belgium, The Netherlands, Germany, Denmark, Sweden and England! These Nations (plus America) are now essentially at the point where over half of all newborn babies are non-white newborns!

The French, the Belgians, and the Dutch people in particular are losing their countries the fastest due to the Millions of unwanted immigrant invaders! White people can basically no longer afford to have families in these nations due to the intentionally high taxes that the White citizens have to bear. This has led to a critically low European birth rate average of 1.3 children per woman, while the Muslim Immigrants have an excessively high birth rate of 8.1 children per woman! Muslim women, due to being supported by the White Nations Welfare system, are breeding offspring five times faster than White French, Dutch and Belgian women. The citizens of these three Nations did not invite these Muslim invaders into their country where
GENOCIDE is now being conducted against the White indigenous inhabitants. Once again it was the Jewish Zionists who opened France’s and Europe’s floodgates and allowed this army of immigrants in to deliberately destroy the French and European Countries. Muslims have declared Jihad on France, which means it’s their Islamic duty to destroy all of Christianity and convert the entire Nation to Islam, literally cutting the heads off of all White “Infidel” people who oppose them!

For you to say that you don’t give a damn if Christianity is destroyed, well you sure won’t be saying that when a group of Muslim men force you to the ground for being “an infidel” and slowly saw your head off with a long knife! There are now over 751 “no go” zones in France, where White people, especially women, dare not travel for fear of getting acid thrown in their face, being raped, or being murdered! As a consequence, the French Police just throw their hands up in the air and claim that there is nothing that they can do to ensure the French people’s safety in these regions! This means that the authorities have LOST control of the Public Safety of the Nation! In fact on Fridays in the city of Paris, Muslims in complete defiance of the law and in plain view of the police, intentionally block numerous streets off! Where they kneel Eastward, bowing face down, chanting words in a cult like manner, while not worrying in the slightest about all the vehicle and pedestrian traffic they have infuriated and prevented from getting to their appointments.

The brown Muslims intentionally do this as an act of defiance to boldly make a physical statement to the White French citizens that the Muslims are now in control of France and that there is nothing the French people can do about it! To be blunt, if White French people don’t stand up and start fighting for their country, Christianity in France will be finished & the majority of the French cities will become Islamic in just 18 years! (by 2030!) The European Dutch country of The Netherlands is experiencing an even larger attack & all of its major cities will become majority Muslim by the year 2028, which is less than 16 years away! At which time everything will change, for the rights & freedoms we currently enjoy in Christian Nations will be diminished & Islamic “Shariah Law” will be enacted, while women’s rights will be decimated! Believe me; you do not want to see your country become an Islamic State!

Paris: Hundreds of Muslims defy the Street Prayer ban!

If you value your current rights and freedoms, then fight to keep your country Christian and to permanently deport the Islamic invaders! We have to act NOW to correct the problem; and to prevent the ongoing White GENOCIDE, as the window of opportunity is rapidly disappearing!

61. Who cares if Black or Mexican men marry or date White women? We are free to date whoever the hell we want. If they are in love then that is their right, as you cannot stop love!

As I said earlier Genocide is being intentionally commited against White People. The only way White people (who are now an endangered species) can survive on the earth is if White women get pregnant by White men. Due to fashion magazines, most males now want to marry a White woman because White women simply are the best & have the most potential. In 1900 White people used to make up over 33% of the Earth's population. Now we make up less than 8% of the Earth's population, with our White women in their child bearing years making up less than 2% of the Earth's population!

Thanks to continual brainwashing through Zionist Television, which makes it look trendy and hip to engage in interracial dating, our race of people are being literally wiped from the face of the earth! Mixed race children are not White race offspring and just add to the growing number of non-white people living inside the ever shrinking White living space. White people's survival depends on the few remaining White women to give birth to at least three all White children.
German Supermodel Heidi Klum & her three Mulatto children. Heidi’s first born daughter Leni, who was fathered by the Italian Flavio Briatore isn’t pictured.

An additional problem, thanks to radical Feminism, is that White women have been conditioned through the media to not have large families. Our birth rate has fallen to a below replacement level average of 1.5 children per White woman across the planet, which means we are not even producing enough children to replace ourselves! A birth rate of at least 2.1 children per White woman is required in order to maintain our population. The White Race is dying due to deliberate Zionist engineered genocidal policies which are being inflicted upon our people. In plain and simple language...this is war! And it is time we started to fight back and defend ourselves, or soon it is going to be too late for the White race to save itself from extinction!

Interracial dating, which is a Jewish Zionist plot intended as a weapon which serves to divide and conquer our people, (thus destroying our unity), cannot be tolerated inside the borders of White Nations. Deliberately participating in sexual practices that promote the Genocide of one of God’s (or mother nature’s) unique human species, which has so many positive accomplishments to its credit, is a crime against humanity. And this is why we need to reenact the laws (negated by the Zionists) which forbid interracial dating and marriage in order to ensure the White race of people survive inside all White Nations. If interracial dating is “against the Law” as it used to be, people will think twice before foolishly performing such actions. It’s not your right to have sex with an underage person as this is known as pedophilia. It’s not your right to have sex with your cousin or your sibling. It’s not your right to have sex with a married person. And it’s not your right to have sex with a non-white person, especially inside the borders of White Nations, for this activity leads to White Genocide and the destruction of the civilization!

62. How can you dislike Jews so much, when Jesus is a Jew, & when all the Apostles were Jews? And especially when the Jews are ‘God’s Chosen’ people?

We know that Saul was the first king of Israel and that John was the first man called Baptist, but who was the first Jew? Neither Adam, Seth or Noah are called Jew. Nor were Abraham, Isaac or Jacob. Moses was not called a Jew and neither were Saul, David or Solomon called Jew. In fact you will not find the word Jew in the first eleven books of the Bible. The first time Jews are mentioned in the Bible, is in II Kings 16:6 (and then only in translations revised in the eighteenth century) where we find Israel was at war with the Jews and drove the Jews from Elath. Isn’t it interesting that we can read through the first 500 plus pages of the Bible before we find a Jew anywhere, yet those who call themselves Jew today claim the first five books of the Bible and call it their Torah. Do you not find it rather strange that those who claim to have written the first five books of the Bible and call themselves Jew, can't find the word Jew written anywhere in the book they call their own Bible, and claim to have written?

Jesus Christ tells John in Revelation 2:9 "I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews and are not, but are the SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN". We know that God changed the name of Abram to Abraham in Genesis 17:5, and that He changed the name of Jacob to Israel in Genesis 32:28, but nowhere in the Bible do we find where God changed the name of Israel to Jew! There is therefore no authority by which those who say they are Jews can claim to be Israel! By the time of Jesus the word Edom or Edomite had been translated by Greek and Latin into Ioudaios and Iudaeus meaning a Judean or a person living in Judea. The original King James version of the Bible, 1611, translated Idumaean-Judean into Jewes. It wasn't until the revised editions of the King James Bible, that the word Jew appeared. The word Jew does not mean Israel or Israeliite! We must conclude therefore that the first "Jews" were
Canaanite-Edomite-Hittite. It is certain, according to the Bible, that Jews are not Israel. Many denominational Christians and even church leaders are under the mistaken belief that Jesus was a Jew. But nothing could be further from the truth. Judea and Galilee were two separate states and political entities, as illustrated on maps of Palestine in the time of our Savior in your Bible. Jesus Himself was not a Jew (Judean) or resident of Judea. He was a Galilean or resident of Galilee (Matthew 26:69 and John 7:41). Jesus grew up in Nazareth in Galilee. His 11 disciples were majority fishermen from the Sea of Galilee, making the disciples Galilean’s as well. And although Jesus visited Jerusalem, He spent most of His life in His home country of Galilee. John 7:1, "After this Jesus stayed in Galilee; for He could not walk in Judea, because the Jews sought to kill him." His followers were constrained "for fear of the Jews" (John 7:13, 19:38, and 20:19).

Now, we've been told that the 12th disciples name was "Judas Iscariot", but this is not altogether true. Yes, his first name was Judas, but he was an "ish", or "man", of Cariot. And Cariot was a Jewish slum outside of Galilee. Thus Judas was an "Ish of Cariot", (or a Jewish man of Cariot.) His name is not Judas "Iscariot", as he was not surnamed "Iscariot". But he was most certainly a Jew. And remember what Jesus said in John 6:70: "Jesus answered them, Have not I chosen you twelve, and one of you is a devil?" Judas, ish of Cariot, was a Jewish devil. Jesus Christ is telling you that Jews are not only of their father the devil (John 8:44), but are actual devils themselves. He didn't say they were spiritually devilish, no, He called them "devils".

Why do "Judeo-Christians" just love and worship these Jewish devils that Jesus Himself constantly rebuked? I'll tell you why. Because the Christians of the world have been lied to and deceived by the cunning devil Zionist Jews who now control all White Western media and all Christian seminaries. PLUS JEWS ADMIT THAT THEY ARE NOT THE DESCENDANTS OF THE ANCIENT ISRAELITES IN THEIR WRITINGS. Under the heading of "A brief History of the Terms for Jew" in the 1980 Jewish Almanac is the following: "STRICTLY SPEAKING IT IS INCORRECT TO CALL AN ANCIENT ISRAELITE A 'JEW' OR TO CALL A CONTEMPORARY JEW AN ISRAELITE OR A HEBREW." (1980 Jewish Almanac, p. 3).

Who then, are Semites? Shemites are the descendants of Noah’s son Shem. Therefore, anti-Semitism, meaning literally antagonism toward all the descendants of Shem, CANNOT BE APPLIED TO PEOPLE CALLED JEWS, FOR THEY ARE NOT SEMITES BY ANY STRETCH OF THE IMAGINATION. It is true that Abraham was a Semite, being in the direct line of Shem; Furthermore, Abraham himself was the progenitor of several distinct racial strains besides the Israelites. First, there was Ishmael, son of Abraham by Sarah’s maid Hagar, whose descendants have been identified as the Arabs of today. Next, there is Esau, Jacob’s twin brother who became the father of the Edomites, known also as Idumeans; but are a mixed race of people, which is an abomination to Yahweh. There is Edom [Esau is called Edom in Genesis 36:8].

And Edom is in 'Modern Jewry', Jewish Encyclopedia, 1925 edition, Vol. 5, p. 41. THE SUCCESS OF THE JEWS PLAN FOR WORLD DOMINATION DEPENDS UPON KEEPING CHRISTENDOM BLIND FOLDED AND SYMPATHETIC TOWARD THEIR AIMS, BY SENDING OUT A STEADY STREAM OF UNHOLY PROPAGANDA REGARDING THE JEWS AND THE SO-CALLED HOLY LAND. The spiritual leaders of the Jews were the Pharisees, who not surprisingly were associated with the (Edomite) Herodians (Matthew 22:15-16; Mark 3:6; & 12:13). Jesus repeatedly condemned the Pharisees as "hypocrites" (Matthew 15:7; 22:18; 23:13.15.23.25.27, and 28). He also called them "serpents, the offspring of vipers" (Matthew 3:7; 12:34; & 23:33). Jews are NOT "God’s Chosen People" (or Master Race). Jews are evil impostors who have committed massive identity theft, by posing or pretending to be descendants of the Israel spoken of in the Bible.
63. Okay, it appears that the Jews do influence Hollywood. BUT look at how much they have suffered in the past! Just look at what happened to the poor Jews in the Holocaust! Don't they now deserve a country of their own? And don't they deserve to tell their story of the Holocaust which was the greatest crime in all of human history? Don't they deserve to run their own media to ensure that the world is reminded of this crime and to make sure that this sort of evil practice never happens again?

The truth is Jews not only influence Hollywood… they run Hollywood! Unless you are Mel Gibson, it is virtually impossible to make a large budget feature film which promotes traditional family values in Hollywood and then have that film properly promoted and accepted into the theater franchises without Jewish approval. It all started way back when Jews, such as the Jewish Warner Brothers (whose parents immigrated from Poland/Russia) stole Thomas Edison’s patented movie camera and copyrighted film making technology in 1903 & began showing short illegal silent films on the walls of buildings in Eastern America.

Thomas Edison’s General film Company then sued the Jewish Warner Brothers in 1909, resulting in the Jews quickly fleeing all the way across the country to sparsely developed California where the copyright laws were lax and rarely enforced. The Jewish Brothers then quickly went to work to indoctrinate America and the world through the new White created medium of film. The Jewish Warner Brothers soon created their first full length feature film in 1918 called “My Four Years in Germany”, which was an anti-German World War One propaganda movie, intended to incite racial hatred against the Nation of Germany. The criminal Jew brothers and their fellow Jewish associates quickly established other Jewish Media companies such as Famous Players Fiction Studios and Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company which would later become Paramount Pictures. The Jews then moved on to corrupt the television industry as well. The Jewish plot to socially engineer America through the film industry raced forward as the world was unprepared to combat the effects of continual visual indoctrination. It wasn’t long until the Jews had seized control of all the major media outlets in America! The Jews now own or control over 96% of all Western media, which includes the following media corporations.

1. The Disney Corporation. The Empire of Disney was the vision and life’s work of its creator, the White male Mr. Walt Disney. Walt worked his entire life to create a company which produced wholesome family entertainment, including his world famous Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs and his amusement park Disneyland in southern California. Walt Disney, who died in 1966, willed his company to his nephew Roy Disney and his family. However Roy and family lost control of the Disney Empire via a hostile takeover by Jew Michael Eisner in 1984, who promptly became the CEO of the Media Corporation. Under Jew Michael Eisner’s leadership, Disney quickly became corrupted where it no longer reflected Mr. Walt Disney’s original founding themes and principles.

As a consequence Michael Eisner was recently replaced with a new President and CEO who is also Jewish named Robert A. Iger. It is clear that Robert Iger intends to steer Disney in the same direction as his Jewish predecessor, leading Disney down a path of moral destruction. Disney’s media holdings include Walt Disney Television, Touchstone Television, Buena Vista Television, and its own Cable Network with 14 Million subscribers and two production companies. Disney also owns Touchstone Pictures, Hollywood Pictures, Caravan Pictures, & Miramax Films, the later
being run by the Jewish Weinstein brothers. Disney also has 225 affiliated stations in the United States and is part owner of several European TV companies.

2. The ABC Corporation. ABC is owned by Jew Sidney Bass who appointed Robert A. Iger as former President of ABC. ABC’s cable subsidiary, ESPN, is headed by president and CEO Jew Steven Bornstein. This corporation also has a controlling share of Lifetime Television and the Arts & Entertainment Network cable companies. ABC Radio Network owns eleven AM and ten FM stations and has over 3,400 affiliates. Capital Cities/ABC owns seven daily newspapers, Fairchild Publications, Chilton Publications, and the Diversified Publishing Group.


4. The CBS Corporation. CBS was taken over by the Jew Laurence Tisch who was the chairman and CEO from 1986 to 1995. CBS Corporation is controlled by Jew Sumner Redstone through National Amusements, its parent. Jew Gerald Levin’s Time Warner, owns nearly 20 per cent of CBS stock and has veto power over major deals which prevent the Gentile Ted Turner from reacquiring a major network.

5. The Viacom Corporation. Viacom Inc. is headed by the Jew Sumner Redstone who was originally born Murray Rothstein. Viacom, which owns Paramount Pictures, Blockbuster Video, Showtime, MTV, BET, and Nickelodeon, also owns 12 television stations and 12 radio stations. Viacom also publishes Prentice Hall, Simon & Schuster and Pocket Books.

6. The News Corporation. News Corporation’s Chairman and CEO is Rupert Murdoch (whose mother is the 102 year old Jewish Elisabeth Joy Greene, making Rupert Murdoch Jewish by Jewish law whether he publicly admits this fact or not.) The head of the Film studio and TV Production overseer is the Jew Peter Chermin. News Corporation owns Fox Television and 20th Century Fox Films. Rupert Murdoch is as pro Jewish as all of the above CEO’s and staffs his media conglomerate with as many Jews as possible.

7. The Comcast Corporation. Comcast which owns the majority of the stock of NBC, was founded by the Jew Ralph J. Roberts and whose Jewish son Brian Roberts is now the CEO of the corporation. Comcast has significant holding in several cable networks including E! Entertainment Television, Style Network, G4, the Golf Channel and Versus. The President and CEO of NBC is the Jew Jeff Zucker. The executive producer of “NBC Nightly News” is the Jew Jeff Gralnick. And the executive producer of “Dateline” is the Jew Neal Shapiro.

8. The Sony Corporation. The Sony Corporation of America is run by the Jew & CEO Michael Lynton and the Jew Alan Levine heads the Sony Pictures division.

Independent television and movie production companies that are not owned by Jew Corporations are owned by individual Jews. New World Entertainment, which was proclaimed by one media analyst as “the premiere independent TV program producer in the United States,” is owned by the Jew Ronald Perelman. “Dream Works”, is owned by 3 Jews, the Jew David Geffen, Jew Jeffrey Katzenberg and Jew Steven Spielberg. In addition the production companies of MCA & Universal Pictures are owned by the Jewish Seagram Company, whose President and CEO is the Jew Edgar Bronfman Jr., who is also President of the World Jewish Congress and who also owns a large share of CNN.

The Jewish Samuel Newhouse family owns 26 daily newspapers, 12 television broadcasting systems, and 87 cable TV systems. Jews have also acquired through takeovers the largest three newspapers of America which are the “New York Times”, the “Washington Post”, and the “Wall Street Journal”. The Jews own countless other newspapers and magazines throughout America such as Newsweek, the New York Daily News, and the Boston Globe to name just a few.
Jews who make up less than 2% of White Nations cannot be allowed to control over 96% of the Nations media, especially when these foreigners adhere to the insane and wicked teachings of “The Talmud”. So, to answer your question, no…Jews don’t deserve to steal Palestine from the Palestinians. As World War One, the Balfour Declaration and World War Two were all Jewish plots designed to acquire Palestine so that world Jewry could sucker the world into believing that the Jews of today are Biblical Israel spoken of in the Bible. The Jews conspired into making the world falsely believe that “Israel being reborn” was Biblical prophecy coming true in our lifetimes. They did this because they knew America and all White Nations are Christian in their religious beliefs. Through their Zionist media, they conditioned the Christian public to be sympathetic towards the creation of a Jewish State.

The exaggerated suffering of the Holohoax, intentionally misled world opinion, for the purpose of being in favor of partitioning Palestine in 1947. Britain and the United Nations had no right to give away Arab land that they didn’t own to a bunch of CRIMINAL conspiring Jews, who deliberately created both World Wars through their media to acquire Palestine/Israel. The Holocaust never happened the way Jewish Hollywood historians portray it happened in their films. Absolutely no proof exists anywhere that even one person was gassed to death in German occupied Europe. Not one!! In fact American Gas Chamber specialist Fred Leuchter inspected several of the alleged gas chambers in 1988, and concluded that none of the facilities were suitable or equipped to carry out human gas executions. Fred Leuchter even took samples from the walls of Auschwitz and had the material tested by an unbiased independent lab for trace amounts of Zyklon B gas. It is a historic fact that the sublimated gas produced from the Zyklon B pellets was used by the Germans for fumigation purposes in the killing of lice, which was done to prevent the spread of disease throughout the camps. In part 9 of Judea Declares War on Germany it was recently proven, through the efforts of Dr. Toben’s field test at Auschwitz where he actually used real life human volunteers, that it was IMPOSSIBLE to gas anyone to death by simply exposing them to Zyklon B pellets in a confined space for 60 minutes at natural ambient temperatures of 15 °C existing at Auschwitz!!

If Zyklon B sublimated gas was used in the killing of “Six Million Jews”, then there should have been large amounts of the gas residue present in the wall samples for long after 43 years. But there was absolutely no Zyklon B residue found! Why? Because the building located at Auschwitz was simply an air raid shelter, which was later showcased by the Russian Zionist Communists, (who took possession of the building after the war), as being a “recreated” Gas Chamber. The building never was a “Gas Chamber” as the lying Jews who ran Russia and who own all the media tell us. After the “Fred Leuchter Report” went public in 1988, the Jews even did their own scientific testing of Auschwitz and did not find any amount of Zyklon B residue present in the walls, not surprisingly the Jews later buried their findings. Then the chemist Germar Rudolf conducted his own forensic tests of Auschwitz & arrived at the same conclusion. See the Rudolf Report.

The Jewish Holocaust is an absolute lie and everyone who studies the subject arrives at the same conclusion. According to the Red Cross Camp inspections, (whose report you can still read) only a total of 271,507 interned people died of natural causes throughout the entire war. Of which just over half were Jewish, which means only 150,000 (some say up to 300,000) Jews died in German labor camps. And most of these Jews died at the end of the war in 1945 of Typhus and Typhoid when Germany was being intentionally destroyed by massive Allied air bombing campaigns. For more on the Holohoax watch the youtube videos called, “David Cole visits Auschwitz”, “Judea Declares War on Germany” and “Mr. Death” featuring Fred Leuchter.
The Holocaust lie lives on; for it is promoted by the Zionist media, which extorts White Nations for Billions of dollars every year. The Holocaust has become a racket which targets companies, countries and individuals for “Financial Reparations” because they apparently didn’t do enough to save the Jews from the Germans. The Jews had foolishly declared War on Germany in 1933; six years before the start of World War II. The Germans only mistake was that they dared to free themselves from Jewish slavery, which was an oppressive system that had dragged them into two World Wars and had bankrupted their Nation in 1923 through hyper inflation of the fiat money supply. (For more info on the Holohoax see response #104 & 105.)

64. So what if the Jews have been booted out of European countries 109 times & counting! That’s only because White people are jealous of the Jews success. Jews have been expelled from European countries numerous times. The last great wave of expulsions started with England in the year 1290 under King Edward the 1st. Due to their evil behavior, Jews have been kicked out of European Countries 109 times and counting! You have to ask yourself why? White people are generally very nice people. We just don’t go around picking on people for no reason. So right there a red flag should go off in your mind. One of the main reasons Jews were kicked out of European Nations was that they were caught numerous times murdering European children through Jewish Ritual Sacrifices.

At least 20 cases have been recorded throughout European history, such as “Simon of Trent”, where White children have been tortured to death by being drained of all their blood by Jewish Rabbis for their evil sadistic rituals. For more information on this barbarous Jewish occult practice read the book, “Jewish Ritual Murder” by Arnold S. Leese. For this reason alone Jews should be deported from all societies. Incidentally, once the Jews were expelled from the European countries, the greatest period of prosperity occurred for our people. This period of time was known as “The Renaissance” from 1465-1603. Why did this period of prosperity occur? Simple. No Jews were around to corrupt the nations. But, once the Marrano Jews snuck back into England in 1602, the Renaissance abruptly ended. Over the next 54 years, the Marrano Jews went to work to change England’s official policy regarding Jewish banishment. They were finally successful when they convinced Oliver Cromwell to let the Jews back into England on December 18th, 1655. Ever since then England has been incrementally targeted for destruction. For the Jews will never forgive or forget getting kicked out of England in 1290 and have vowed to destroy the United Kingdom and it’s empire.

65. You’re just an anti-Semite! You just hate Jews because they’re Jews!

White people are generally the nicest and most thoughtful people on the planet. White people just don’t go around hating other people without a valid reason. Jews have been kicked out of 109 countries and counting and right there that should raise an instant red flag in your mind. Jews are now hated by the entire world because of their evil Jewish behavior, not because they are Jewish. Jews are hated because they continually lie to the public through the media and lie to the public as politicians. Jews are hated because they intentionally start meaningless wars that kill millions of innocent people, and then enslave the nation to the War debt, which is designed through compound interest to never be paid off. Jews are hated because they are “Nation wreckers” or “Nation Corrupters” who pervert the public with pornography, radical feminism, and the gay rights movement. Jews are hated because they steal the citizens’ hard earned money through excessive taxes and then use those ill-gotten monies to better their own lives or to implement destructive national policies.
Jews are hated because of their wicked immoral practices of their religious Satanic book called “The Talmud”. Jews are hated because they have been caught ritually sacrificing and murdering White children in occult religious practices. Jews are hated because they are importing the criminal third world into productive White nations. The Jew then intentionally indoctrinates White people to race mix with the non-whites which wipes the White Race from the earth permanently! Jews are hated because they are deliberately conducting Genocide on White people and laughing all the way to the bank, while preserving their own Jewish race with stolen White tax dollars. Jews are hated because they are a plague upon humanity.

66. Okay, so the Jews own 96 – 98% of all the Western media. So what? Don't they have that right if they worked hard to acquire it all?

Jews did not acquire their media legally as they used money that they did not earn to buy the numerous media outlets. When Nathan Rothschild took over Britain in one day through his intentional stock market manipulation, he should have been charged with at least two different crimes.

1. The Rothschild corporation, which was primarily based out of the city of London, is guilty of financing France in 1815, which was an enemy at war with England. Financing the enemy’s army which is waging war against your own country is TREASON! So, due to these actions Nathan Rothschild and all his financial holdings, including all subsidiary companies and corporations, should be seized by the government of Great Britain as compensation for the financial damage he intentionally inflicted upon the citizens of the UK who were swindled out of their life savings and ruined.

2. The Nathan Rothschild Corporation is Guilty of intentionally starting a money panic on Monday, June 19th, 1815 on the floor of the London Stock Exchange in which the citizens of Great Britain lost their entire family fortunes due to Nathan Rothschild intentionally stealing the wealth from them. Deliberately conspiring to cause all your fellow citizens, (who had their life savings invested in their countries currency), to lose all their wealth in a day is TREASON against your fellow citizens. Nathan Rothschild is guilty of at least two counts of TREASON and as a consequence his bones should be dug up and publicly burned as punishment and humiliation to the Rothschild family. Then as compensation to all the citizens who lost their life savings, all of Nathan Rothschilds financial assets and business holdings shall be seized and then dispersed among all British peoples and their descendants who can prove British ancestry back until the year 1815. Jews are collectively guilty of using monies from the national banks belonging to individual countries and their gentile citizens to acquire media ownership, for the purpose of destroying the culture & customs of the gentile host populations. Hence Jews must be collectively banned from media ownership in all nations in order to protect the countries from future Jewish attack.

All financial assets owned by Jews who work in the media must be relinquished to the public treasury of the individual nations which subscribed to that particular media. In addition, Jews were only guests in European Nations and thus have abused their privileges to reside in our countries. Jews only make up on average 2% of our European populations and as such are guilty of owning a disproportionate amount of media. The Jews are equally guilty of slanting the News to suit their own agendas. Since mass communications are federally regulated and licensed, then mass communications need to be demographically represented. That means that 98% of all Western Media needs to be 98% controlled by Western peoples, not by an ethnicity that makes up less than 2% of the population!
67. It appears that you are quite upset with the Jews. Well, you only have your own White Race to blame because Jews are White.

Jews are NOT White! There are two main types of Jews in the world. One, you have the Ashkenazi Jews who make up 85% of all the world’s Jews. These Jews descended from the Khazars of the Mongolian/Southern Russia/Turkish region of Asia, who simply converted to the religion of Judaism under the order of their Khazar King in the year 740 AD, and as such have no rightful claim to Biblical Israel. In fact, the Jewish Encyclopedia states: “Khazars, a non-Semitic, Asiatic, MONGOLIAN tribal nation who emigrated into Eastern Europe about the first century, who were converted as an entire nation to Judaism in the seventh century by the expanding Russian nation which absorbed the entire Khazar population, and who account for the presence in Eastern Europe of the great numbers of Yiddish-speaking Jews in Russia, Poland, Lithuania, Galatia, Bessarabia and Rumania.”

A large percentage of the Khazar Jews then eventually moved into Europe finally settling (after being kicked out of most Western European Nations) in Eastern Europe. They settled primarily in Western Russia and Poland, where during the years of 1772-1917 the Russian authorities limited the Jews to living only in the area known as “The Pale of Jewish Settlement” landmass, which was comprised of modern Poland, Lithuania, Belarus, Ukraine and Moldova.

The Jews hated Russia because of this land restriction and because the Russian King/Czar/Tsar had exposed and torpedoed the Jews’ plan for a one world government takeover of Europe in 1815 at the ‘Congress of Vienna’. So in 1905 the Jews plotted to destroy Russia by creating a violent revolution in the form of a Communist Coup. Luckily for the nation of Russia, this first overthrow effort failed and the criminal Communist Jews then fled Russia and the Pale and took refuge in Germany, where they soon went to work to take over the German business infrastructure of the country. So, about 2,000,000 of these Ashkenazi Jews then immigrated to New York during the years of 1880-1914, due to intentional Jewish Pogroms or violent acts of terrorism inflicted by Crypto (secret) Jews on Jews, with the intent of making America feel sorry for the poor persecuted Jews who had nowhere to go. The Communist Jews, who are not White, flooded into America (with the collective goal of taking over the Democratic Party) and it is their descendants who now comprise the majority of America’s Jewish population. The remaining 15% of world Jewry are the Sephardic Jews, who descend from the Esau/Edomites/Cainites who were the traditional enemies of Biblical Israel. Again remember the word Jew doesn’t even exist throughout the first 11 books of the Bible. The word Jew doesn’t appear in the Bible until the book of II Kings 16:6. So, again Jews are not White! Jews are an ethnic minority, who only consist of 2% of America’s population & less than 1% of the entire world’s population.

It has been proven that Jews are genetically different from White people, as Jewish DNA is different from White people’s DNA. For instance Jewish people are susceptible to getting at minimum 19 unique genetic diseases such as Tay-Sachs disease. White people living in Europe can’t get this disease, but Jewish people living in Europe are inflicted with this disease. If White Europeans and Jews living in Europe are both genetically from the White Race, then how come White people living in Europe can’t get Tay-Sachs disease? Because the Jewish race of people are genetically different from the White race of people and this fact has been scientifically proven! Therefore if we are genetically different then we are NOT all the same. Jews are not White, they are Jewish!

68. Blaming the Jews for World War I, World War II and the Great Depression just isn't fair as White people were obviously guilty as well.
Yes, White people were most likely involved on the lower levels, but it was the Jewish Zionist Bankers who conspired to create the conditions necessary to terrorize the world with their treasonous plots, as the Jewish Zionists were the engineers of both World Wars and of the Great Depression. The Zionists created World War One in 1914 by destroying the Austrian/Hungarian Empire through financially funding and encouraging the Serbian Terrorist Separatist Group called “The Black Hand”, which was financed by the Zionist infiltrated organization of “The Free Masons”. The Black Hands Jewish terrorist member Gavrilo Princip murdered the Duke of Austria named Franz Ferdinand, which then due to all the intentional intertwining European treaties, led Europe into “The Great War”, which was later renamed World War One.

Next, the Zionist Jews deliberately created “The Great Depression” by first artificially pumping up the economy/the Dow Jones by expanding the money supply by $28 Billion or 62% during the roaring 1920s & by making easy credit available as loans. The Jewish Zionist Bankers had been manipulating the market by intentionally creating and taking advantage of the financial boom and bust cycles, something which they had been doing since December 23rd, 1913 when they first created their fraudulent FED or Federal Reserve System which of course isn’t Federal and has no reserves. Of course the Bankers deceptive manipulations of the markets continue to this day over 98 years later & due to this continual theft “Occupy Wall St.” protests have now finally sprung up all over America and the world! Thank God for the internet’s Freedom of Speech!

Being fully aware of the financial trap they had set for the American people the Jewish Zionist Bankers quietly exited the Stock Market a few months prior to the great crash. Then on October 24th, 1929, Black Thursday, the Wall St. Bankers started a process where they decided to pull the rug out from under the New York Stock Exchange, by engaging in heavy trading, spreading pernicious rumors through their newspapers of financial instability in the markets and by calling in their “Margin loans”, which created a money panic causing the value of the Dow to plummet by 90% between the years of 1929-1932. To make matters worse the Zionist Wall St. Bankers contracted the money supply by an additional 33% (for a total of $40 Billion dollars consolidated into Zionist hands) during a time when there already wasn’t enough money in circulation to pay off the existing loans, which of course compounded the problem even further. Over 16,000 smaller American Banks went bankrupt during this period which were then bought up by the large Zionist Banks at a massively discounted price. Next, under the pretense of “helping to end the Depression”, the Jewish Zionist Bankers implemented the 1933 Gold Confiscation Act, which forced all Americans to turn in all their Gold to the authorities or face 10 years in Prison.

The Zionists then abolished the Gold Standard by the end of 1933 which was tied to the US Dollar. Under the circumstances, the length of the Great Depression, which ravaged the earth from 1929 – 1941 where approximately three – seven Million American’s starved to death, could have been drastically shortened had the Bankers convinced the government to borrow money from the FED and engage in generous deficit spending, but they intentionally prolonged the suffering of America (and the world) so they could acquire more wealth from the public by buying up bankrupted businesses from the people for just pennies on the dollar.

Now with regard to World War Two, the Zionists ordered their Communist adherents in newly formed (post WWI) Poland (which was really former Germany) to start murdering ethnic Germans living in the new Country, which was land stolen from Germany at the end of WWI, via the Treaty of Versailles.
Hitler was forced to “invade” his former country, (now called Poland), to save the lives of ethnic Germans from the Polish/Zionist Jews who were murdering them since April, 1939. On “Bromberg Bloody Sunday” September 3rd, 1939, over 5,500 ethnic Germans were murdered by Polish Jews in the city of Bromberg, in a deliberate effort to enrage Hitler so that he would “attack” Poland. Of course once Hitler came to the rescue to stop the murder of the German civilians in former Germany, Jews who held political office in Britain & France declared war on Germany and the Second World War began just like the Jews conspired and engineered it to from the beginning. So you see, the Jews really are responsible for World War One, World War Two & The Great Depression. Now, I hope you are beginning to understand why the world fervently despises these Zionist Jew instigators & traitors.

69. How dare you say the Jews are illegally taking our money! Give me an example of such behavior!

Okay, one example would be the Jewish Kosher Food Tax Scam. The following is an abridged essay on the topic. Non-Jews are unaware that all food products marked with the "K" or "U" symbols have been TAXED by Jewish Rabbis! On every pantry shelf in America and the West lay dozens of canned and packaged food products which have a tiny "K" or "U" printed on the label. This symbol informs Orthodox Jews that the items have been checked by a rabbi, to make sure that they have been prepared in accordance with "Jewish Dietary law", as set forth in the Jewish Talmud, the real "Bible" of the Jews.

American food companies are forced to pay multi-Billions of dollars to several Orthodox Jewish organizations, just so an estimated 800,000 to no more than 1.2 million Orthodox Jews will buy their products. Please bear in mind that this is a country of 313 million people, (plus the Illegal Immigrants) and we are all forced to pay this Kosher Tax, just to appease LESS THAN ONE PERCENT OF THE POPULATION! This comes out of your pocket! Now, what does "Kosher" mean? The word "Kosher" means "fit" to eat. Orthodox Jews are forbidden from eating meat products from any animal that doesn't have a split hoof & chew its cud. This clever scheme of requiring kosher labeling has become a multi-Billion dollar business today!

Check your fridge & cupboards for companies that have been extorted into paying Kosher certification!

In 1960 there were only 225 companies paying the kosher food tax. This jumped to 475 in 1966 and 800 by 1975. Jewish promoters of kosher labeling say there now has been a "kosher food explosion" today with over 16,000 products now paying rabbinical organizations for their "stamp of kosher approval." Kosher products retail sales today amount to $30 billion a year according to "The Chicago Jewish Sentinel" of July 7th, 1988.

**Note: In the year 2000, this is now a trillion dollar racketeering scheme, in which every nation on Earth pays the KOSHER TAX. Orthodox Jewish organizations have copyrighted certain symbols which only they can use. The giant in the business is "The Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations" which issues the "U" imprint. They service some 1,200 companies or about 80% of the business. They employ nearly 600 rabbis as part-time "checkers." This is twice as many as ten years ago. The next largest is Rabbi Bernard Levy's "Committee for the Furtherance of Torah Observance" which uses the "K" symbol.

Canadian Kosher products are stamped with the letters "COR" which stands for "Council of Orthodox Rabbis". This is a front group for the powerful Canadian Jewish Congress, which actually receives all the money from this tax. The Jews in Canada are so united they do not allow any competition which is not the case in the U.S. Here a number of Orthodox rabbis...
have split away from the major groups to go into the kosher racket for themselves. This is strictly a religious tax, which millions of non-Jews unknowingly pay each time they buy a basket load of groceries! What would happen if a group of Christian ministers or priests got together and demanded that all companies pay them a similar tax? They could use a "C" symbol (for Christian), or a cross (for Christ), threatening that those who refuse to print such a label on their products would be boycotted by Christians. If that happened you would hear an enraged outcry from the ACLU, the American Jewish Committee, and the Jewish Anti-Defamation League, etc. They would be filing suits to stop this "violation of the Constitutional provisions providing for the separation of Church and State."

But, because of the Jews' centuries old claim of being "a poor persecuted people" along with the Christian fear of being accused of "anti-Semitism," there is a deafening silence. The New York Times, a Jewish owned daily, in a rare article on this subject back on May 18th, 1975, reported that kosher symbols are deliberately printed "unobtrusively on labels" so that they will go unnoticed by Christians. In Jewish publications large ads are run to instruct Jews to buy only kosher marked items. In other words, the Jews are boycotting all products which do not pay the kosher tax! The biggest secret of all is the exact ANNUAL amount these companies pay to Orthodox rabbis. This same "Times" article stated: "Neither kosher group will disclose what gross revenues are, nor are corporations anxious to make their own payments public."

The "Times" writer, Leonard Sloane, quizzed Rabbi Bernard Levy about this and only received an evasive reply. Levy stated that the average cost for kosher inspections runs from $1,000 for a "mom and pop" operation to $40,000 per plant for the larger corporations. But he quickly added, that these charges can go much higher because they are "all keyed to the frequency of inspection which could be on a continuous, daily, weekly, monthly or quarterly basis." The rabbi decides how often your plant must be inspected. Remember, these are figures from 1975. How much higher are they today? [The Jewish thievery extortion racket of our non Jewish food producing companies must end immediately as the price of food is already too high due to (the Jewish FED-created) price inflation.]

70. The “Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion” are a forgery.

It has not been proven in the slightest that the book entitled, “The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion” is a forgery. This claim is just a baseless statement by World Jewry who are panic-stricken about the informative effect the book is having on the once naïve public. In fact, everything written in the book, which was first published in 1901 is coming true exactly as the book stated it would. The documents were first leaked to the public in the late 1800s by a Jew who sold it to a Russian woman who was living in Paris, who then forwarded it to a Russian Official. The official then gave it to the Russian Academic Sergei Nilus who then published the shocking material to the world.

The book basically states that the Jews of the world are engaged in a worldwide plot to buy up and control all of the world’s media, which they will then use to subvert and destroy our European Nations by corrupting our traditions and family values. A book that has accurately predicted how the Jews would devastate our Nations’ infrastructures and which laid out the specifics of the treasonous Jewish agenda against their host nations cannot be called a forgery, but rather is praised as a document which reveals World Jewry’s plan of Global Domination. I strongly suggest that everyone read the book as soon as possible and research its warnings very thoroughly.
71. Who cares if America, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & South Africa were founded on Christian Biblical principles by White men & were intended for the offspring or progeny of White men? The founding Fathers were a bunch of Racist Terrorists!

If you believe our founding fathers of our European Nations were Terrorists then you are truly a traitor to your Country and to your people! If you are not on the side of the White Founding Fathers of America and you are on the side of the Jewish “Bank of England”, who in 1775 opposed America’s freedom and its interest free independent currency known as “The Continental”, then you are an enemy of America! If you side against the Founding Fathers then you are a disgrace to America and to the White Race of people who are struggling to regain their independence from the anti-White Jewish Power Structure.

As I have expressed several times now, this Jewish Power Structure has completely infiltrated all our European organizations and all our institutions of higher learning. My advice to you is to study European history and become familiar with your European roots and ancestors. Be aware that this epic struggle is not a joke for a Zionist led war of genocidal ideals which run contrary to our White European ethics is now underway and has been for decades. The Jewish Zionists seek to permanently wipe the White Race of people and our principles from the earth forever! All freedom loving Europeans are now forced to become participants in this war for our very survival, as we can no longer afford the luxury of just being a spectator. For if we don’t stand up in defiance of Jewish Tyranny the Zionists will have succeeded in engineering our extinction from the planet forever, at which point the earth will descend into complete darkness and slavery. Traditional Christianity happens to be the bond that unites our European people and this is why it is under constant attack from the Jewish Israel Firsters who despise it. The White race of people have every right to perpetually exist as the sole citizenry in every White Nation founded and established by White men for their White families, progeny, and descendants forever.

72. Of course the Jews of today are the descendants of the Jews of the Bible! The Jews of today are “God’s Chosen” people.

No, they are descendants of Cain (or Cainites), Esau or Edomites and Khazars from Mongolia/Turkey/Southern Russia who just converted to Judaism in the year 740 A.D. You basically have two types of Jews. The Ashkenazi Jews, who are the converted Khazar Jews, which make up 85% of world Jewry, and you have the Sephardic Jews who are descended from Cain and Esau/Edomites (from thousands of years ago), which make up the other 15% of World Jewry. For more on this read rebuttals # 62 and # 67. Jews are not “God’s chosen” (or Master Race) as this is an intentional lie designed to sucker naïve White Christians into supporting the terrorist state of fake Israel. Remember the word Jew doesn’t even exist in the first 11 books of the Bible and doesn’t appear until the second book of Kings. Jews are the historical enemies of the White Race. Jews have hijacked our Biblical identity, for it is the White Race of people who were originally known as True Israel. Jews are simply criminal impostors who have committed massive Identity theft in order to fool the Christian Church into supporting their genocidal goal to ethnically cleanse Palestine while accepting Jewish domination of world media, banking & politics.

73. How dare you say Jews drink White children’s blood! I’ve never heard such a ridiculous statement.

Christian Catholics and Christian Lutherans perform a weekly ritual every Sunday where they drink red wine and pretend it is Jesus’s blood. This ritual is called “Communion”. They also eat a piece of bread and pre-
tend it is Jesus’s flesh or body. Well, Jews have a similar custom. But where White Christians only do these things symbolically, the Jews actually do them in real life! Knowledgeable Jews know that they are descended from Esau which makes them Edomites. They state this in their 1905 Jewish Encyclopedia which says, “Edom is Modern Jewry”. Plus in the 1980 Jewish Almanac we read: “Strictly speaking it is incorrect to call an Ancient Israelite a ‘Jew’ or to call a contemporary Jew an Israelite or a Hebrew”. The Jews know they are impostors! They just intentionally lie to the public or Church about being “God’s Chosen People” because it then gives them a public license to kill people in God’s name. So, Jews know they are impostors.

Jews also believe in “Human Sacrifices”. The Bible has several references to human sacrifices. Perhaps the most famous is when Abraham using a knife almost sacrifices his son Isaac. The Jewish Rabbis have secretly admitted to themselves that they are NOT God’s Chosen. They believe that White people are God’s Chosen People, so they engage in a despicable practice. The Jew has convinced himself that he can defeat God in a debate (read the Talmudic passage of Baba Mezia 59b where a rabbi debates God and defeats him; then God admits the rabbi won the debate.) The Jew has said to himself, “Well, if I am not one of God’s Elect, then I will become one of God’s Elect. I will simply find myself an innocent young White boy whom God loves and favors. I will then torture this innocent kid to death by bleeding the child until it dies by piercing its skin numerous times with a sharp tool like an ice pick or an awl. I will then collect his drained blood and drink it! I will also mix the blood into flour and eat it in the form of ‘Matzo Balls’.

This way the innocent boy’s blood will now be inside me! And this way God has to bless ME for God’s favored or Elect people’s blood or DNA now resides within me. How can God not bless me for now I am part of God’s special group!” This is how screwed up the Jew’s thinking is!!! They have been found guilty of conducting Jewish Ritual Murder numerous times in the past! The Vatican has at least 20 documented cases in their archives, where young White male children, such as “Simon of Trent”, were Jewish Ritually Murdered. These Children were officially deemed “Saints” by the Catholic Church. Of course, due to recent Jewish pressure and “Political Correctness” these documents and records are now being deliberately suppressed. But if you read literature written before “Political Correctness” really took hold of our society, you will find all the information about these atrocities in the public domain. For a great video which discusses this subject, watch the documentary entitled, “Jewish Ritual Murder Revisited”. Plus read the short book by Arnold Leese entitled, “Jewish Ritual Murder”; and the 2007 book “Blood Passover” by the Jewish Ariel Toaff.

74. We can never turn our back on Israel! Israel is our FRIEND and our only ally in the Middle East!

Before the creation of Israel America never had any enemies in the Middle East! Israel is not our friend for friends don’t intentionally murder you as the Jews did with their unprovoked attack upon the USS Liberty. On June 8th, 1967 Israel intentionally attacked and murdered 34 Americans and wounded another 174 US sailors on board the USS Liberty which was sailing in international waters. The attack, which lasted as long as the attack on Pearl Harbor, included several torpedoes (one of which detonated against the hull of the ship), Mirage Jet Fighters, heat-seeking missiles, Napalm dropped on the deck of the Liberty, machine gun fire from Torpedo boats and the shooting of life rafts. This deliberate Israeli attack, intended to sink and kill all on board the USS Liberty, who had been monitoring the Jews killing thousands of Arabs beginning on June 5th & ending on June 10th, 1967. This period is now referred to by Arabs as the 3rd War of Israeli Aggression; or more commonly known as The Six Day War.
The Jewish attack killed & wounded 208 Americans!

The attack on the USS Liberty was then covered up by Israel and the US Government for over 30 years! For more on the attack watch the film, “The Loss of Liberty” available on YouTube. A friend of America doesn’t try for hours on end to sink an American ship as such actions are only committed by enemies of America!

Next in 1954 Israel also blew up (or planned to blow up) several US owned buildings such as cinemas and libraries located in Egypt in an attempt to start a U.S. vs. Egyptian war, but thanks to one of the bombs prematurely exploding the true Israeli perpetrators of these false flag attacks were discovered and war was avoided. These Israeli terrorist plots became known as the “Lavon Affair” and as such the Israeli Defense Minister Pinhas Lavon had to resign his position in shame for his role in the conspiracy to commit murder!

In 1985 dual Israeli & U.S. citizen Jew Jonathon Pollard was caught red handed spying on America as he sent over 1,000 pages of classified documents from Naval Intelligence directly to Israel. This spy for Israel was sentenced to life imprisonment, where he currently is still incarcerated for his treason against America.

In Beirut, Lebanon on October 23rd, 1983 at 6:20 a.m., Israeli’s permitted a truck full of explosives to continue on its mission, where it was driven straight into the lobby of a 4 story apartment complex, serving as the Marine Headquarters & barracks, which housed a few hundred American personnel. The truck was then immediately detonated killing 241 US servicemen mostly Marines & wounding another 60 Americans. And finally friends of America don’t give away the blue prints of the ATOMIC BOMB to their Communist conspirators in Russia as the Jews did in 1945. This act of ultimate treason against America involved a number of Jews (several of which received years of incarceration) but unfortunately only two Jews Ethel & Julius Rosenberg were sentenced to death via the electric chair for this treasonous act which triggered the Cold War against Russia’s Soviet Union. There are literally thousands of more examples of Israeli and Jewish terrorism against America and the West (such as the sinking of the SS Patria and the bombing of the British King David Hotel). Israel has no allegiance to America or any country for that matter as Israel is only loyal to other Jews. Israel is not America’s friend but rather a deadly enemy who is determined to destroy America and all White Western Christian Nations.

75. Israel has the right to exist as an ethnically Jewish only State! There are so many hostile Arab countries that want to wipe Israel off the map. It’s our duty to stand with our only Ally in the Middle East & ensure its security & prosperity. So who really cares if the Jews stole Palestine from the Palestinians by creating 2 world wars & suckering the entire world into believing their fake Holocaust story? What’s done is done. Even if you were to give the land back to the Palestinians the Jews would have nowhere to go, so dismantling Israel can never occur!

No, fake Israel, which is in violation of over 65 United Nations resolutions, does not have the right to exist as the nation was founded by the outcome of intentionally engineering two World Wars, bloody terrorism, Holocaust lies, identity theft, deliberate distortion of Biblical passages, fraud, extortion, financial theft, crimes against humanity and through massacres of ethnic cleansing! Because of these reasons alone the state of Israel should be dismantled immediately and the majority of the land returned to the Arabs, with a smaller section of the country set aside for White British Christian people, for use in our Christian ceremonies and traditions. The reasons why the Arab countries want to wipe fake Israel off the map is because Israhell has warred against or stolen land from Iraq, Lebanon, Syria, Jordon, Egypt, the West Bank of Palestine, the Gaza Strip of Palestine, and constantly threatens Iran!
Israel is not our ally as they have attacked America several times in the past (see response # 74). Israeli politicians (such as Joe Lieberman) continue to destroy America’s ethnic composition, financial infrastructure, traditions & family values. Fake Israel is a parasitic nation which only exists because it continually steals money from Germany, the United States and several other White Nations. If this financial theft was to cease, fake Israel would be bankrupt within a year. The terrorist state of Israel is a financial burden to White Nations & in 2003 was voted in a European Union Poll as the number one threat to achieving world peace.

The United Nations should dismantle Israel immediately & all the Jews should be relocated to their FIRST established Jewish homeland of Birobidjan, created in 1928, which is located in South Eastern Russia about 500 km away from North Korea. The Jewish State of Birobidzhan, whose official language is Yiddish, has been living peacefully for over 84 years now.

76. World Trade Center Building #7, a 47 story skyscraper, which wasn’t hit by any Jets, fell because fires broke out on 3 different stories & because of falling dust & debris from across the street, which damaged the exterior of the building!

Never in the history of mankind has a steel framed building collapsed from fire, but on September 11th, 2001, three steel framed buildings collapsed, allegedly due to fires. It was not physically possible for a few small scattered office fires, which burned for only a few hours, to cause enough structural damage to make the steel frame work fail and break; or bend for that matter.

Office fires (and Jet Fuel which is basically Kerosene) are hydrocarbon fires which burn at a maximum temperature of 825°C (or 1,517°F) cannot produce temperatures hot enough to make steel bend (or droop like wet spaghetti), break, or melt. However, molten melted steel was found in the basement of Building #7, a building that was NOT hit by a Jetliner, which obviously didn’t have any Jet Fuel/Kerosene burning thru out it. In order to melt steel you need a controlled fire which produces temperatures in excess of 1,510°C (or 2,750°F). Large controlled fires that produce such high temperatures are essentially only found in blast furnaces or foundries which are factories for casting steel.

The BBC channel announced WTC #7 fell 23 minutes before it fell! How did they know it was going to fall?

So, the question has to be asked, how was it possible (outside of a foundry) to melt structural steel when office fires don’t produce temperatures anywhere near hot enough? As for the dust cloud that was generated from the collapse of the North Tower which was over 325 feet away, nowhere near enough destructive force was inflicted on Building # 7 to cause any serious structural damage. As it turns out the North Tower shielded Building # 7 from the dust cloud originating from the first collapse of the South Tower.

Plus buildings #5 and #6 also shielded and protected building #7 from the North Tower’s collapse and dust cloud which occurred approximately one hour after the South Tower collapsed into the path of most resistance crumbling to the ground. The North Tower’s dust cloud and falling debris did manage to break some windows and cause some relatively minor damage to the façade or exterior of the building, but nowhere near enough structural damage was inflicted on the building to cause
WTC #7 to fall at free fall speed into its own footprint! Remember that building #7, which was a 47 story skyscraper was NOT hit by an airliner, so what caused this 3rd tower to collapse like a house of cards eight hours after the collapse of the twin towers? Steel framed buildings, which are designed to hold 5 times their load, simply just don’t collapse from a few small scattered fires and from having the buildings exterior siding broken! The Bankers Trust Building which was located right across the street from the collapsing South Tower received far more damage from the falling debris and yet that skyscraper did not collapse! That proves that steel framed buildings don’t collapse when bombarded with steel girders and chunks of concrete. In fact, buildings # 3, 4, 5 & 6, due to being located in very close proximity of the falling debris, all sustained massive amounts of structural damage yet all of these buildings held up and never collapsed!

So, the question has to be continually asked, “What caused Building #7 to collapse when no airliner hit it? Why did the building which only suffered from a few small scattered fires and the effects of a dust/debris cloud hitting it which originated from 325 feet away, collapse in what appeared to be a controlled demolition? The answer is that the Jewish Zionists or the Israel Firsters, who have blocked a real 9/11 investigation at every opportunity, intentionally destroyed the building with either a controlled demolition or perhaps with the use of a mini nuclear device. Once again a proper investigation has to be conducted which must forbid any Jews from participating in the inquiry in any form whatsoever, as the Jews will simply lie, omit relevant information and fabricate false evidence in their reports while framing Arabs for the attacks. Jewish terrorism, (or False Flag attacks) intended to implicate Arabs must cease immediately and be exposed as the Zionist engineered plots of evil that they are.

77. What a ridiculous statement you just made! Israel would never attack us! Why would Israel attack America who is their friend? There is no way Israel did 9/11! 9/11 was done by Arabs who hate our freedoms!

Why would Israel attack us? Israel would attack us, while disguised as Arabs, so that America would then be tricked or suckered into going to war with Arab countries which Israel hates. Israel, who is on a mission to expand their borders in the Middle East, doesn’t want to have to go to war with all the Arab countries if they can get America to do their dirty work for them. All the evidence points to Israel being the guilty culprit of 9/11, as the fake evidence implicating the Arabs was planted such as the paper passport found on the sidewalk at ground zero, which magically survived the fires and explosions of the Twin Towers. Arabs don’t “hate” our freedoms. Arabs hate the fact that White Westerners are addicted to Zionist controlled television, and as a consequence have become indoctrinated in false truths/myths, fallacies, and outright lies! Aware Arabs hate Jewish Zionists who are continually lying to the Western world through their control of the World Media, World Banking and World Politics. Fake Israel is a very wicked and deceptive country and the sooner you realize this the farther along in your awakening process you will become.

78. Who cares if 9/11 was done by our own government? All governments are corrupt. There’s no point worrying about it for there’s nothing you can do!

All freedom loving and justice seeking people of the United States (and the world) care as to who is responsible for the September 11th, 2001 terrorist attacks upon the Pentagon and the World Trade Center. If our very own government carried out these terrorist attacks
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Everyone who honestly investigates 9/11 comes to the conclusion that the Jews once again attacked America. Then the individuals involved should be brought to justice and prosecuted to the full extent of the law. Not one but two wars were launched without Congressional approval against Iraq and Afghanistan; for the Zionist run world media blamed these two nations for being guilty of the attacks without even conducting an investigation! Yes, history has recorded that most if not all governments eventually grow somewhat corrupt over time, but nothing compares to the magnitude of corruption that currently infects the United States.

The problem is if we let the Zionists, whose fingerprints are all over 9/11, get away with this massive crime which they used to push forth their Patriot Act legislation and implement their control grid structure on the population, then there is nothing preventing them from once again conducting a similar act of mass murder against the people in the near future. If they can get away with a “False Flag Attack” once, they will get away with it again later. This is why it is vital that Israel, which all evidence points towards being the guilty culprit, be exposed as the evil, traitorous terrorist Nation that it has been since its founding. The Jewish Israhell Firsters have to be punished for their heinous crimes and not be allowed to get away with bloody murder! Justice and the people of the world demand a new unbiased investigation (that does not have any Jews or any crypto Jews on the investigating team), be conducted which will have at its disposal unlimited government financial resources to ensure the investigation is carried out thoroughly. For more on the Jewish Zionist guilt of 9/11 watch the film, “9/11 Missing Links” & read the book, “9/11 Evil” by Victor Thorn.

If everyone who is aware that 9/11 was conducted by Israel keeps talking to their friends, family and peers eventually in just a few more years enough people will be knowledgeable on the subject and a proper investigation will finally be conducted where the Jewish Zionist control structure of the planet will be annihilated. So yes, there is something we can do; keep talking about 9/11 and informing others that it was the Jews that carried out the murderous attacks & not the Arabs. The Arabs were simply framed for the attacks so that America would be suckered into destroying countries which Israhell has been plotting to destroy for decades!

79. Who cares if Jews kill Palestinians? Haven’t the Jews suffered enough? Just look what happened to them in the Second World War! Jews are "God's chosen people" (or the master race) and God can bless them anyway God wants to. I am going to help the Jews because I will then get blessed by God in return. If the Jews want to ethnically cleanse their nation, then that is their right. Who the hell are we to interfere with God's plans? God promised the Jews and their descendants that land 4,000 years ago! Israel becoming a nation again is Biblical prophecy coming true in our lifetimes. It is so wonderful seeing the Bible unfolding before our very eyes. I am not going to go against God and the Bible for I want God to Bless me so that I can go to heaven. Therefore I am going to help the Jews who are God's people, for the "Word of God" says in Genesis 12:3, "And I will bless them that bless you, and curse him that curses you, and in you shall all families of the earth be blessed." So right there God is saying we must help the Jews if we want to get blessed back in return! I want to be blessed, therefore I am going to help the Jews!
With U.S. tax dollars, the Israel Defense Forces are conducting GENOCIDE on the Palestinian People!

Good honest caring White people of the world don’t want to see Arab people, who live in the Middle East, (a significant percentage of which are Christians), being murdered by Terrorist Jews. Everyone suffered during the Second World War including the Jews. Millions of White Russians, Frenchmen, Britons, Germans, and Americans (not to mention Chinese, Japanese, Arabs and other people) were killed during WW II. What makes the Jews so special that only their alleged Six Million is worthy of being remembered?

In fact as I have mentioned in response # 63, according to the inspections and reports of the Red Cross, which is an unbiased organization devoted to preserving all human life, only 271,507 people in the German labor camps died during the Second World War and Jews made up slightly over half of that number. So that means only about 150,000 Jews died in the German labor camps.

The Six Million figure is a complete exaggeration which is no longer accepted by world historians as even the plaque at Auschwitz has been reduced from 4 Million to 1.5 Million dead Jews. As I stated in response # 62, Jews are not “God’s Chosen People” or Master Race (which they imply), they are “Khazars” and Edomites/Cainites! Jews just pretend to be “God’s Chosen” so that they can sucker all the naive Christians into supporting their immoral Jewish causes.

Again the word Jew isn’t even mentioned in the Bible until the 2nd Book of Kings. True Israel, spoken of in the Bible from over 4,000 years ago is NOT Jews and Jews are NOT True Israel. True Israel is the White race of people. We are the ChristSons or Christians. We are the Sons of Isaac or IsaacSons or the Saxons. It is us Whites who continually bless all the Nations of the earth with our inventions and modern advances in science. Jews are a blessing to no one as they often financially terrorize sovereign nations. Through media smear campaigns, they seek to implement their banking and political policies of dictatorial control onto the public and independent nations not yet under their rule. The modern state of Fake Israel isn’t Biblical prophecy, therefore God doesn’t approve of the bloodshed.

The ethnic cleansing of Palestine can’t be permitted to continue using White Peoples’ tax dollars to financially support Israel’s genocidal war against Palestine. If you want God to bless you, then do everything in your power to help the White race of people, who truly are a blessing to all the peoples of the earth, as it is our laws and freedoms which have freed the earth from tyrannical control. Sadly, many of those freedoms which our ancestors fought so hard to establish are now being slowly eroded away by the Zionist crypto Jews, who have repeatedly throughout history weaseled their way into positions of Political influence throughout the Catholic Church and by becoming Political Advisors throughout European Monarchies. If the Jews were an innocent group of people then they wouldn’t have been deported from European and Arab countries 109 times and counting throughout the last 1,800 years!!

Once again in response to “God’s Blessings”, God is referring to True Israel, who are NOT the Jews but are the White Race of People. If you want God to bless you then help the White Race of People, who due to our altruistic natures routinely put other race’s interests before our own people’s. When the White Race prospers the whole earth benefits from our discoveries and hospitality, where as when the White Race suffers, the whole earth is negatively affected, for our charity & life improving leadership are no longer available. Do yourself and the earth a favor and start supporting your own family, extended family and kinsmen so that our contributions to humanity can continue to enrich the entire planet. A healthy White Race equals prosperity for all.
80. Who cares if World War Three starts? It’s all Biblical prophecy. You can't change God's plans as we’re living in the last days. All of these things must happen and are supposed to happen for Jesus can’t come back until they do happen. And anyways I don't have to worry about it because God is going to "Rapture" me, or teleport me straight to heaven, and I won't have to worry or go through the “tribulation” period down here on earth like all the idiot non Christian believers. It is their fault that they will have to suffer due to rejecting God's message of salvation. So my advice is don’t worry or do anything about the problems as it is “All God’s will”.

The world’s current unfolding events are not God’s plans or will, but rather is a Jewish Israel Firster plot; so these aren’t necessarily the last days. We don’t know what God’s plan is or what the future holds, nor do we know how to necessarily interpret Biblical scriptures which refer to future events such as the return of the Messiah, but we do know the difference between right and wrong and good and evil. We can’t allow the crazy Zionists to start World War III with Iran, a war they have been dying to get going since at least 2004. For if this war starts you will be right down here on earth stuck in the middle of it (going through the Tribulation period), for God is NOT going to rapture or teleport you out of here, as the whole rapture doctrine is an intentional deceptive lie. It wasn’t until the agent of World Jewry and convicted felon Cyrus Scofield, who in 1909 interpreted the scriptures into the ‘Scofield Reference Bible’ that the concept of the “Rapture” started to circulate in the Christian community. The “rapture” doctrine is a deliberate Jewish lie intended to give you the false belief that “there is nothing you can do” about any of our current problems. The Jews are aware that the Christian community is furious about how our morals are rapidly being destroyed, so they have intentionally created this myth through their Scofield Study Bible and their Jewish funded seminaries to discourage you from taking action to correct any of our current problems. They are deliberately deceiving you to make you believe that the world’s problems are all going along to “God’s will” and that there’s nothing you can do to rectify our numerous dilemmas.

What the Jewish Israel Firsters fear the most is if the White Christian Community (and the rest of the European West) takes an active “solution oriented” roll in reversing the damage the Zionists have inflicted upon our Nations. The Zionists know that we the majority could crush them like the demons they are if we just get united and finally get busy cleaning up their destructive mess. They believe and fear this possibility, so that is why they constantly lie to the Church by first falsely translating the Holy Scriptures and then by instructing us that it is “all God’s Will” and that there “is nothing we can do”. You have to learn to recognize these Jewish myths as LIES. It is not God’s Will that the Church and the White Race of People be destroyed. God NEVER instructed us to stop fighting evil, but on the contrary God instructed us to destroy the evil. There are so many things that we can be doing to stop the Jewish Zionist’s from destroying America and the White Christian West.

All we have to do is get very familiar with watching about 200 of the most informative Zionist-exposing videos on YouTube. Once familiar with these videos we then just have to forward the video links to our family, friends and people in our communities email inboxes and then encourage them to pass the video links on to their contact list. Once enough people have seen the essential videos the overall awareness level of our nation will have been raised enough that we Patriots will finally start to take action (such as voting in Ron Paul or David Duke) and correct the numerous problems we have in our society; as it will at long last be socially acceptable to do so. If we don’t start to organize and fight the powers of the Zionist Interna-
tional Bankers our White Western Civilization that we have struggled to create for over 20,000 years will be permanently obliterated! If we fail to stop the Jewish Israel Firsters the earth will descend into complete slavery with the Jews of the world living as absolute rulers while the remaining peoples of the earth, who haven’t been exterminated, living only to serve their Jewish masters needs, wants and desires. This has been the long term Jewish plan that they have been continually working towards for over the last 250 years!

It’s a ruthless strategy that involves the complete Genocide of the White Race of People, who have been warring with the Jews in the battle of Good verse Evil for over 4,000 years now. With the White Race eliminated the Jews feel that no other race of people will be able to mount a successful rebellion that would be able to overthrow the Jewish Power Structure or Matrix. This completely evil genocidal plan of theirs is only a few steps away from completion, as the current White Race of people (outside of our military weapons) are the weakest the race has been in over the last 160 years. Jews, through their Zionist Television have completely brainwashed the majority of the White Race to hate themselves and to despise any proud White person who dares to promote White rights and interests.

They have destroyed our economies through the creation of debt-based money, poisoning the food supply which has made cancer rates skyrocket, destroyed traditional female womanhood through radical Feminism, outsourced our manufacturing basin to China and have brainwashed White people to reproduce with non-whites so that the White Race of People becomes extinct through miscegenation/race mixing. Never in our history have we as a race of people voluntarily embraced such destructive ideals. These ideals all originate from the Zionist poison of Jewish Television, which has corrupted our instinctual and traditional belief systems. So, once again, God will not rapture you as that is an intentional false Jewish teaching which encourages you not to fight back against the forces of evil. My advice to you is to embrace the ideals of White Nationalism and help do your part to restore your family, your country and your race of White people to a healthy, productive and dominant level inside our nations, where the Jewish World Offensive will be eliminated once and for all.

81. We SHOULD go bomb Iran, as Iran is just about to get a Nuclear Bomb. We can't have crazy Iranians, who hate Israel, which happens to be our “Gallant little ally”, running around as Terrorists armed with Nuclear Weapons!

Bombing Iran would be a huge mistake. First of all Iran hasn’t done anything to America worthy of having devastating bombs dropped on their nation, which would just cause millions of more people to hate Americans. Iran is a very modern country and militarily defeating Iran would be far more difficult than defeating Iraq. If Iran wants to pursue a Nuclear Program for peaceful purposes then that is really their business, for we don’t have the authority to deny them their right to solving their Nations energy requirements.

Iran has signed the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (unlike Israel), which allows for the development of nuclear technology for peaceful purposes. So, Iran is legally entitled to continue their nuclear program of enriching uranium for peaceful purposes whether the Zionists like it or not. Yet Israel, India, Pakistan, China & most likely North Korea all are Nuclear Powers that the Zionists permit to retain a nuclear arsenal, without continually threatening to destroy their nations through war. Why do our governments permit these nations to have Nuclear Bombs but won’t allow Iran to continue its peaceful nuclear energy program? On August 19th, 1953, Zionists within the CIA overthrew Iran because Iran dared to use the revenue generated by their own oil reserves to help their Iranian economy and people.
The Zionists couldn’t allow that to happen of course, so the Zionists overthrew the legitimate democratically elected Iranian government and installed a Zionist collaborating dictator known as “The Shah”. This dictator or Zionist front puppet man did the bidding of his Zionist masters and allowed Zionist controlled British Petroleum (BP) to steal the proceeds of the oil reserves from the Iranian people. Is it any wonder that in 1979 the Iranians, who wanted their country back, organized an uprising and forced “The Shah” to flee to Egypt in exile? Can freedom loving people really blame the Iranian students for seizing 52 Zionist Collaborating diplomats at the American embassy (all of whom after 444 days were released) who were working against the interests of the Iranian people?

You can’t just expect to take over a country, install a puppet dictator and steal their oil without Blowback happening from the indigenous population! What right do the Zionists have to take over other friendly Nations and exploit their natural resources? If a new war was launched against Iran, America, who is now financially bankrupt thanks to the Zionist International bankers, could expect their oil prices to double. For Iran, once warred upon, would close the Strait Of Hormuz, making access to the oil rich Persian Gulf impossible. Iran is just simply trying their best to protect their country from continual Jewish (Israel First) mentality attacks, which seek to undermine and destroy Iranian sovereignty; and to take over the Iranian oil fields.

Iran, a nation which had nothing to do with 9/11 is not a danger or a threat to America, but Iran for good reason does despise Israel. Let us follow the advice of our founding Fathers and not get entangled in foreign alliances. Let the fake state of Israel fight their own battles against Nations which they have been hostile towards. There is no reason for American and Europeans to go to war with Iran, who only seeks national freedom and to be in control of their own nation’s natural resources. No more wars for Zionist Israhell!

82. The Jews didn’t engineer the Crucifixion of Christ! The White Romans did it! And anyways Jesus died for your sins! So he died because of your sins! So everyone on the planet is “Collectively Responsible” for his crucifixion. So, how dare you blame the poor innocent Jews!

Jesus (Yeshua) was a huge threat to the Babylonian/Edomite Jewish power structure so they engineered his crucifixion and then blamed the Romans for it!

Sorry, but the scriptures clearly point out that it was the Jews who conspired and engineered the Crucifixion of Yeshua (Jesus) the Christ. Now obviously any major decisions had to be approved by the White Romans, who governed the region, this is why the Jews had to conspire to force Rome to approve of the execution. The Jews hated Christ for he exposed their money monopoly on coin trading in the temple. In fact, Yeshua grabbed a whip and violently beat the Money Changers and drove them out of the temple, flipping over their currency exchange tables while yelling, “It is written, My house shall be called the house of prayer; but ye have made it a den of thieves!” (Matthew 21:13)

So, the Jews hated Jesus for exposing their money monopoly as the Jews of today hate Ron Paul for exposing their FED monopoly of America’s money system. As the Jewish MOSSAD plotted and then murdered JFK for trying to stop Israel’s Nuclear Weapons Program AND for issuing interest-free/debt-free US Notes via Executive Order 11110, which were in direct competition with the interest bearing Federal Reserve Notes, so they also conspired to murder Jesus Christ for shutting down their money exchange business in the temple. The Jews realized that they did not have the authority to enforce a crucifixion order so they conspired among themselves and organized an angry mob of Jews who threatened to riot and burn the city down if they did not get their way. The Roman Governor Pontius Pilate did not want to have to answer to Caesar as to why he could not control or prevent the people of his province from rioting, so he caved into
the Jewish demands. Pontius Pilate found no fault with Yeshua (Jesus) the Christ and tried to have him released several times, including offering the mob a choice of two prisoners, one of whom would be set free. But the Jews once again conspired amongst themselves and had already predetermined that they would yell as loud as they possibly could for the release of the Jewish murderer Barabbas. So, finally the White Roman Governor capitulated and issued the order for Jesus’s crucifixion, but not before washing his hands in plain view of the mob and angrily stating “my hands are innocent of this man’s blood!”

To which the Jews screamed back, “Let his blood be upon us and our children!” (Matthew 27: 24 - 25) So, right there anyone with any common sense can clearly see how the Jews forced Rome’s hand by engineering the crucifixion of Jesus Christ, who was God in the flesh. So don’t tell me the Jews didn’t engineer Jesus’s crucifixion! If the Jews can conspire to have God murdered, creating and instilling Communism and Zionism for the purpose of destroying White Christian Nations is well within their capabilities.

83. The Jews believe in the same Bible as we Christians do. The only difference is that the Jews just don’t accept the New Testament.

I am sorry to have to be the one to inform you about this, but that information (outside the Jews not accepting the New Testament) is simply not true. “The Babylonian Talmud”, not the Bible, is Judaism’s holiest book (actually a collection of books). The Talmud’s authority takes precedence over the Old Testament in Judaism. Evidence of this may be found in the Talmud itself, Erubin 21b (Soncino edition): "My son, be more careful in the observance of the words of the Scribes than in the words of the Torah (Old Testament)." The Jewish Scribes claim the Talmud is partly a collection of traditions Moses gave them in oral form which had not yet been written down in Jesus’ time. Christ condemned the traditions of the Mishnah (or the early Talmud) and those who taught it (being the Scribes and Pharisees), because the Talmud nullifies the teachings of the Holy Bible. Here are some Sick & Insane Teachings of the Talmud. Erubin 21b. “Whosoever disobeys the rabbis deserves death and will be punished by being boiled in hot excrement in hell.”

**The Jewish Babylonian Talmud is an evil collection of books that the Jewish Rabbis follow as gospel.**

Sanhedrin 57a. A Jew need not pay a gentile ("Cuthean") the wages owed him for work.

Moed Kattan 17a. If a Jew is tempted to do evil he should go to a city where he is not known and do the evil there.

Sanhedrin 58b. If a heathen (gentile) hits a Jew, the gentile must be killed.

Yebamoth 63a. States that Adam had sexual intercourse with all the animals in the Garden of Eden.

Yebamoth 63a. Declares that agriculture is the lowest of occupations.

Sanhedrin 55b. A Jew may marry a three year old girl (specifically, three years "and a day" old).

Sanhedrin 54b. A Jew may have sex with a child as long as the child is LESS than nine years old.

Rape and Pedophilia: Keth, 11b. "When a grown up man has intercourse with a little girl it is nothing, for when the girl is less than this-that is, less than three years old, it is as if one puts the finger into the eye-tears come to the eye again and again, so does virginity come back to the little girl under three years."

Yebamoth 59b. A woman who had intercourse with a beast is eligible to marry a Jewish priest. A woman who has sex with a demon is also eligible to marry a Jewish priest.

Gittin 57b. Claims that four Billion Jews were killed by the Romans in the city of Bethar.
Gittin 58a. Claims of those 4 BILLION Jews, 16 million Jewish children were wrapped in scrolls and burned alive by the Romans.

The Talmud also insults the Blessed Mary: Sanhedrin 106a. Says Jesus' mother was a whore: "She who was the descendant of princes and governors played the harlot with carpenters."

And finally the Jews in their Talmud have the following to say about Jesus:

1) He and his disciples practiced sorcery and black magic, led Jews astray into idolatry, and were sponsored by foreign, gentile powers for the purpose of subverting Jewish worship (Sanhedrin 43a).
2) He was sexually immoral, worshipped statues of stone (a brick is mentioned), was cut off from the Jewish people for his wickedness, and refused to repent (Sanhedrin 107b and Sotah 47a).
3) Says Jesus is in hell, being boiled in "hot excrement" (Gittin 57a).

So now I hope you can see why the Jews are so screwed up and despised throughout the world! Due to their wicked religious beliefs and due to hoarding their ill-gotten family wealth by routinely marrying their cousins, the RACE of Jews have become inbred with at least 19 unique genetic diseases that have infected their race of people turning them into psychopaths and megalomaniacs. A megalomaniac is defined as a psychopathological condition characterized by delusional fantasies of wealth, power, or omnipotence (or all powerful). Obviously, the Jews religious beliefs differ greatly from traditional White Christianity (not to be mistaken with the newly morphed Judeo-Christianity). And as such Europeans should distance themselves as far away as possible from these immoral Talmudic Jewish Zionist predators, who falsely claim to have spawned the Christian faith, thus deceiving naïve Christians into an unholy alliance with evil.

84. The gay pride parade is a wonderful experience, something that everyone should see for themselves. Gays have been discriminated and shunned by racists and Christians like you for long enough! Now is their time to openly share with the world what they have to offer, as gays enrich our lives in so many different ways. Thank goodness they don’t have to remain in the closet any longer. You just hate them because you are scared of them, and you are an old-fashioned bigot, who is no friend of mine if you oppose the alternative Gay lifestyle.

Jewish organizations promote the Gay Pride parade which is an attack on our traditional family values!

Homosexuality has never been socially acceptable in White European Nations as we have always referred to it as a “Mental Disorder”. In fact on December 23rd, 2010, Alberta, Canada was just finally forced by the various Zionist and pro gay organizations of the world, to remove from their registry the Medical Billing Code used by Doctors when treating homosexuals. This medical diagnosis code 302.0, which was used throughout the Province to bill Alberta’s Health Services, still listed Homosexuality as a “Mental Disorder”. Likewise, British Columbia was forced to remove the BC Medical billing code 302.0 Homosexuality, from their list of Mental Disorders on February 11th, 2005.

What you have to realize is that the Homosexual Agenda is just another weapon being intentionally used by the Jewish Zionists to destroy the White Race of people. On Thursday, January 10th, 1963, in the House of Representatives, A. S. Herlong, Jr. of Florida read before the House 45 Declared Goals of the Communist Agenda which were intended to be put into practice so that the Communist/Zionist takeover of America could be completed successfully. Regrettably, most of these Communist/Zionist goals have now been implemented throughout the Nation. Goal # 26 read as follows, “Present homosexuality, degeneracy and promiscuity as normal, natural and healthy.”

White Nationalist Booklet For Educating Liberals
Jewish Zionists are indoctrinating and infecting our children with their anti-White & pro Gay agendas!

The Jews, who brag about their role in destroying the once solely accepted practice of Heterosexuality, are using the Homosexual and Lesbian Agenda as a divisive wedge in yet another plot to “divide and conquer” our people. The Zionists realized that if they could engineer an attack to destroy our previously thriving family reproductive system, (or family unit) our birth rates would start to plummet and thus their plan of White Genocide would be one step closer to completion. The Gay Pride Parade is another example of how the Zionists, who fund the immoral activity from behind the scenes, are attempting to promote or mainstream the mental disorder. They are programming the public via governmental agencies participation in the event (such as the Royal Canadian Mounted Police).

The Gay Pride Parade is nothing but a pathetic display of social engineering designed to ram down the public’s throat the acceptance of the destructive gay lifestyle. Due to their sexual practices, a large percentage of the gay community is infected with AIDS or HIV, which places the rest of the normal community at “increased risk”. AIDS infected patients are a huge financial burden to the health care system that normal White people should not have to pay for. The Zionists are so determined to have our European countries infected with the gay lifestyle that they are now indoctrinating Kindergarten and Grade 1 school children. The very impressionable and moldable young minds are brainwashed by having books read to them about other kids that are raised by two moms (such as Asha’s Mums) or books about Lesbians artificially inseminating themselves called, “Where Did I Really Come From?”

You must realize that our White European Nations were founded on Christianity (or converted to Christianity) and our Biblical laws regarding Homosexuality are very clear. Leviticus 20:13 states, “If a man also lie with mankind, as he lieth with a woman, both of them have committed an abomination: they shall surely be put to death; their blood shall be upon them.” Now, as I have stated several times the Zionists hate Christianity because of our religions very clear distinctions between what is acceptable & what isn’t acceptable & this is why Christianity is under constant Zionist attack.

If we are going to remain a Christian Nation then it is time that we get back to the basics and start following the Christian Laws that significantly contributed to our Nations becoming First World Countries. The Homosexual Agenda is a Zionist promoted plague that must be cleansed from our communities. All of the pro homosexual laws that the Zionists and their collaborators have passed over the last 50 years must be rescinded in order that our White European Nations resume their original destiny. Our initial laws forbidding Homosexuality must be strictly enforced, thus preventing this mental disorder from ever infecting our White European Nations again.

85. If gays want to marry one another, then that is their business. Who the hell are we to say that two people can’t get married when they are in love?

Again we are a Christian Nation, whose laws are based on Biblical Laws which strictly forbid Homosexual marriage. Once again Leviticus 20:13 states, “If a man also lie with mankind, as he lieth with a woman, both of them have committed an abomination: they shall surely be put to death; their blood shall be upon them.” The problem with Homosexual marriage is that it establishes a legal and social precedent that will eventually allow Homosexuals, who suffer from a “Mental Disorder”, to adopt healthy White children, where the infants will be raised in a deranged pro Homosexual environment, which will poison their moral compass by instilling unnatural destructive beliefs into their human psyche. Healthy natural straight White people, who haven’t been brainwashed by Zionist Television, are opposed to Homosexuals adopting White children for the following reason. We don’t want to have to worry about the possibility of God forbid one day hav-
ing to give up (due to financial difficulties) one of our future descendants for adoption and that child being adopted by a Homosexual couple. Our kinsmen who founded this country literally through their blood sweat and tears did not establish the nation to include the likelihood of their future descendants being adopted and raised (and politically governed) by mentally defective Homosexual individuals! Our society is well aware that our children should be naturally raised by their own mother and father. Adoption is a difficult process and children shouldn’t be forced to have to suffer the loss of self esteem, mockery and the confusion of being raised by a gay couple.

The European community cares about their future descendants because we happen to give a damn about our family and don’t want to see them being raised in a hostile and unnatural environment. Therefore we are opposed to allowing the Zionists to change the definition of marriage which incidentally has stood since the very beginning of recorded European history. Marriage is between a man and a woman, period.

86. Blacks in majority White nations only riot because White people have held them down. If Blacks were given an opportunity to get ahead in life, by the racist Whites which run the country, Blacks wouldn't have a need to riot.

Sorry, but that is not true as Blacks are given more opportunities to get ahead in life than White people are currently given. The Jewish Zionist’s, who are trying their best to destroy our previously existing White power structure, have created equal opportunity employment, employment equity jobs & affirmative action hiring quotas. The Jews, who created these programs for the non-white ethnic minorities, did so to deliberately transfer power from White people to non-white people in an effort to further destroy White nations. The Jews don’t really care about helping non-whites out in life. The Jews only care about destroying the White power structure so that White people can never again mount a formidable offensive to stop the Jews in their maniacal quest to oppress the entire planet. The name of the game is to push the White man down and keep him down! The Jews feel that with the creative White race neutralized & then genocided, no other ethnic group will be physically capable of stopping them.

The Zionists permit the Blacks to riot in Italy & France!

The other races of the world would be far better off living in a country under White management rather than living in a country under Jewish management. White people, due to our altruistic natures, are the kindest race of people in the entire world. Sure we may favor our own people over foreigners, (as all races do) but the further White society advances, the further we advance non-white societies living under our guidance & management. The stronger the White power structure becomes, the more advanced and healthier non-white communities grow, due to our generous and continual charity which seeks to establish a desirable standard of living for every person on earth. So, White people are not holding Black people down. It’s the Jews that are holding the entire population of the earth down!

I can understand Black people’s frustration with the current Jewish Zionist system as the game is rigged by the criminal Jewish overlords, but blaming White people for Black behavior is not the solution. Don’t forget that the Jews have now forced White people to hand over two first world countries of Rhodesia and South Africa (plus Haiti) to Black control and still the Blacks rioted & destroyed those nations despite being in control of those countries. Blacks had every opportunity to turn those already built nations into Black utopias, but failed to do so. Now America has a Black President & the Black community is not fairing any better under his leadership than under his (Jewish controlled) White predecessor’s. Black people, who have problems controlling their anger and frustration, riot in majority White nations because White people have lost control of our countries to the Jewish criminal Zionists, which allow this unlawful Black behavior to continue.
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A Black Youth in Liberia proudly prepares to eat the raw heart & liver of a Black man that he recently killed!

Black Africa is continually in a state of civil war because Blacks fail to work together for the greater good of their nation, but rather get envious of each other’s social standing and then seek to overthrow one another; as they do in Liberia for instance. Liberia was established by White American men who created the American Colonization Society in 1816 for Black American ex-slaves who wished to return to Africa.

The White men purchased the land off of the Black native tribes of Africa in 1821 and the Capital city of Liberia (spawned from the word “Liberty”) was named Monrovia (established in 1827), after the U.S. President James Monroe. Liberia had plenty of free help from America including establishing the Liberian Constitution which was based on the American Constitution. Liberia’s flag is very similar to America’s flag, again emphasizing the American founding of the country. Liberia was initially successful however once under Black management Liberia quickly turned into a third world cesspool, where a sizeable percentage of the Black population now enjoys eating one another. Blacks have got to learn to sacrifice for the greater good of their country, while resisting the temptation of personal gain. Until they learn to do so, Blacks, when upset and frustrated, will continue to riot unless they’re effectively prohibited by the authorities.

87. Blacks only commit more of the violent crimes because of evil racist White men who are constantly guilty of "Racial Profiling". If it wasn't for the Cops picking on the poor Blacks, then the crime statistics by race would be equal.

White cops do NOT engage in racial profiling, in part due to constant fear from the Jewish Zionists of losing their jobs. This has been proven in Jared Taylor’s the “Color of Crime” report. Blacks commit more than their share of crimes because today’s Zionist run system is extremely competitive. With more and more of our jobs being intentionally outsourced overseas by the Zionists every day, the harder it becomes to secure good steady employment. This creates an environment (outside of racial hiring quotas) where employers have countless applicants to choose from & as such choose the most experienced and intelligent people for the job.

Blacks who have the lowest IQ’s among all races and who have higher testosterone levels pumping through their bodies, coupled with not being able to control their anger when frustrated, resent being at the bottom of the social class structure. Due to Zionist propaganda, they feel they warrant more community respect, so anger and frustration with the system aggravates them and they then seek to steal that respect rather than earn it. They feel their lives are already going nowhere due to not being able to advance up the Zionist controlled social ladder so they turn to crime to acquire material possessions, which they feel will bring them elevated social status. Unfortunately under this competitive Zionist system where there are no longer enough good jobs to go around, the low IQ Black population (excluding affirmative action hires) have the least amount of beneficial opportunities and this is why more and more of them are now turning to crime.

However on the other hand, there are far more Whites that are unemployed & you don’t see the White community turning to crime to solve their problems. Now, this is essentially due to White people’s past, where the freezing cold climate (that included ice ages) forced Whites to adapt to and endure the harsh winters for thousands of years, which enabled us to mentally evolve and develop the skills necessary to survive in such a harsh environment. Due to the unforgiving climate the White race of people were forced to progress as only the intellectually advanced survived the freezing cold conditions. Central Africa, where food is available all year long and where temperatures only vary slightly from season to season, does not require intricate planning in order to survive from year to year. So this is why the Black race is at a disadvantage when
mentally competing against the White race and why under this current Zionist system they end up continually committing crimes out of despair. As such, the crime statistics will never be equal according to race for Mother Nature (or God) did not design an intellectually level playing field.

88. Okay, you may be right about a lot of the points you raise, but what can we do about the problem? There is no point in worrying about it, for there is NOTHING WE CAN DO.

Well, actually there are a number of things we can do to expose the Zionists & ensure victory for our people. The first thing we have to do is identify the enemy and the problem, which of course are the Israel Firster’s & their control structure of world banking, world media and world politics. One of the easiest ways to become instantly aware is to read this booklet in its entirety, including viewing all of the 800 plus internal links. Then the next thing I would recommend is to watch all the videos contained within this YouTube video course. Next, you have to start building an email contact list & simply ask your contacts to watch a video or two. Hopefully your contacts will want to learn more at which time you can email them the main video page link.

All we have to do is basically just wake up two of our friends to the extreme dangers of Zionism and then make sure that those two friends also wake up two friends each and so on and so on; as the mass of aware people continues to grow exponentially. This simple technique is working, as the world is now awakening from their indoctrinated slumber. Hundreds of thousands of people each day are growing more aware of the Jewish Zionist problem which plagues the entire planet. Our truth is reaching the masses and about the only thing the mainstream Zionist media can do about it is call our truthful information “Conspiracies”, which is not having the discouraging effect they had hoped for. The Occupy Wall Street and the Tea Party Movement are just two examples of the mass awakening now taking place. The next thing we have to do is have a candidate ready to become America’s future President, which we already have in place! Ron Paul is within striking distance of becoming the nominee of the US Republican Party! If just another few thousand people were to get serious and advocate on Ron Paul’s behalf, including internet activism and displaying bumper stickers and yard signs, he would rise from the second place he is currently in to the number one spot within the Republican Party! If Ron Paul becomes the Republican Party’s leader, then it is almost a guarantee that he will defeat Obama in the 2012 election and become America’s next President! Once elected, Ron Paul will establish new media which will address our numerous grievances and will work towards restoring the damage that the Zionists have inflicted upon the nation starting with the dismantling of the Federal Reserve System. We the people have to adopt the attitude of winners and stop being so defeatist about everything as we are the majority! All we have to do is get motivated and get busy teaching our family, friends and peers the truth about Jewish Zionism and its destructive intentions towards European nations and the rest of the world. If Ron Paul fails to get elected in 2012, well then we will simply switch gears a little and start promoting Dr. David Duke for US President for 2016.

As it stands right now in May of 2012, the world is on the verge of an investigative journey as there are so many global problems all coming to a head at the same time that the average citizen can no longer live in denial of the problems. People are fed up with their corrupt governments & with hackable electronic voting machines & are starting to demand answers! All we have to do is point people’s investigative searches in the right direction. So, there is no reason for despair as the world is now seeking answers. Let’s do our best to provide our people and the greater public with the answers they seek as only White Nationalism can provide the full honest complete truth. Take a few minutes today and become an anonymous internet member of the largest pro White website in the world @ www.stormfront.org where you will learn the oppressed Truth that the Zionist media has been hiding from you for so long.
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89. Okay, you have made your point. White people may be losing all of their countries, but what can we do? We simply can’t kick all the non-whites out?

These uninvited foreign invaders, who are plotting and taking over our lives by changing our laws and customs to suit themselves at our expense, are destroying our nations and our standard of living! Due to their presence in our countries, they have lowered our wages (by under-bidding contracts) to the point where our people can no longer afford to raise multiple children which is required to sustain our population. Our people and population are dying thanks to the Zionist engineered genocide against us! If we don’t do something drastic soon, we White Europeans will be minorities in our own countries by the year 2030, which is only 18 years away! Self defense is obviously justified!

Seeing as we Europeans still consist of 75% of the majority population, (not counting Illegal Aliens or their descendants) now is the time to divide or partition all of our countries, (based on the percentage of legal non-whites present in the nation) for if we wait another 20 years our numbers will have dropped to below the 50% mark! So, due to the fact that we are 3/4th’s of the population, we demand at least 3/4th’s of our landmass back! This simple formula would allow us to rescue all of our nations, while only losing 1/4th of the land in each country. Now I will admit that losing 1/4th of our landmass is a great loss, but if we don’t do something drastic soon, we will lose 100% of all our nations! For if we White people fall into minority status within our own country, then it will be game over for us at that point, for we will NEVER be able to vote our way out of the Zionist engineered debacle, as the non-white foreigners will be mathematically superior to our numbers. This peaceful solution doesn’t involve kicking anyone out, as there will be a White section of the country & a multicultural section of the country that will become its own independent nation. The only thing necessary for people to do is to move by automobile to their appropriate section of the now divided countries. This peaceful solution would be applied in all our White countries and once our new White nations are established it will become a capital offense to import non-white people into White living space under any circumstances whatsoever. This drastic step has to be enacted in order for our self preservation to be guaranteed, for we have witnessed the destructive consequences of ignoring this principle. So, there you have it, a peaceful solution to the non-white immigrant problem which will save all of our European nations.

90. You just can’t give 1/4 of our countries landmass away for that would be far too much work to move everyone. And what if the non-whites didn’t want to move to the non-white side? What are you just going to be a dictator and force people?

Giving up 25% of our land is a hell of a lot better than losing 100% of our land when we fall into minority status 18 years from now in 2030, & can no longer vote our way out of the catastrophe. Getting people to relocate to a different part of the country (via automobiles) is a workable solution when faced with the alternative of permanent White genocide. So, in the interest of saving our White Nations & ourselves, I am convinced that we White people would be willing to accept this minor inconvenient compromise. And as for the non-white people, they will be willing to cooperate & accept this agreement, for they shamefully realize (though they don’t admit it publicly) that if the situation was reversed that they would simply kill or deport any occupying or ruling force who was denying them their ability to grow & prosper. They wouldn’t act polite & civilized like White people & just willingly give away 1/4 of their land. Once the non-whites realize that we are finally fighting back to defend our nations, which have been under constant Zionist engineered immigrant attack since about 1965, they will consider themselves lucky that they get to stay in our part of the world at all.
So, to make the transition easier, house and property trades could be initiated. Non-whites who own a house in the White living space could trade their property with Whites who own a house in the newly established multicultural nation. The shifting of people throughout the landmass would be done as quickly and as painlessly as possible. The bottom line is if nothing is done to correct the Zionist initiated immigrant problem, the situation will intensify, which will lead to mass civil unrest (riots of every kind imaginable for a house divided cannot stand). We will be facing the complete breakdown of the existing order, where tens of millions of White and non-white people will needlessly die, who did not have to if this peaceful solution is enacted upon. Encouraging people to accept this reasonable solution is infinitely better than continuing to allow the problem to escalate, which will just lead to a catastrophic situation and nightmare.

91. You can't deport the Jews to two islands for that isn't fair to the people living on the Islands now. Plus you can't punish a whole race just because an unknown number of them are acting in a traitorous way.

The Jews, who have been booted out of 109 countries over the last 1,800 years, are Nation wreckers! They are collectively responsible for Zionism, Communism, Globalism, radical Feminism, fractional reserve Banking, the Homosexual Agenda, outsourcing of jobs or the deindustrialization of our nation, NAFTA, GATT, non-white immigration, open borders, separation of church and state, the destruction of Christianity, the Communist Overthrow of Russia, the murder of the Tsar and his family, both World Wars, the Great Depression, 9/11, the current Middle East wars, the terrorist state of Israel, the corruption of our value system through their Zionist-controlled media, the hijacking of our Political Parties, White Genocide and the crucifixion of God and this is just listing a few of their global destructive plots intended to destroy White Countries!

You have to ask yourself if they have been deported 109 times from different governments and countries at various times throughout the last 1800 years, then there obviously must be a valid reason WHY the Jews were evicted! What have the Jews done to piss off so many different countries? And why are they incapable of learning from history? Why do they continually get found guilty of the same repeated offenses and atrocious behaviors? Why don't the lower level secular Jews, whose plots may not be as severe as the upper level Jews, come forward and rat out their superiors? Why are they still loyal to their race of murdering corrupters? Why don't they help blow the lid off of the Jewish Conspiracy that is choking the entire world? (At this point, former religious Jew Brother Kapner deserves an honorable mention, as he has been fighting the Zionist Jews for over five years now online.)

The answer is that their inherent evilness, due in part to interbreeding, is a genetic trait that is embedded inside their DNA. The world desires to live in peace, but that peace cannot materialize when satanic Zionist Jews are continually plotting to create wars for the purpose of overthrowing Western civilization. The Jewish nation wrecking conspirators & terrorists have to be permanently isolated from the rest of the world, thereby preventing them from engineering further destruction.

There are currently 4 proposed solutions to the Jewish problem. One deport them all to the Middle East, but this option isn't fair to the Arabs that live there now, plus the Zionists would love this option to occur, for then they could continue to lie to the Christian Church suckering them for additional money, while falsely claiming to be “God’s Chosen” (or Master Race), who have returned home to their original ancestral homeland. Of course we now know that this is a lie, as Jews are not descended from True Israel as they are Khazars, Edomites, Cainites & Babylonians, the latter being the ones who wrote their evil ‘Babylonian Talmud'.
Jews should move to their first established 1928 Jewish homeland of Birobidzhan & vacate the M.E. now!

The second choice is to deport the Jews back to their first established homeland of Birobidzhan. Birobidzhan and the surrounding area called the Jewish autonomous Oblast, which is 36,000 sq km’s was established as a Jewish homeland by Joseph Stalin in 1928, where to this day Yiddish is still the Jewish resident’s official language. This is a good option, but some Russians argue that it isn’t fair to Russia to have to give up an area of land, which is just under the size of Switzerland, to this parasitic race of blood drinking vampires. Mind you Russia is the largest country in the world, so they could spare to part with the land as Birobidzhan has already been established for over 84 years. The third option is to deport the Jews, who are the world’s terrorists, to the Island of Mauritius, which the British had intended to do with a percentage of the Illegal Middle East bound Jewish population in 1940.

The Jewish population has grown since 1940, so the additional Island of Reunion located approximately 200 km away would also be required to house the race of megalomaniacs. Obviously overcrowding would be a huge problem on these two islands, but do the world’s architects of destruction deserve anything better? The residents living on Mauritius and Reunion, would have to be relocated to the Island of Madagascar, (where their properties could be doubled in size to compensate them for being relocated) to make room for the Khazars/Edomites/Cainites/Babylonians, who refer to themselves as Jews. Finally, the fourth option, known as “The Madagascar Plan”, which Germany approved of would be to relocate the Jews to the 4th largest island in the world, but unfortunately the 22 million people living there now, would have to be relocated to central Africa.

Now, history records that Kingdoms throughout Europe and the Middle East/Asia (plus areas in the U.S. under General Grant’s Jurisdiction) have given the Jews over 109 chances to reform themselves and to stop continually committing evil. Sadly, all our warnings throughout the centuries have not worked. Therefore, as the world stands on the brink of World War III with Iran, a worldwide decision has to be made to deport all the Jews to an isolated location where they can no longer conduct evil. Theoretically there they shall remain until the end of their natural lives, segregated in isolation, with no chance of escape and with no one ever being granted permission to visit them in person. The world cannot afford to let these murderous conspiring lunatics to continue to financially terrorize and jeopardize the stability and safety of the entire planet. The time is at hand to finally solve the Jewish fiasco once and for all.

92. What do you mean White people aren't having kids anymore? I know lots of White woman who have one or two children!

Yes, there still are some White women having one or two kids, but think about all the women you know who don’t have any children! In the late 1940s and throughout the 1950s virtually all our women were having about four children each! So right there that should set off an alarm bell inside your head. In fact throughout our European history we have always had more children than we are currently having. Incidentally we have never been in such a dire position than we are currently in regarding our birth rates. In order to sustain a population you need a birth rate (or fertility rate) of 2.1 children per woman. Thanks to Jewish Zionism and radical Feminism our average White birth rate has now plummeted to a below replacement level of 1.5 children per White woman worldwide.

This means we are experiencing a negative population growth. In other words we can’t even produce enough kids to replace our old White people who are dying! Unless corrected this means our race of people is doomed to genocide! In fact White people in British Columbia are producing so few children, especially in rural areas that the B.C. Provincial Government has now closed at last count 176 Public Schools (& rising) in the last nine years due to “declining enrollments”!
Unless White couples start having three children per family again our people will fall into minority status!

So, we need to reverse the damage that the Jewish Zionists have inflicted upon our people so that our White European race doesn't vanish from the earth forever. A simple method of determining how healthy a country is, is by identifying how many children per woman are being born at that time. England, Germany, Italy, Holland, Spain and the rest of Europe are all at an unprecedented critical average of 1.3 children per White woman, where their average should be at 2.3 - 3.0 children per woman! Surely, it must now be noticeable to even the most brainwashed of our people that our Nations are inflicted with a sickness that is literally killing us! That sickness is Jewish Zionism! In comparison, Arab Muslim women currently living in Paris, France are giving birth to 5 children per woman!

We obviously need to go back to our roots, back to a method which worked for us in the past. We need to embrace the lifestyle of the 1950s once again, where women didn’t have to work if they didn’t desire to. A lifestyle where women could stay at home and raise their children, instead of having to let babysitters, day-care and the Zionist-controlled T.V. programs do it for them (now you know why it is called TV “programming”). All of our other problems are relatively minor when compared to the current genocide taking place against us. For in 50 years from now there won’t be enough of us left to stop the Zionist forces who are wiping the Aryan race from the face of the earth! We need to start producing White children now, regardless if we are financially ready or not.

93. Life is way better now than it was in the 1950s, as women are now free to do what they want, for they are no longer slaves being held down by their controlling husbands.

If life is better now than in the 1950s, then how come a lot of couples can no longer afford to buy a house? Where as in the 1950s, the man just had to work & the woman was free to raise her family if she so desired. How come our families had enough money to raise on average four children, where as today most couples are having trouble raising one child? Why did most couples stay together and raise their children until they left the home, where as now most couples split up and divorce leaving the children to grow up in a broken family? Why is it today that people are drowning in debt, compared to living virtually debt free lives in the 1950s?

If the worst that a woman had to bear was to raise her children and cook dinner for her husband, was it really that bad? Think about it. The family was healthy, as there was enough money for everyone. The children had a loving mother and father and the couple got the pleasure of enjoying each other’s love and the satisfaction of raising well behaved responsible adults. During this time we as a race of people were thriving and this is why the “family unit” was targeted by the Jewish Zionists for destruction! Women who chose to marry men were always free to do what they pleased as long as it was normal married behavior of the time.

Men did not plot to control their wives nor were the women slaves to their husbands. Men held their wives up on pedestals and considered each day that they were together a gift. Men loved their wives so much that when an ocean liner was sinking it was women & children into the life boats first; allowing themselves to drown if necessary! We had created a very productive and functional system, which was working so beautifully that America, Canada, Australia, New Zealand & South Africa all became first world nations within two generations of being established! And this is why we were targeted by the Jewish Zionists for destruction! The Zionists couldn’t allow our people to continue to prosper or otherwise we would grow to the point where no non-white nation on earth could ever challenge us, so that is why the Jew started to build up China, while deliberately tearing our nations down with ‘Globalism’.
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The Zionists deliberately suckered our women into lowering their birth rates to accelerate our genocide!

So, the Zionists decided to use their tactic of “Divide and Conquer” in order to break us apart and make us less effective. They played White nation against White nation or Britain against Germany; and again approximately twenty years later, they used the same “divide and conquer” strategy, playing the women against their husbands. The Zionists engaged in a propaganda campaign never before seen in the history of mankind. Through their control of the media, the Zionists began to indoctrinate White women by propagating the false belief that their White husbands (who loved them) were holding them down, by keeping them homebound and pregnant, while trapped in the kitchen all day long.

Unfortunately, the Jewish Zionists were successful in their endeavor, at which time they accelerated their radical “Feminist Movement”. So, what I am trying to get you to realize is that women were played for fools by the Jews, who didn’t give a damn about “women’s rights”. All the Zionists intended to do was to break up the healthy family unit, so that we White people would suffer a massive reduction in White offspring; and the Zionist plan of White genocide would be one step closer to fruition.

94. Men have held women down for so long now, that it is only fair that we take some of their jobs. Pay back is something else isn’t it?

As I explained in point # 93, men didn’t hold married women down, but rather we White people had a fantastic productive financial system in place up until about the late 1960s that provided married women with the freedom they desired so that they could raise their children at home. It wasn’t until the radical Feminist movement financed by the Jewish Rockefellers and led by Jewish Betty Friedan (who wrote “The Feminine Mystique”) that women’s role in the work place really started to change.

The Jewesses Bella Abzug and Gloria Steinem also feverishly worked to undermine women’s traditional roles in the family by establishing the National Women’s Political Caucus. Since Jewish created Feminism has been implemented, White women are now forced to work unless they marry a very rare wealthy White male. So, in order to correct our current predicament, so that our people can start to afford to have children again, we need to go back to the healthy system which worked for us in the past. The White male needs to become the bread winner of the family again. He needs the opportunity to become gainfully employed, which will once again give him a sense of purpose and self-worth, where he can start fulfilling his duties as a productive father. In fact most women now wish that their husbands made a large enough income so that they could afford to not have to go to work, and in hindsight wish the Feminist movement had not succeeded.

Straight White women who still support Feminism really need to understand just how precious the previous system was and support White Nationalist political candidates who approve of a return to that economic model. In order for this to occur, we as a people have to reject all the Jewish Zionist poison, which was not intended to free women, but to rather use women to destroy our previous economic (family structured) model. So unless you prefer to work as a wage slave, where most of your earnings are taken from you by the government in some form of taxes, I recommend that you embrace White Nationalism and start fighting for your family, your country and your race of people.

95. Being a house wife or a stay at home mom is the lowest thing a woman can do, for she doesn’t earn her own money and gets no respect.
Being a wonderful mother who stays home to raise her children properly is a worthy & noble occupation.

Please don’t think of it that way, for that is not the case at all. Unfortunately the Zionist-controlled media has been working overtime trying to indoctrinate the public into believing such destructive falsehoods. However, the truth is that being a proud mother to your children is the most honorable thing that a woman can do for her family and for her country. A nation needs its people to reproduce and in order for that to occur, women need to be excited and motivated about accepting their role as future mothers. Remember the source is the Zionist-controlled media that has tried to convince women that being a stay at home mom or a house wife is an unworthy occupation. They know just how vital our women’s role is, so this is why they have targeted White women to discourage them from getting married and having multiple children.

If White women’s role wasn’t extremely important, then the Zionist Jews wouldn’t be wasting their time trying to destroy the women’s natural instincts to procreate. If White women choose to not have multiple children, then the Zionists (who laugh at us for being so easily discouraged) will be ever so much closer to their final objective of wiping the White race from the face of the earth! So, every time you see a Zionist media creation portraying motherhood as an insignificant occupation, remember just how essential your role and contributions are to the future existence of the White Race of people, who happen to be the light that shines upon the world that enriches all nations. In the future, when our people gain control of our country again and reclaim our rightful destiny, a compensation program will be established that will reward and recognize women who are mothers of multiple White children. But of course that can’t occur until we prosecute and deport all the Zionist criminals, who are intentionally destroying our countries and our potential ability to produce future offspring. So, let’s make a determined effort to resist the Zionists maniacal plot of permanent White genocide by doing all that we can to encourage all White women to seriously consider the future likelihood of raising a large White family.

96. Who cares if houses cost so much nowadays and both people have to work. Change is inevitable.

Well, you really should care about how much houses cost, for if our people can’t afford to buy a home our people won’t have the ability to raise a family. Incidentally, this situation has caused our birth rates to plummet and it has been happening since well before 1973, when house prices really started to escalate in value. In the 1950s for instance, which was a time when jobs were plentiful and when the man of the house only had to work, upper middle class houses cost under $25,000 dollars! Now, since the implementation of Rockefeller funded Feminism, both people have to work and in most instances the couple still can’t qualify for a mortgage of $1,000,000 dollars, which is now the current asking price for most upper middle class homes. So, our people’s standard of living has been reduced since the 1950s, as we now live worse with both people working than we did when just the father worked! As a matter of fact, 1973 was the last year where wages kept up with inflation.

Today, a man supporting a family of four would need to earn an average salary (or median household income) of about $170,000 dollars a year to have the same standard of living as in 1973, when he only had to earn $11,000 dollars per year! This negative “change” that occurred, wasn’t accidental, but rather was a deliberate attack by the Jewish Zionists, intended to undermine our previously productive economic model that had enabled our people to grow and prosper! This ongoing financial war by the Zionist International Bankers, who utilize compound interest as their primary weapon, is being waged in ALL European Nations which were all forced to create a Jewish Central Bank!
Their deliberate plot to raise the price of houses is being used as another tactic to produce their desired result of GENOCIDE of the White race of people. For the Jewish Zionist Bankers are well aware that if we can’t afford to buy homes, that we won’t have the desire nor the financial means to start a family with multiple children.

97. The father of the baby doesn't have the right to tell the woman what she can or can't do with her body. It is her body, her choice! If she wants to abort her baby that is her decision for the father’s feelings on the matter are irrelevant.

 Abortions is yet again another Jewish Zionist plot intended to reduce the White population of the planet. The vast majority of the creeps who perform the murder of the unborn children are Jewish Doctors! It was the Jewish Feminist Betty Friedan, who in 1969 fought to legalize Abortion in America by helping to establish the National Conference for the Repeal of Abortion Laws (or NARAL) which later became the National Abortion Rights Action League. The Jews, who hate White people (and laugh at us for being so stupid), just love the fact that millions of White babies get aborted every year & this is why they fought to make it legal to conduct the life ending act! Once again the Jewish Feminist movement has just used White women as pawns for their continual attack upon our race of people.

The Jewish Feminists don’t give a damn about women’s rights; they only care about legalizing destructive policies, actions and laws that inhibit the growth of the White population! By making slogans such as, “My body, my choice!” popular amongst the Feminist supporting public, the Jewish Zionists have been successful in driving yet another wedge into the White community causing additional disunity & conflict between us. This tactic which they repeat over and over again is called, “Divide & Conquer” as its purpose is to divide our people into two opposing camps, who are then constantly bickering amongst themselves, while the Zionists focus on yet another issue to divide us over. The Zionists realize that if we’re occupied fighting amongst ourselves, then we won’t have the time or the energy to first become aware and then to oppose the Jewish Zionist’s who are the real enemy. Now, as for the father having a say in the decision to abort the unborn child; it is only fair that he get included in the decision making process as the developing fetus is his child.

98. Who cares if Muslims in Europe have lots of kids, it's a free country and good for them.

First of all, Europe is made up of 47 sovereign independent White countries making the landmass a White Continent not a country. Since before the beginning of recorded history Europe has ALWAYS been a White continent or a geographical area of White living space. Outrageously over the last 45 years, the Jewish Zionists have conspired to change Europe’s immigration laws to now favor non-whites; in particular Brown Islamic Immigration is now invading Europe & wiping out our White population. This immigration invasion did not happen by accident, but rather was a vicious genocidal political maneuver (or conspiracy) created by the Jewish Zionists with the intention of wiping the White Aryan race from the face of the earth forever!

In order for a nation to sustain itself, a birth rate or fertility rate of 2.1 children per white woman is required, for anything less the nation will decline. White Europe’s current average birth rate has now plummeted to an extremely critical level of 1.38 children per White woman, while at the same time the Brown Islamic communities population in Europe (in particular France) is exploding at 5.1 children per Arab woman! Our dangerously low birth rates are now next to impossible to correct, for the population curve would take 80 – 100 years to correct itself; and regrettably an economic model does not exist to sustain the national population throughout that time period. If we White people don’t immediately start working together, pooling our resources and start producing as...
many White children as possible, White Christian Europe will become a minority; lost to the Brown Islamic invaders by the year 2030, a mere 18 years away! As of early 2012, more Brown children are being born in The Netherlands (aka Holland) & Belgium than White ethnic Dutch & Belgium children are being born! Plus France, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Russia and the United Kingdom are all on the verge of being out bred by the non-white immigrants residing in the White nations. Just ask yourself a question. How do you think the Arab Muslims would feel if White people started to flood into their nations by the tens of millions, where we then proceeded to change and ignore all their Arab customs, laws, and practices to suit ourselves? The Arabs would organize an armed resistance in defiance of the takeover of their nation and would round up and behead all the foreign invaders who sought to steal their country from them! Similarly, White Nationalism is not a game as we are literally fighting for our very right to exist on the planet!

The Jewish Zionists are leading a world wide effort, via their media indoctrination of the masses, their banking cartel and their control of world politics to disenfranchise our people to the point where we can no longer afford to have children. They are influencing the entire world by fabricating falsehoods in a carefully orchestrated propaganda effort to demonize the White race of people. The Zionists are succeeding at making the brainwashed world think that Whites who demonstrate racial pride are somehow committing a crime and should be shunned by Western society to the fullest extent possible. Meanwhile, every other racial group on earth is allowed to promote organizations and parades praising their races accomplishments. We as White people have to take a stand now and fend off the Jewish Zionist attacks before our window of opportunity is closed forever. Defending our people and our nation is justified as self defense is a necessity at this point. Let's not allow White Christian Europe to become an Islamic Continent!

99. Regarding the printing of money, I would argue that we have to trust the government on this matter, for we need a strong Central bank! The Federal Reserve was created to ensure banking stability, for without it there would be money panics and runs on the banks.

Support Ron Paul’s legislation to audit the Jew FED!

The power to print and create the quantity of money must reside with the Congressional government (or the Protectorate, which is the proper term that we need to start using). It is paramount that Congress be completely transparent and accountable to “The People” or the citizens of the Nation. The problem in America is that the government does NOT create the money. However, the public has been suckered into believing that the Government does create the money, but in fact the private Federal Reserve System (which isn’t Federal and has no gold reserves) prints and issues the money. The Federal Reserve System, or FED as it is called for short, is owned by Jewish Banking families, with the Jewish Rothschild family owning the largest share.

That means the FED is NOT owned by the U.S. Government. I will repeat that. The FED is NOT owned or run by the government! It is owned and run by Jewish families! The Federal Reserve is not “Federal”, just like “Federal Express” is not Federal. The FED & Federal Express are private companies located in the white pages of the phone book and not in the blue pages, which is where Governmental Agencies are located. (Go grab a U.S. phone book and check for yourself.) This came about because the Jews in 1907 sat around a table and came up with a plot on how to take over the creation of our country’s money supply. In order to implement their plot this criminal cartel decided to use the strategy of “Problem, Reaction, Solution”.
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PROBLEM: They decided that they would print damaging lies about banks that they did not yet own in their Jew Newspapers such as the Jew New York Times. REACTION: These vicious lies stated these Banks, that were predominantly owned by White people, were on the verge of Bankruptcy, which started a money panic throughout the public that led to “Bank Runs” or everyone wanting to withdraw their money at the same time. This deliberate money panic of 1907 was now firmly entrenched into everyone’s minds as it was a frightening ordeal. SOLUTION: So, the Rothschilds/ Rockefellers/ J.P.Morgan/ Warburgs then drafted up a banking bill in secret and instructed their puppet President Woodrow Wilson (whom the Zionists had promoted into office by financing his Presidential campaign) to sign the bill into law. For more on the creation of the Federal Reserve System read the book, ‘The Creature from Jekyll Island’ by G. Edward Griffin.

So, on December 23rd, 1913, when about 25% of the congressmen were at home with their families celebrating the Christmas holidays, the evil Jewish Federal Reserve System was voted into law. The FED was sold to the public as an entity that would “ensure Banking stability”, for the public still remembered the banking panic and chaos six years earlier. Now, what you must realize is that every day since the creation of the FED America’s and the world’s standard of living has been declining; siphoned off by the Jewish Bankers who are exploiting the world.

President Kennedy became aware of the secret banking conspiracy. So on June 4th, 1963 Kennedy passed executive order 11110, which then allowed the US Congress to issue interest-free & debt-free Silver backed American currency that JFK had printed as “United States Notes”. These new notes ran in direct competition with the interest bearing Federal Reserve Notes. And because of this act and trying to stop Israel’s nuclear weapons program he was assassinated five months later by the Jewish MOSSAD. (Lee Harvey Oswald was deliberately framed by the Zionist-controlled press to appease the public outrage.) Over the years the Jews have used several devious techniques to install a Jewish Central Bank into every country on earth except for a few stubborn nations. In 2000 there were only seven countries without a Jew Central Bank; they were Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Sudan, Cuba, North Korea & Iran.

Now, as of early 2012 only Cuba, North Korea & Iran remain without a Jew Central Bank! Be aware that if the Israel Firsters make the US go to war with Iran, one of the first things they will do is install a Jew Central Bank in that sovereign nation, thus trapping the citizens to perpetual financial debt which is designed to never be paid off. So, when the parasitic Jews who control the FED create new money, they create the interest bearing money by printing Millions of Dollars out of thin air on pieces of paper, which are not backed by anything, except the Jews promise that it is worth something, as the Jews then tie the paper currency to the American Tax Sucker; I mean Tax payer.

This new money that the Jews have created is technically created as “Debt”. In order to create this debt, they have to sucker some person to go into debt by buying something like a new house or car. For example when somebody buys an upper middle class home for $1,000,000 dollars they go to the Jew run bank to get the money to purchase the home. This of course is called a mortgage. However, the bank may be out of money to lend him. So, the bank calls up the FED and then the FED calls up the mint and informs the guys there, who print the money, that they now need to press ‘print’ on their printers and create a Million dollars out of nothing. This new money is deceitfully created as it is embezzled from the guy who just bought the house!
To free ‘The People’, the Jew FED must be destroyed!

The Mint gives the money to the FED, the MASTER Jew Rothschild FED then lends the money normally at 4% interest to the Jew Bank (Goldman Sachs) and the Jew Bank then lends the money normally at 8% interest to the poor sucker who just bought a house. And that is not all, when for instance a Billion dollars is created as debt by the FED, this Billion dollars is then momentarily deposited into a Jew Bank, at which time the Jew Banker can then lend it & an ADDITIONAL $9 Billion more dollars out to the public at interest! The Jew Banker, due to the Jew rules of Fractional Reserve Banking, can multiply the amount of money the bank received from the FED by 10 times! Yet again creating money that doesn’t exist out of nothing; and then collecting all the interest on it from the exploited public!

To make matters worse, due to the Jew continually creating money out of nothing since 1913, the fractional reserve banking process has now destroyed 96% of the purchasing power of the 1912 US Dollar, meaning that every dollar now created is only worth 4 cents of what a 1912 dollar was worth! Here is a quick example. In 1912 if you shopped around you could buy one bottle of Hires Root Beer soda pop for 1¢ cent or one hundred bottles for $1 dollar. Today, you are lucky if you can buy one bottle of Hires Root Beer for one dollar! Using this example one could argue that the dollar has lost 99% of its purchasing power because now you can only buy one bottle of pop for a dollar, where as 100 years ago you could buy 100 bottles! So, what this boils down to is why should the Jew FED and the Jew Bank be allowed to collect 4% interest each, which normally results (due to compound interest) in the collection of double or triple the original amount borrowed, (making the Jew FED & Jew Bank very rich at the expense of the borrower) when the Jew FED & Jew Bank didn’t do anything in the first place to earn any profit except make a phone call and press print? Plus why does the public tolerate the Jew Bank lending out ten times more money than they actually have? If anybody else engaged in such activities we would end up being thrown in prison for fraud! The power to create fiat money has to be returned to Congress & all Congressmen should be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law if any dishonest activities are suspected. In the future when people have to borrow money they should just deal directly with the Mint, cutting the Jew FED & the Jew Bank out of the equation.

The Mint should then lend the money directly to the borrower at a perpetual fixed rate of 1% interest. All of the proceeds collected by the mint (outside of the mint’s nonprofit operating costs) should then be used to build the nations military, roads, bridges, public transit, hospitals and schools. No other business should ever be allowed to lend money, period! Until the power of the Jew FED is broken, we the people will remain their financial slaves forever. The Jew FED must be audited and then abolished! At which time criminal proceedings must occur arresting all the Jewish Zionist FED associates and their collaborators with the intention of prosecuting the criminals to the fullest extent of the law.

100. How dare you say that if Jesus was alive today that he’d be upset with the Jews who control the Federal Reserve System. You’re just an anti-Semite!

Jesus the Nazarene (or Yeshua) was very outspoken against the Jewish leaders of the time who were the Jewish Scribes and Pharisees as he chastised and insulted them several times in public. In fact Jesus was so upset with the Jews, who ran a scandalous coin trading business in the temple that he made a whip and violently whipped them, flipping over their coin trading tables while yelling, “It is written, My house is the house of prayer: but ye have made it a den of thieves!” (Luke 19:46.) Jesus did not approve of the Jewish Money Changers who had established a corrupt financial monopoly. Sound familiar?
Jesus used violence to kick out the corrupt Jewish Money Changers and would do the same to the FED!

This monopoly forced the people to trade for coins that did not bear a Roman image on them when it came to buying sacrificial animals to be slain in the temple. Jesus did not approve of the Jewish Financial Monopoly of 2000 plus years ago and he would not approve of the Jews current financial monopoly of the Federal Reserve System, which steals the bread off of honest working people’s tables.

Jesus verbally blasted the Scribes and Pharisees calling them Murderers, liars, serpents, a generation of vipers, hypocrites, people who contain no truth, tares to be burned, children of the devil, descendants of the wicked one, those who belonged to the synagogue of Satan and people who descended not from God. (John 8:44-47 for the last reference.) So, if anyone was guilty of being an anti-Semite then surely it was Jesus Christ himself. Logically then if it is socially acceptable for Jesus to be an anti-Semite then obviously it’s okay for White Christians to be anti-Semites as well.

101. I am glad the Germans got tried for war crimes in Nuremberg from 1945 – 1949. They got the Justice they deserved!

I hate to break this to you, but all the Germans tried at Nuremberg and at the Dachau Military Tribunals were tortured to extract false confessions out of them. These trials made an absolute mockery of the International and U.S. Justice System and were equivalent to Stalinist type show trials! The fake evidence for the “Jewish Version” of the military tribunals consists primarily of the records of the court proceedings of the Nuremberg trials themselves. Shamefully however, vengeful Jews were placed largely in charge of these trials, which was an obvious conflict of interest. According to Louis Marshalko in his book ‘The World Conquerors’, “Out of 3,000 people employed on the staff at the Nuremberg Courts, 2,400 were Jews!!” By reading the following abridged report written by an honest U.S. Judge you will become aware of how German Officers were tortured into signing false confessions at the Nuremberg and the Dachau Trials:

American Atrocities in Germany: By U.S. JUDGE Edward L. Van Roden: AMERICAN investigators at the U. S. Court in Dachau, Germany, used the following methods to obtain confessions. Beatings and brutal kickings. Knocking out teeth and breaking jaws. Mock trials. Solitary confinement. Posturing as priests. Very limited rations. Spiritual deprivation [and] promises of acquittal. Complaints concerning these third degree methods were received by Secretary of the Army Kenneth Royall last Spring [1948]. Royall appointed Justice Gordon Simpson of the Texas Supreme Court and me [Judge Edward L. Van Roden] to go to Germany and check up on the reports. Accompanied by Lt. Col. Charles Lawrence, Jr., we went to Munich, Germany, set up offices there, and heard a stream of testimony about the way in which American atrocities were committed. But first, a bit of the background.

Last Spring the Supreme Court refused the habeas corpus petition of Col. Willis N. Everett, Jr., an American lawyer, who had served as defense counsel for the 74 Germans accused in the famous Malmedy case. Everett is a very able lawyer, a conscientious and sincere gentleman. He is not a fanatic. In his petition, Everett charged that the Germans had not received a fair trial…If Everett's shocking charges were true, they would be a blot on the American conscience for eternity…Our specific assignment was not only to examine Col. Everett's charges, but also to examine the cases of the 139 death sentences, which at that time remained unexecuted: 152 Germans had already been executed…The American prohibition of hearsay evidence had been suspended. Second and third-hand testimony was admitted, although the Judge Advo-
cate General warned against the value of hearsay evidence, especially when it was obtained, as this was, two or three years after the act. Lt. Col. Ellis and Lt. Perl of the Prosecution pleaded that it was difficult to obtain competent evidence. Perl told the court, "We had a tough case to crack and we had to use persuasive methods." He admitted to the court that the persuasive methods included various "expedients, including some violence and mock trials." He further told the court that the cases rested on statements obtained by such methods. The statements which were admitted as evidence were obtained from men who had first been kept in solitary confinement for three, four, and, five months. They were confined between four walls, with no windows, and no opportunity of exercise.

Two meals a day were shoved in to them through a slot in the door. They were not allowed to talk to anyone. They had no communication with their families or any minister or priest during that time. This solitary confinement proved sufficient in itself in some cases to persuade the Germans to sign prepared statements. These statements not only involved the signer, but often would involve other defendants. Our investigators would put a black hood over the accused's head and then punch him in the face with brass knuckles, kick him, and beat him with a rubber hose. Many of the German defendants had teeth knocked out. Some had their jaws broken.

All but two of the Germans, in the 139 cases we investigated, had been kicked in the testicles beyond repair. This was Standard Operating Procedure with American investigators. Perl admitted use of mock trials and persuasive methods including violence and said the court was free to decide the weight to be attached to evidence thus received.

But it all went in. One 18 year old defendant, after a series of beatings, was writing a statement being dictated to him. When they reached the 16th page, the boy was locked up for the night. In the early morning, Germans in nearby cells heard him muttering, "I will not utter another lie." When the jailer came in later to get him to finish his false statement, he found the German hanging from a cell bar, dead. However the statement that the German had hanged himself to escape signing was offered and received in evidence in the trial of the others.

Sometimes a prisoner who refused to sign was led into a dimly lit room, where a group of civilian investigators, wearing U. S. Army uniforms were seated around a black table with a crucifix in the center and two candles burning, one on each side. "You will now have your American trial," the defendant was told. The sham court passed a sham sentence of death. Then the accused was told, "You will hang in a few days, as soon as the general approves this sentence: but in the meantime sign this confession and we can get you acquitted." Some still wouldn't sign. We were shocked by the crucifix being used so mockingly...The 29 men whose sentences we recommended for commutation certainly did not have a fair trial by American standards...Secretary [Kenneth] Royall has saved our national conscience. Could we as Americans ever have held our heads up if he hadn't looked into it?

...Moreover, five of the men for whom we recommended commutations have been hanged since we turned in our report. In all 100 of the 139 we set out to investigate are now dead. The American investigators who committed the atrocities in the name of American Justice and under the American flag are going scot-free. At this point there are two objectives which should be aimed for. 1. Those prisoners whose death sentences have not been commuted and who have not yet been hanged should be saved, pending full judicial review. 2. American investigators who abused the powers of victory and prostituted justice to vengeance, should be exposed in a public process, preferably in the U. S., and prosecuted. (The above was printed in “The Progressive”, February 1949, p. 21f.)
EDWARD LEROY VAN RODEN, a Pennsylvania Judge served in World War I and II, in the latter as Chief of the Military Justice Division for the European Theater where he saw service in Normandy, Belgium, the Rhineland, the Battle of the Bulge, and in the Ardennes. In 1946 he was reassigned to active duty & served on several important court martial trials in Germany. In 1948 Secretary of the Army Kenneth Royall appointed him to an extraordinary commission charged with investigating the Dachau War Crimes program.

And in a separate essay about the “Malmedy Massacre” trial we read, “Some of the SS men, who were convicted by the American Military Tribunal at Dachau, are still alive, but they tend to keep a low profile because even now, more than 60 years after the incident at the crossroads, they are afraid of losing their pensions or suffering reprisals if they speak out. The following description was given recently by a member of the 2nd SS Panzer Division of the Leibstandarte Hitler Jugend, who was convicted and sentenced to prison, together with a number of his comrades, for his involvement in the [alleged] Malmedy Massacre. For obvious reasons, he wishes to remain anonymous. The following is his account."

"Our tanks were coming under American fire; the leading Tank was hit and its crew bailed out; the following tanks pushed it off the road and we kept going; a few kilometers on, a small group of (approximately 14) American infantrymen surrendered to us and they laid down their weapons. We radioed back to tell the troops behind us to gather up the American POWs and one of our soldiers was left behind to guard them. A short while later we got a call from our Infantry to say they had arrived at the scene to pick up the American POWs and had come under heavy fire; apparently the Americans who had previously surrendered had jumped and killed the soldier left to guard them and, together with more Americans that had arrived in the meantime, had laid an ambush for the SS that came to pick them up. Colonel Peiper sent some Tanks and ground troops back to assist. A heavy battle ensued, with hand-to-hand combat, whereby heavy casualties were taken on both sides. The Germans won the battle and gathered up their dead and wounded leaving the bodies of the Americans. It was later claimed the Americans killed in hand-to-hand combat were "beaten to death" by the SS, which is true, except it occurred in battle and not after they were captured. When the war ended, I was arrested along with the remaining members of my regiment and put on trial by the Americans.

All of us were kept in cells with no lights and when we were taken out of the cells they put sacks over our heads and we were beaten almost daily. The men in my regiment who had taken part in the battle at the crossroads were tortured very badly; they had their noses broken & their testicles were crushed and they were beaten until they signed confessions that they had massacred the Americans. These men were sentenced to death. Because I had not been at the crossroads battle, but at the front a few kilometers away, I was given 20 years hard labor instead of the death sentence; even the crew of the tank that had been hit first and left kilometers behind were given 20 year sentences. It wasn't until an American Judge later discovered that the confessions had been tortured out of my comrades that many of the sentences were reduced."

And Charles Lutton has stated the following. “The ‘Malmedy Massacre’ is revealed by [David] Irving to be a hoax invented by wartime sensation-mongers. During the Battle of the Bulge, a unit of the 1st Panzer Division killed over 80 GIs during a fire fight. The American dead were laid out in rows in the snow, but the Germans were forced to withdraw from Malmedy before the dead soldiers were buried. Allied propagandists blew this event up into a major atrocity story, claiming that the Americans had been taken prisoner and then lined up & shot. Several Germans were tried after the war for their participation in this ‘war crime’".
And in an abridged Ernst Zundel 1996 essay entitled, “Nuremberg: The Crime That Will Not Die” we read, …Furthermore, the Allied victors blatantly carried on their war against the Germans by other means long after the shooting had stopped - not by bombs and bullets but this time by falsely "diagnosing" psychologists or, worse, by giving torturers a free hand: cynical and brutal investigators who could, and frequently did, mistreat, beat, whip, starve, suffocate and mutilate their prisoners into giving confessions and statements which were as cruelly extracted as were the confessions from witches during the disgusting witchcraft trials of the Dark Ages.

The injustice of the Nuremberg Trials was testified to not only by Harlan Fiske Stone, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, but also by Iowa Supreme Court Justice Charles F. Wennerstrum, a man of the Midwest, who sat on one of the tribunals trying lesser alleged Nazi war criminals after the war. Wennerstrum pointed out in a celebrated and controversial interview given to a reporter of the Chicago Daily Tribune that frequently the interrogators and some of the prosecutors were Jews who had fled Nazi Germany and came back in Allied uniforms to torment and seek revenge on the National Socialists, who had wanted to expel the Jews from European living space because they [the N. S.] considered them harmful to the war effort and to Western European civilization. Here is how the article described the rabble that came to post-war Germany to settle private scores, as seen through Justice Wennerstrum's eyes, after he quit in disgust: "If I had known seven months ago what I know today," [Wennerstrum] told friends as he packed to leave for America, "I would never have come here. The initial war crimes trial here was judged and prosecuted by Americans, Russians, British and French with much of the time, effort and expenses devoted to whitewashing the Allies and placing the sole blame for World War II upon Germany. What I have said of the nationalist character of the tribunals," the judge continued, "applies to the prosecution. The high ideals announced as the motives for creating these tribunals has not been evident. The prosecution has failed to maintain objectivity aloof from vindictiveness, aloof from personal ambitions for convictions. It has failed to strive to lay down precedents which might help the world to avoid future wars.”

“The entire atmosphere here is unwholesome. Linguists were needed. The Americans are notably poor linguists. Lawyers, clerks, interpreters and researchers were employed who became Americans only in recent years, whose backgrounds were embedded in Europe's hatreds and prejudices…” (Chicago Daily Tribune, 23rd of February 1948.) …In other words, [Zundel explains] the Allies supplied the interrogators, most of them Jews - as some of the victims, who had had a lifetime of experience in dealing with Jews and thus recognized them, have stated. Those of us who are German and can speak German can easily discern the ethnicity of some of the accusers by their mere accents and patterns of speech, even in radio broadcasts & news reels.

Most of the "evidence" in the trials was "documentary," selected by the Allies from the large tonnage of captured records. The document selection was made by the prosecution. The defense had access only to those documents which the prosecution considered material to the case and were made available to the defense. The Allies could choose to release, hide, or destroy any documents which did not fit their post-war strategy and or plans at Nuremberg… ...After the Nuremberg Trials and Proceedings are stripped of the hyperbole smoke screens which surround them, it can be put quite bluntly: The Allies fought a war on foreign shores - in part to establish the State of Israel. The Allies lent a willing hand to political ambitions that grew out of the Zionist camp. By means of the Nuremberg Trials, the Allies helped the establishment and financing of Israel.
Left Chief Justice Stone & Justice Wennerstrum right.

So, as to secure Israel, the Allies and their personnel became accusers, researchers, interrogators, prosecutors, judges and executioners - all in one! The Allies supplied the "experts" who sifted through the German documents, which were all totally in Allied control, highlighting incriminating documents, discarding exonerating evidence. These investigators were told only to "find" incriminating documents against the accused, as I [Zundel] was told by the American scholar Charles Weber, Ph.D., who had been one of these Allied researchers, & who testified at my own trials. These researchers were told to ignore the documents that might have spared the lives of the accused German leaders.

When all was said and done, there was not even an appeal. U.S. Chief Justice Harlan Fiske Stone, speaking of the American Chief Prosecutor, Jackson, finally had this to say, as mentioned in the Viking Press hard cover, cited before, p. 746: "Jackson is away conducting his high grade lynching party in Nuremberg," [Stone] remarked. "I don't mind what he does to the Nazis, but I hate to see the pretense that he is running a court and proceeding according to common law. This is a little too sanctimonious a fraud to meet my old-fashioned ideas." Some sanctimonious fraud, indeed. That's how America and the "free world" have showed their gratitude to the defenders of Europe and Western Civilization: by hanging brave and honest men who tried so valiantly for so long to stop the decadence and the hypocrisy of what we now call the coming, "New World Order." I bow my head in reverence to those who were judicially murdered at Nuremberg. They were the world's martyrs, not villains. Not one of them would have been condemned to death in a fair trial - not one. They sacrificed an entire nation, and in the end themselves, to save Western civilization. They were defeated by thugs in robes & gangsters in uniform and by the conspiracies hatched by shysters from the ghettos of Eastern Europe. Ernst Zündel: 1996

So, as you are now aware the Germans did not receive "justice" at Nuremberg or at Dachau, but rather received "injustice" in the form of judicial murder! These monstrosities committed by the Jewish controlled Allied governments will shame the Western world for generations to come!

102. We Allies “Liberated” Germany and the German people. The German people were way better off under Allied leadership than under National Socialist dictatorship. Plus we saved the rest of the world from future German attack.

Sorry, but the Allies did not “liberate” Germany. The Allies were anything but “Liberators”. The Zionists, who control our media, only used the term “liberators” so that it would have a psychological effect on the Allied population who were suddenly forced by their governments to become murderers. The Allied public would never be in favor of becoming “murderers”, but the public was easily persuaded to become “liberators”. For becoming a “liberator” is comforting to the conscience as it sounds like you are freeing people; however, in reality the Allies did the exact opposite.

Because Germany dared to free themselves from the Zionist Matrix and reincorporate the smaller German states into the greater German Nation or Reich, we Allies then decided to declare war on Germany and killed 5.3 Million German soldiers during the war. Then after the war was over we decided to murder at least another 12.7 Million German people just to teach them a lesson! Listed below is several instances where we the Allies behaved like evil demonic monsters.

1. On Jan. 30th, 1945, the Zionist-controlled Communist Russians lurking in a soviet submarine sank a German refugee ship called the Wilhelm Gustloff, drowning 9,000 Germans in the icy waters of the Baltic Sea.
The Wilhelm Gustloff, which was packed with over 10,000 refugees, mostly women and children, were fleeing in terror from the murderous Red Army. The Russian Army were busy raping millions of German females (from ages 8 – 80) as they advanced through Germany’s Eastern Prussia. The Russians were well aware that the ocean liner was being used to evacuate German civilians fleeing East Prussia, but the Russians had been schooled by the hate-filled Jew named Ilya Ehrenburg to rape & kill as many Germans as possible.

One of Ilya Ehrenburg’s directives to the Soviet troops read, “Kill! Kill! In the German race there is nothing but evil; not one among the living, not one among the yet unborn but is evil! Follow the precepts of Comrade Stalin. Stamp out the fascist beast once and for all in its lair! Use force and break the racial pride of these Germanic women. Take them as your lawful booty. Kill! As you storm onward, kill, you gallant soldiers of the Red Army.”

So the Communist/Zionist Russians killed and raped Germans as they were instructed to do by their Jewish commander. Then a few days later, on February 10th, 1945, the same Soviet submarine sank the German hospital ship, the General von Steuben, and 3,500 wounded soldiers aboard the ship, who were being evacuated from East Prussia, drowned. To the Soviets, inflamed by Jewish hate propaganda, the sign of the Red Cross meant nothing. On April 16th, 1945, the German freighter Goya, also part of the rescue fleet, was torpedoed by another Soviet submarine, and more than 7,000 refugees fleeing from East Prussia died.

2. On the eve of Valentine’s Day 1945, the British and the Americans decided to burn 225,000 Germans alive in one day by firebombing the entire city of Dresden, Germany, which had doubled in population due to the influx of civilian refugees escaping the Communist horrors of the East. Dresden did not contain any military targets but rather was a city of artists, craftsmen and cathedrals. The city was bombed by Mad Bomber Harris and the Allies to make Germany suffer and to teach them a lesson that they would never forget. It was bombed and later machine gunned with the intent to flat out kill as many Germans civilians as possible! For more on the bombing of Dresden read the essay entitled “Dresden: A REAL Holocaust”.

3. American soldiers under the command of Dwight Eisenhower (whom eight years later would become America’s 34th President) intentionally murdered over 1.7 Million German soldiers or prisoners of war AFTER the end of WW II! In the spring of 1945, Eisenhower rounded up all the German soldiers he could get his hands on and imprisoned them in baron pieces of land surrounded by American soldiers and barbed wire. There Eisenhower left the Germans to die a horrible death with no food, water, toilets, or shelter; nothing but an empty field packed with dying men. Eisenhower’s treatment of the German’s was a “True Death Camp”. This nightmare was revealed to the American public in an article written by James Bacque in a September 1989 magazine called, “Saturday Night”, which was complete with photographs of the starving Germans as they lay dying in the fields along the banks of the River Rhine.

The Canadian Author James Bacque also in 1989 published his book “Other Losses”, which goes into great detail documenting this act of inhumane mass murder. Now, in order to completely reject the rules of how POW’s were required to be treated under the Geneva Convention, Eisenhower and the allies (months before Germany’s surrender) secretly created a new legal designation for captured German soldiers called DEF’s or Disarmed Enemy Forces, who in Eisenhower’s mind had absolutely no rights except the right to die an inhumane agonizing death! Please note that “Eisenhower’s Death Camps” of the German POW’s are also known as “The Rhine Meadow Camps”. And just for
your information Dwight Eisenhower, whose father was Jewish, refers to himself in his New York West Point Military Academy graduating class yearbook as the “Terrible Swedish Jew”. This acknowledgement by Eisenhower of his Jewish ancestry once again provides additional evidence that Jews are responsible for yet another massive atrocity against humanity.

4. After the German surrender, the Allies under the orders of Jewish Henry Morgenthau Jr. then intentionally starved 5 Million German civilians to death between the years of 1945 - 1950 according to estimates by the Canadian Author James Bacque who has written two excellent books entitled, “Other Losses” and “Crimes and Mercies”.

5. Four Million more Germans perished because of the ethnic cleansing carried out by Russians, Poles, Czechs, and Serbs.

6. A conservative figure of two more Million ethnic Germans were killed in the Communist Gulag Concentration Camps of Siberia.

7. The Allies also kicked out of their homes another 10 Million German people living throughout Germany and Eastern Europe, of which millions were ethnically cleansed from the German State of Prussia and surrounding area, which was then given to Poland by the United Nations. So, a quick tally of the numbers (not counting the 19,500 German refugees that drowned in the Baltic Sea or the 225,000 Germans we burned to death in Dresden) is:

$$1.7 \text{ Million} + 5 \text{ Million} + 4 \text{ Million} + 2 \text{ Million} = 12.7 \text{ Million Dead Germans}$$

AFTER the war! Plus another 10 Million displaced = 22.7 Million Germans killed or displaced AFTER the end of WW II!

Now, before Britain and France declared war on Germany on September 3rd, 1939, all Hitler wanted to achieve was to present the small individual German speaking territories with an opportunity to VOTE on whether or not they would like to become unified into one German speaking country or Reich. Hitler wanted to establish a unified Nation of Germany and believed in a strong National Defense for his country as all patriots do. Before the outbreak of the war Hitler had no intentions of sending troops into any non German areas whatsoever, as he wanted to avoid war at all costs.

In 1943 Germans discover/exhume thousands of Poles murdered at Katyn. Germany then gets blamed for it!

The reason Hitler was forced to send troops into Poland (which was really former Germany) was to stop the (war provoking) Zionist Poles from murdering ethnic Germans! So because Hitler went into former Germany, which had been rezoned as Western Poland, war was declared on Germany, but war wasn’t declared on Russia who also invaded Eastern Poland two weeks later! The 2nd World War was allegedly fought to free Poland from the Germans, but it was not fought to free Poland from the Russians! In April 1940, the NKVD Russians, who apparently were Poland’s & the West’s Allies, shot in the back of the head over 21,000 of Poland’s most intellectual and respected citizens!

This murderous act became known as the ‘Katyn Forest Massacre’, which we in the West then intentionally blamed on the Germans (until 1989), knowing full well that it was the Communist Jewish Russians who had committed the mass murder! After the war was over the people of Poland were not freed of course. Poland was handed over to the Zionist-controlled Soviet butchers who then also enslaved the Estonians, & the Latvians & the Lithuanians & the Hungarians & the Romanians & the Bulgarians & the Croatians & the Serbians & the Czechs & the Slovaks and all of the Germans living in the eastern part of Germany! We allowed Eastern Europe to be plundered by the Communist Zionists for 50 years! The Jewish led Communists went on to murder over 66 million people because we failed to stop them due to our own lack of knowledge regarding Jewish Communism and Jewish Zionism!!
Katyn Massacre: 21,768 Polish Officers, Dr.’s, professors, lawmakers, police & other public servants were victims of mass murder during the 1939 Soviet invasion. This is the goal of Jewish Zionist Communism!

So we Allies did not save the rest of the world from the Germans, who only wanted their country back, but rather we allowed Europe to be attacked & overthrown (where tens of millions of White people were murdered by the Jewish Communist Red Beast) because we were lied to by our own Western media, who then indoctrinated us to fight on the wrong side of the war! Germany was not our enemy! In fact, at least 1/3rd of us White people living in Canada and America in 1939 were of German decent for crying out loud! What our people now have to realize is that Jews continually create war & division; as they deliberately engineered this war to take place so that they could have White nations killing White nations to the point of exhaustion!

The Jewish Zionists then went on to create the United Nations, which was just a spin-off of The League of Nations that the Zionists had tried to sell to the public 25 years earlier! The United Nations is a Zionist run entity which all of our White western countries are now enthralled to. Both World Wars were engineered so that the regular citizens would become so desperate for peace that the population would be willing to accept virtually any legislation to prevent additional wars from occurring in the future; including surrendering our countries’ independence to the United Nations! All our countries have now lost many of their freedoms that our White ancestors fought for centuries to establish!

Our White western nations must break free of the Jewish controlled United Nations and reclaim our freedom and individual sovereignty, while agreeing to never war upon each other ever again. Now, realizing what you now know, do you really still believe that we Allies were the good guys of WW II & that the Germans were the bad guys? I hope you can now see how your Government and media outlets have been continually lying to you your entire life! The lies must stop now! If we White people are to survive, then Jewish Zionism, which engulfs the entire planet must be obliterated!

103. I can’t believe what I am hearing. There is no way our US government intentionally killed over one Million German Prisoners of War. We would never do such a thing as we abide by the rules of the Geneva Convention. And another thing, there’s no way ten Million Germans were kicked out of their homes after the Second World War ended. The allies would never do such a despicable act.

Again Jewish Eisenhower hated the Germans so much that he secretly plotted to circumvent the rules of the Geneva Convention which cited how prisoners of war were to be treated, by creating a new “prisoner category” for captured German soldiers called DEF’s (Disarmed Enemy Forces). He and his Jewish collaborators did this so that if necessary, they could claim that they never broke any internationally recognized rules, for the million plus people they had killed were not soldiers; which of course they were! This is how the sick and twisted mind of the Jew operates!

Of course to this day, the Allied Powers who committed these crimes continually try to suppress the real number of victims in an attempt to minimize their guilt and public outrage! So, because the Germans dared to free themselves from the international Jewish Banking Conspiracy, which had bankrupted and perverted their country, world Jewry was determined to completely Genocide the German Nation from the planet! In fact, Roosevelt’s closest Political advisor Jewish Zionist Theodore Newman Kaufman, who wrote the book, “Germany Must Perish”, seriously proposed mandatory sterilization of every German living inside Germany. Fortunately for Germany’s and mankind’s sake his diabolical plan was not enacted upon. Due to this intense Jewish hatred of Germans, Germany was
forced to suffer these unimaginable atrocities after the conclusion of the Second World War. The suffering of Germany now serves as a stark reminder to all the financially enslaved countries of the world what could happen to their nations if they dare to free themselves from the Jewish Money Changers; and this is why it is vital that World Jewry be permanently banned from all Western Nations if freedom of mankind is to survive! What Eisenhower and his henchmen did to Germany after Germany’s surrender was one of the most wicked heinous acts ever committed in American history!

104. The Germans have to hang their heads in shame forever! I mean they were so horrible that they turned poor innocent Jews into lampshades & bars of soap!

After World War One was concluded the Allies admitted that they had been routinely lying about Germany in an attempt to demonize the German nation and to make the citizens of the allied countries deliberately hate the German people. The Jewish Zionists, who controlled the Allied newspapers printed constant lies about how Germans were bayoneting Belgium children, how the Germans were shooting Red Cross Nurses and how the Germans were cutting off babies hands. Additional WW 1 allied Zionist lies stated how the Germans ruthlessly crucified a Canadian soldier fastening him with bayonets to a barn door or a tree and also how the Germans were turning their own dead soldiers into soap at a German factory. (This soap lie is the origin of the future Jew soap lie which would follow approximately 25 years later.)

And believe it or not but the Zionist Allies even tried to circulate the lie that the Germans were responsible for killing Six Million Jews in 1919, fourteen years before Hitler was elected Chancellor of Germany! The American Hebrew, Oct. 31, 1919, page 582 in an article entitled ‘The Crucifixion Of Jews Must Stop’ by Martin H Glynn stated, “From across the sea, six million men and women call to us for help. …six million human beings… Six million men and women are dying. …in the threatened holocaust of human life. …six million famished men and women. Six million men and women are dying…” The allies eventually admitted to all of these lies some years later after World War One was over as they stated that they weren’t lies but were rather “allied war propaganda”.

However, today’s media still repeats the Jew soap lie!

So, at least to some degree, following World War One the public became aware that their governments admittedly lie during times of war. When the allies (Britain and France) declared war on Germany on September 3rd, 1939 they again resumed their appalling tactics of creating completely untrue war atrocity stories designed to demonize the German nation. This time around the lies included that the Germans were murdering 6 Million Jews by electro chambers, steam chambers, gas chambers, gas vans, burning them alive in fiery pits, burning them alive in ovens, murdering them with an atomic bomb, shrinking Jewish people’s heads, inhumane medical experiments, harvesting Jew hair for use in women’s boots and for stuffing in mattresses, harvesting Jews gold teeth fillings and of course turning Jews into soap and lampshades.

All of these claims by the Zionist-controlled Allies have been proven to be lies! In fact the Jew historians have silently dropped all of these ridiculous claims except for the gas chamber lie. In regards to the Jew Human Fat Soap lie, Reuters: the Globe and Mail published a story on April 25th, 1990 which was headlined “Human Fat WASN’T used by Nazis, Israel’s Holocaust Museum Says”, which finally laid that horrendous lie to rest. As for the (planted) human skin lampshade a trial was held by an American Military Tribunal at Dachau in 1947, in which the lampshade was tested and it was proven to be made of goat leather! Let me repeat that! The lampshade which was (falsely) claimed by the Zionist Allies to have belonged to Mrs. Ilse Koch and was presented as evidence against her, was tested by the American court officials and it was determined to be made of goatskin leather!
The Jew lampshade lie was debunked when the lampshade was proven to be made of goat leather in 1948!

Not human flesh! There never was ANY human flesh lampshades made, yet this lie is still repeated today by the indoctrinated public! Incidentally, Mrs. Ilse Koch, who was raped in prison and then gave birth to a son, was eventually and unjustly sentenced to life imprisonment where she later committed suicide! So, where do all of these lies leave us in regards to Germany?

After completely reading the contents of this booklet & examining the internal links an honest person would agree that the German Nation and Army are owed an ENORMOUS apology and countless financial reparations from the Zionist-controlled Allied forces. For the Zionist-controlled Allies went out of their way to deliberately lie to the public in order to justify their war of aggression on Germany whose only crime was that they had dared to free themselves from Jewish Zionist banking, media and political enslavement. The Jewish Zionist lies against Germany must stop once & for all!

105. The Germans deserved what they got because we all know that the Holocaust happened! We have all seen the pictures of all the bodies in the Concentration Camps. Don't tell me 6 Million Jews weren't gassed to death!

First of all, the Second World War was over a border dispute between the newly formed nation of Poland, which was established by the League of Nations at the end of World War I in 1919 at the disgraceful Treaty of Versailles. The Zionists who ran the League of Nations stole 28,000 square miles (or 72,520 sq. km’s) of land off of Germany and nearly seven million German citizens and gave the German land (and people) to other countries with a sizable percentage of that land being given to the newly created nation of Poland. Remember that the country of Poland had not officially existed since 1795 which had been over 124 years! Then on September 1st, 1939, Germany was forced to come to the rescue of German citizens living in newly formed Poland (which was really former Germany) who were being deliberately mistreated and murdered.

The ethnic Germans were being murdered by Zionist collaborating Jewish Poles who were intentionally trying to provoke a military response from Germany. WW II was just a continuation of WW I for Germany invaded former Germany to save ethnic Germans who were being mistreated and murdered; and because of this action Britain and France (who were under Rothschild control) declared war on Germany. Germany had begged the League of Nations to intervene and stop the murder of ethnic Germans living in Poland but their requests were intentionally ignored. So, what was Germany supposed to do to stop the murder of ethnic Germans in former Germany? The murder of the ethnic Germans was all an intentional Zionist trap designed to start another Zionist engineered World War.

The Allies declaring war on Germany had nothing to do with the alleged Holocaust, purported to start in 1941, as that is just what the Zionist historians now want you to think was the reason for the war. Now, as WW II developed, criminal prisoners were interned in camps and were being used as labor to produce materials to help the German war effort. (Remember the US and Canada interned the West Coast Japanese population into camps as well during WW II.) Unfortunately, when you crowd too many people into a small area during war conditions, disease such as typhus and typhoid quite frequently break out, which was the case in the German camps. In order to limit the spread of Typhus, which travels through lice feces, the Germans preventatively shaved their inmates’ heads. When it became apparent that additional measures were needed to combat the spread of disease, which was traveling through lice, the innovative Germans started fumigating...
control their own Typhus problem and prevent a Typhus outbreak which would have devastated Europe. So, the Germans started transporting sick inmates hundreds of kilometers all the way across Europe so that once Germany surrendered, the quarantined inmates would fall under the protection of American and British medical authorities, who had the medical expertise to deal with the lice epidemic. So, during the last two months of the war thousands of sick inmates were shipped from Eastern camps including Auschwitz to the Bergen-Belsen camp for medical attention. The Bergen-Belsen camp was soon overwhelmed as the camp population drastically rose from 15,257 inmates to over 44,000 inmates, who were being treated for their infectious diseases of typhus and typhoid.

The Germans were not able to contain the spread of disease in the camp & thus Belsen became a biological disaster by the time the invading British armies broke through into the area, forcing the German army & medical staff to flee for their lives. The sick inmates, without German help were now dying at a faster rate & did not have any assistance to dispose of the lice contaminated bodies, so the prisoners just dragged the contagious dead inmates out of their beds and left the bodies out in the open for the future authorities to deal with. When the British discovered the Bergen-Belsen camp on April 15th, 1945, they were shocked to see bodies lying out in the open court yard and to find thousands of sick and dying inmates throughout the complex.

However they soon realized that this camp was a typhus and typhoid stricken quarantined medical camp that did not represent the living conditions or overall health of inmates in the other 89 virtually disease free labor camps! Upon arriving on April 15th, 1945, the British counted 44,000 living inmates. Many of the inmates had become very skinny due to Germany’s food transportation system being destroyed in February 1945 and because of having contracted typhoid disease from drinking unclean water, which had become contaminated due to the Allied bombing air raids. Typhoid gives one chronic diarrhea and thus weight gain is impossible. The British, wanting to help the inmates, promptly chose to feed them a large meal which actually killed over 2000 of the sickest people. When the human body goes nearly two months with next to no food, metabolizing & intestinal changes occur within it.

clothes and bedding used by the inmates in their newly designed (about the size of a walk in closet) delousing chambers. This life saving technology drastically reduced disease related deaths in the camps. However during the last two months of the war Germany was being bombed into oblivion by the Allies and food and medical shortages were becoming more and more prevalent. The Germans, realizing that they had all but lost the war in early 1945, were now having serious problems controlling the spread of disease in the camps, so they ordered the sickest inmates from numerous camps to be moved to one location where they could receive adequate medical attention to help prevent the spread of typhus throughout Europe.

Due to fear of the advancing Russian army, who had 25 years earlier failed to control their own Typhus epidemic, which killed three million of their people, the Germans chose the distant Bergen-Belsen camp located half way across central Europe in the North Western section of Germany. The Germans decided upon this course of action for they did not have faith that the Russians would be able to quarantine the lice...
Feeding a person too much food (especially fatty food) in this state can kill the person. The British soldiers were not aware of this medical fact and as a consequence when the British at the Belsen camp counted the inmates the next day they were shocked to find that just over 2,000 of them had died from “death from a meal” (see ‘After Daybreak’ by Ben Shephard). Then the British, who were following their Zionist orders, stacked the 2,000 bodies up in piles, where they then took numerous photographs and video footage of the dead bodies. The Zionist-controlled British then proceeded to lie to the world through their Zionist media about the (British-created) corpses which they now used as proof of German Genocidal atrocities. The British then lied again to the world & stated that all the other camps were run in a similar “homicidal manner”, which were supposedly designed for the sole purpose of exterminating European Jews!

They then went on to claim that the largest six “extermination camps” were Auschwitz-Birkenau, Belzec, Chelmno, Majdanek, Sobibor and Treblinka, even though there are no photos of stacked bodies in any of these alleged “death” camps! The same thing occurred at the Buchenwald camp which was now under American control. The American forces unintentionally killed 1,000 inmates by “death from a meal”. The American soldiers, who were following Zionist-controlled Psych Warfare Department orders then stripped the bodies of their clothes and then stacked them like firewood in several piles, where they then proceeded to force 1,200 German civilians from the nearby town of Wei mar to walk through the camp and view the destruction that the “Germans” had done.

It was all an elaborate set up, which included a table of props such as planted shrunken heads and a fake human skin lampshade designed to instill shame and guilt into the German people by the US Psych Warfare department. The German civilians were forced to walk through piles of decomposing bodies that the allies refused to bury for over eight days. The German civilian’s reactions were filmed for public consumption purposes for use in Jew Billy Wilder’s deceitful Allied propaganda film, which was used to justify why World War II was a necessary war, when the war was really just over a border dispute between newly created Poland and Germany.

The Auschwitz tour guides don’t show the public the Olympic sized swimming pool built for the inmates, as the pool is deliberately avoided during the tours!!!

The Germans of course did not commit such evil atrocities as the American Psych Warfare department fraudulently claimed that the Germans had committed. The Zionist-controlled Allied portrayal of German run labor camps is despicable to say the least as it has destroyed the Germans previously world renowned reputation for being a very kind and generous people. The bottom line is under German administration the inmates, who were making armaments, which the Germans needed to continue to fight the war, lived in fair conditions throughout WW II, as the Germans were doing everything in their power to keep their workers happy and healthy.

The Germans provided meals, a post office, banks, bank accounts, paper money or camp currency, hospitals, dentistry, an Olympic sized swimming pool, play houses, orchestras, art studios, libraries, sport fields, brothels, sauna’s, showers, toilets, sleeping quarters & disinfection facilities to kill lice; all of which was provided for the camp inmates by the German Army. Now, ask yourself a question, if the Germans really wanted to kill their Jewish labor force, why would they provide them with all of these facilities during a time of war? If the Germans really wanted to kill their workforce they would have simply just shot them all and not have wasted all their limited resources trying to make life as comfortable as possible for the inmates. Now, during the last two months of the war, the Allies intensely bombed German cities and their railroads, while conducting a naval blockade which was prevent-
American Zionist fumigation oil - is a significant people. The Zionists who bi-ology for food supply and contaminated nearby water supplies. The British & American forces also indirectly killed the inmates because they forced the German medical staff to flee the camps, who were doing their best in war-torn conditions to prevent the spread of lice which had caused the typhus epidemic.

Tens of thousands of inmates died in the camps as a direct result of the Allied bombing raids which devastated Germany. Had the Allied bombing raids not occurred and food was allowed to circulate in Germany the deaths of tens of thousands of camp inmates would have been prevented. So, as Germany collapsed the Zionist media spun an atrocious lie that the life saving "disinfection chambers" were actually large homicidal gas chambers designed to exterminate people. The Jews deceptively claim that a regular concrete, brick and mortar air raid shelter that provided sanctuary for the Germans during allied bombing raids, was really a large gas chamber. This air raid shelter building located at Auschwitz, Poland, fell into Communist Russian hands after the war. The Zionist-controlled Communists of Russia (remember Communist Jews overthrew Russia in 1917) showcased Auschwitz as a huge death-machine and extermination camp after the war!

Unfortunately, due to the Cold War then getting under way, non-communist White western doctors or engineers were not allowed into Poland to verify and test the Jewish Communist Zionist claims, so "The Big Lie" or myth continued to grow in size and magnitude. It wasn’t until Ernst Zundel was formally charged by the Jews for “spreading false news” and “defaming the memory of the dead” for printing the booklet, “Did Six Million Really Die?” that Fred Leuchter was asked in 1988 to produce a forensic report for the Canadian Court on the extermination camps in Poland. Fred Leuchter is an American man who designed execution equipment used by Prison facilities throughout America to kill inmates who had been sentenced to death. In particular, Fred Leuchter designed improvements on America’s gas chambers, which were used by Federal Prisons to execute criminals. Gas chambers in America have been used to execute 594 American’s on death row in eleven different US states. Obviously, if anyone was qualified to determine if the Germans gassed people to death then Fred Leuchter was the man to investigate that claim. So in 1988, Fred Leuchter, who believed in the Holocaust, flew to Poland with his team of examiners and made a thorough investigation of Auschwitz and a number of the other so-called “death camps”. He took mortar and concrete samples from the walls of the room where allegedly millions of people were gassed to death. If gas executions had occurred in that room (which really was just an air raid shelter) then there would have been all kinds of residue or “Prussian Blue” staining contained within the mortar of the walls.

Installations using Zyklon B gas, such as the ‘delousing or fumigation chambers’ which were about the size of a walk in closet, were routinely used by the Germans for fumigating clothes & bedding. These “fumigation chambers” contain blue staining on the walls that has penetrated right through the bricks & is visible on the outside of the building. (And for your information no one has ever claimed the fumigation chambers were used for anything other than delousing lice infected clothes and bedding.) So, after careful chemical examination of the mortar samples by an independent third party laboratory, which were taken from the walls of the alleged gas chamber (which was really just an air raid shelter) at Auschwitz that supposedly operated day and night, the lab results determined that no cyanide or Zyklon B gas was present in the samples when there should have been if Millions of people were gassed there!
Germar Rudolf taking samples from the BLUE stains on the wall of the fumigation chamber at Birkenau.

The lab results did however detect cyanide or Zyklon B amounts that went right off the scale when they examined the brick and mortar samples from the “delousing chambers”! So these chemical analysis results of the samples prove that no gassings were ever conducted in the air raid shelter, meaning that no one was ever gassed at Auschwitz! (So much for the 6 million lie!) Additionally, not one body or autopsy report has EVER been produced that proved an individual had been gassed to death in Poland! Not one! The lab results also prove that the considerate Germans did manage to reduce the disease rates in the camps by fumigating the inmates clothes & bedding in the delousing chambers; which was what the Germans had truthfully stated all along!

Gas chamber expert Fred Leuchter published his findings and results in the “Fred Leuchter Reports” which are available to read free online. So, this is what the Germans get for being innovative people! Because the Germans reduced the disease rate, the Jews who own our media then went and spun that noble life saving deed into a horrific lie that the Germans were gassing Jews instead of fumigating clothing. In hindsight, the Germans would have been better off to not have fumigated anything and just let the inmates die of natural causes! So, you are now aware that no Jews died by gassing for no gas chambers existed! Jews constantly lie about (fake) German atrocities in order to make the world feel guilty, giving the Jews an emotional and financial advantage, so that the Jews can then sucker multiple countries for Billions of dollars each year! And yes, 271,507 people did die of natural causes in the camps, of which a little over half were Jewish, so that means that about 150,000 Jews died in the German camps, but does that constitute a “Holocaust”? The Auschwitz “death books”, which were released by the Russian government in 1989, show that only about 74,000 people died at Auschwitz in all the years of its operation, most from typhus, with only about 30,000 of them being Jews. The definition of Holocaust means “complete destruction by fire”. There is no evidence to prove that any Jews died by fire originating from Germans throughout the entire Second World War! There is however ample documentation to prove that over 225,000 German civilians were burned to death in ONE day in a true Holocaust on the eve of Valentine’s Day, 1945, when the British and American Air Forces murderously fire bombed & then machine-gunned survivors in the refugee-packed city of Dresden, Germany.

So, in conclusion the Holocaust Never Happened the way our text books or Hollywood tells us it happened! Germans did not gas any Jews or burn any Jews alive. (However, there were crematoriums at the camps for cremating dead bodies.) In fact a group of German volunteers recently tried to gas themselves to death using the method that the Jews claim the Germans used to gas six million Jews. You can watch the short video where the German men suffered no ill effects at all on LiveLeak or you can watch the entire film called, “Judea Declares War on Germany” on youtube as well.

The Germans, who are meticulous record keepers, documented a written account of every inmate that died in the camps under their supervision. These records, that even the Red Cross confirmed, placed the WW II German camp inmate death toll at 271,507 people. Out of that total figure a little over half were Jewish, so about 150,000 Jews did die in German camps throughout the course of the Second World War of natural causes stemming from the diseases of typhus and typhoid and a lack of food during the last two months of the war. All the pictures, of the skinny dead inmates, (that are constantly pounded into our heads via Zionist-controlled television) died of natural causes at the end of the war that couldn’t be avoided under the ruinous war time conditions. To this day there has not been one legitimate document produced proving that there was a “final solution” policy in place to exterminate Europe’s Jewish population!
Jewish controlled Hollywood has been lying to the world for well over 70 years so that they can sucker Germany and other nations into paying them Billions of dollars worth of financial reparations every year that we White people are forced to pay for so that the Jews can maintain their fake state of Israel. The Jew truly is a parasite living off of the generosity and naivety of their host nations. The time has long since passed to expose the Jew so that the whole earth can be made aware of their global agenda for world domination. Organized Jewry have proven themselves to be a race of maniacal, sadistic liars and thieves, who are determined to bankrupt White nations & to commit Genocide against the White race of people at any and all costs.

106. Hitler was so eager to become a dictator that he burned down his own Parliament building called “The Reichstag”.

The rumor about Hitler burning down the Reichstag on February 27th, 1933 is simply not true. He had just come to power by being elected 28 days earlier; the Reichstag was his stage. There is NO evidence to support the claim that Hitler was behind the fire. The truth is that there was a proper investigation by (non Political) Police Authorities which revealed that a Dutch Communist by the name of Marinus Van der Lubbe set fire to the building. Marinus Van der Lubbe, [who was captured at the scene of the crime,] proved a willing witness against himself. He traced his movement for police during the weeks prior to the arson. Van der Lubbe drifted across Germany, searching for anti-Nazi sentiment but he found nothing approaching the mass revolt he had been hoping for.

Van der Lubbe told the police where he had purchased matches & "fire-starter," a petroleum-based liquid used, as its name implies, to start fires. The police checked out his story & everything he said proved to be correct. The police officials conducting the investigation concluded that Van der Lubbe was deranged, but above average in intelligence, with an exceptionally accurate sense of place and direction. He knew where he had been and what he had been doing and remembered even small details of his wanderings, purchases and arson. His interrogators were experienced men, professionals with no political connections. They became convinced that he was telling the truth and that he had set the fire at the Reichstag all by himself, with no outside help or even encouragement. Firemen who had been at the scene agreed that the sequence of arson events detailed by Van der Lubbe matched their investigation results. Read Fritz Tobias’s online book on the subject called, “The Reichstag Fire”. More info HERE.

107. Hitler’s Grandfather was Jewish, which means Hitler was 1/4 Jewish!

The Fake Legends of Adolf Hitler’s “Jewish Grandfather” is just that, “Fake!” The story of “How and why it got started, and why it’s not true” is explained by Carolyn Yeager. The rumor that Adolf Hitler was the grandson of a Rothschild seems to have been hatched in the mind of a crypto-Jewish propagandist working for the United States’ first unified intelligence agency, known as the “Office of Strategic Services” (OSS) which was the forerunner to the CIA. Not long after a former high Nazi official, waiting for his execution, “confessed” to discovering a “Jewish grandfather” in Hitler’s background. These fabrications have been thoroughly debunked, and the true story of Hitler’s family background is told at this LINK.

108. Hitler and the Nazis wanted to exterminate all the peoples of the earth who didn't have blond hair and blue eyes. Hitler wanted to take over the whole world! Hitler was a dictator who stole numerous land masses and forced those citizens to become part of the Greater German Reich!
Based on some video footage it appears that Hitler found blond hair and blue eyes to be good-looking as do approximately 95% of all people living on the planet. German Nordic people have these genetic character traits in their overall Germanic gene pool. However Germans also have brown hair and brown eyes; and Red hair and green eyes in their collective pool of genes as well. Fortunately, Germans and all Germanic people have a great deal of diversity that exists within their White ethnic DNA. To fancy one color of hair or eyes over another is really just a personal preference which everyone is entitled to. Hitler, who was legally ELECTED Chancellor by the German public in 1933, never wanted to kill anyone, especially his own German officers, over half of whom had brown hair!

By circulating & promoting this lie, the Zionists are just once again trying to divide & conquer White people as they don’t want us rallying around a pro White leader for they truly fear what we can get accomplished if we finally get organized and stop squabbling amongst ourselves. The anti-White Zionists are continually plotting new ways in which they can divide our people and play us against one another. So, to answer your question, no, Hitler didn’t want to exterminate people with brown hair and brown eyes as this is just another Jewish Zionist lie. Hitler simply wanted Germany for his own ethnic Germanic people, just as any other ethnic group of people would desire a landmass where they could live with each other in peace and prosperity.

Remember, Hitler was a regular soldier in WW 1 who through hard work was then promoted to the position of Corporal. Hitler, who was placed on the front cover of Time Magazine for “Man of the Year” 1938, (which was published on January 2nd, 1939) witnessed first hand the devastating effects of war and wished to avoid a future war at all costs. Now, the German people living in the Saarland area, which is inside the Rhineland territory on Germany's western side, got forced out from the Greater German landmass or Reich by the Versailles Treaty in 1919. After having to live under French rule and continual anti-German propaganda for fifteen forced years, Hitler was finally allowed to present them with an opportunity to VOTE on whether they would like to become an independent nation or voluntarily rejoin Germany? So on January 13th, 1935 the German Saar people VOTED in favor of rejoining the German Reich with an overwhelming majority of 90.8 % of the vote! On March 1st, 1935, the Saarland was the final occupied area of the Rhineland to be legally restored to Germany, as the Versailles treaty specified that there were to be three separate occupied Zones created for the Rhineland. Shamefully, the French Government chose to station Black African French troops in the Rhineland occupation zone who raped several German women during the years they were deployed there. These rapes by the Black French troops became known as the “Black Shame” of the Rhineland. Eventually the foreign troops left one zone after five years of occupation and left the other two zones after ten years of occupation.

The entire Rhineland area of Germany was finally restored to the German Reich after 15 years of abuse by the French authorities who continually attempted to convince the Saarland Germans through propaganda to separate from Germany by creating their own independent nation. This Zionist-controlled French plot was yet again another example of the “Divide and Conquer” strategy used against the Germans by the Rottchild-controlled French government. Next, on April 10th, 1938, German people living in Austria VOTED 99% in favor of joining Germany. And on September 29th, 1938 in Munich, Germany, the Leaders of Britain, France, Italy and Germany held a conference and decided to allow the Germans living in the Sudetenland (the German land surrounding the Czech Republic, which was placed in the jurisdiction of the newly created artificial country of Czechoslovakia at the end of WW 1) to join their greater German nation or Reich.

**Hitler simply gave the German speaking regions of Europe the right to vote on the unification issue! That’s it!**
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To make it official on December 4th, 1938 the German people living in the Sudetenland VOTED 97.32% in favor of rejoining Germany! Furthermore, the Germans living in the Memelland region of Germany, had to watch their territory get removed from the German Reich by the Treaty of Versailles in 1919. Their state of Memelland was then illegally absorbed into Lithuania in 1920 (which was finalized in 1923.) So, after the reunification of the Sudetenland the Germans of the Memelland region demanded that their small state also be allowed to rejoin the German Reich. So, on March 23rd, 1939 Lithuania eventually agreed to let the stolen German land and its inhabitants rejoin Germany in exchange for a Lithuanian Free Zone in the port of Memel and free right of way for a 99 year duration.

So, you see Hitler did nothing that could be viewed as an aggressive act against any of these European German speaking geographical areas. All he wanted was to provide his people with the opportunity to rejoin Germany. Hitler didn’t want to take over the world or steal anybody’s land! He simply wanted to provide the German speaking territories of Europe an opportunity to unite and become a strong unified German nation as any logical person would want for his home country.

Now, due to the 1919 Treaty of Versailles, Germany was forced to give away the following German land areas. Germany had to give away Alsace-Lorraine to France. Germany had to give away the Saar area containing vital coal mines for 15 years to the League of Nations (administered by France). Germany had to surrender the remaining Rhineland area for 5 - 10 years to France. Germany had to give away the areas of Moresnet, Eupen, Malmédy and St. Vith to Belgium. Germany had to give away the Troppau area to Czechoslovakia. Germany had to give away the main part of West-Prussia & almost the whole province of Posen to the new country of Poland (which together created the ‘Polish corridor’, giving Poland access to the Baltic Sea, however this ‘corridor’ physically cut the German State of East Prussia geographically off from Germany!) Poland also gained 40% of Upper Silesia. Germany lost Danzig to the League of Nations & Germany had to give away Northern Schleswig to Denmark. In total Germany had to give away over 13.5% of her European territory & nearly 7 million of its citizens were forced to live under the jurisdiction of foreign non German nations!

The Sudetenland Germans were forced to join Czechoslovakia instead of remaining in the German speaking Austrian Empire. Plus Germany had to give away (mainly to the British & its Empire) all her overseas territories totaling over 1,000,000 square miles of land! Germany also had to reduce its army to 100,000 men and reduce its Navy to 15,000 sailors and to add insult to injury Germany then had to build war ships for the Allies! German speaking Austria had to give away South-Tirol to Italy & the union (or Anschluss) of Austria and Germany was forbidden! And finally Germany had to pay 20 Billion Goldmarks or £22 Billion pounds to the Allies! Article 231 of the Treaty of Versailles stated that Germany was at fault and was to blame for ALL war losses received by the Allies in World War I!

At the Signing of the Treaty of Versailles, the German Foreign Minister, Count Brockdorff-Ramitzau, complained of the Treaties severity, but with no other option, the Germans signed the “Peace” treaty. The Germans felt cheated by this treaty, because virtually none of Wilson’s ‘Fourteen Points’ had been included in the treaty. The Germans called the treaty a ‘diktat’ because it was dictated to them, without real consultation. The Weimar government, especially Friedrich Ebert who had signed the treaty, was looked upon as traitorous. The “Big 3” had not negotiated with Germany in Paris from Jan. – June, 1919 & Germany was only given three weeks to comment on the vast amounts of peace clauses, but Germany’s objections were largely ignored. Germany resented the attitude of revenge which was summed up by the British press as: “Make Germany Pay” & “Squeeze the German Lemon until the Pips Squeak!”
Germany thought the Treaty was unfair because it was not based on Wilson's ‘Fourteen Points’. For on November 5th, 1918, US President Woodrow Wilson sent a note to the Germans, who had by then accepted his Fourteen Points as the basis for peace and an armistice (or ceasefire) occurred. The Germans agreed to an armistice on the eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh month of 1918, and expected a peace settlement to be based upon Wilson’s “Fourteen points”. By June 28th, 1919, when the Treaty of Versailles was signed, the Fourteen Points and the four principles had been largely forgotten. Of the fourteen points these were the most important:

a. There were to be no secret treaties between powers like the treaties that had helped to cause the First World War. (Open Diplomacy)
b. Seas should be free in peace and in war to ships of all nations. (Freedom of Navigation)
c. The barriers to trade between countries such as customs duties should be removed. (Free trade)
d. All countries should reduce their armed forces to the lowest possible levels. (Multilateral disarmament)
e. The national groups in Europe should, wherever possible, be given their independence. Wilson supported the idea of National Self-Determination, whereby a nation had the right to self-government.
f. Russia should be allowed to operate whatever government it wanted.
g. Territorial changes: i. Germany should give up Alsace Lorraine & any lands gained during the war. ii. The Italian frontier should be readjusted. iii. Belgium should be evacuated.
h. The defeated nations should not be made to pay for the war as a whole.
i. A ‘League of Nations’ should be formed to protect world peace in the future.

After reviewing Wilson's peace proposal Britain and France looked upon the points as being too impractical, as they thought that Wilson was hoping for far too much. France and Britain had used much of their wealth on the war and France wanted Germany to be reduced to a minor European State. A conference in Paris was established which was attended by thirty-two states, but France, Britain and the USA were considered to be ‘The Big Three’ major powers. Germany and the defeated states were not invited to attend the conference! When the Versailles Treaty was signed on June 28th, 1919, few of Wilson’s fourteen points were adhered to; though a Zionist-controlled ‘League of Nations’ was set up. US President Wilson’s fourteen points and four principles had promised:

1. Open Diplomacy. Well, that principle was ignored as ‘The Big Three’ made all the decisions at Versailles, so the treaty was a ‘diktat’ as the terms were dictated to the Germans.

2. Freedom of the Seas. This principle was thrown out the window as Germany could not enjoy freedom of navigation because her navy was so drastically reduced in scope and size.

3. Multilateral disarmament. Once again the Allies didn’t follow this principle for only Germany disarmed at Versailles as the Treaty enforced “unilateral disarmament” instead of “Multilateral disarmament”. Also, to humiliate Germany further, Germany had to build war ships for the Allies so that the Allies could rearm.

4. National-Self Determination. National-Self Determination was applied unfairly at Versailles, for example Poland. Poland was given the German States of Posen and West Prussia and therefore the Germans on this land were now forced to live under foreign rule. Another example would be the “Anschluss” or the reunion of Germany with Austria which was not permitted; and so the German speaking people in these lands were denied their civil rights by not being allowed to pursue National-Self Determination.
Angry Germans fill the streets of Danzig protesting against the ‘Treaty of Versailles’ on April 25th, 1919.

The same thing happened to all of the nearly seven million Germans, who when the European borders were redrawn suddenly found themselves living in a non-German speaking country where their rights to National-Self Determination were nonexistent. So, the Allies essentially ignored Wilson’s fourteen points and blamed the entire war on Germany, making Germany pay Billions in financial damages to the Allied countries! In fact after 92 years on October 3rd, 2010, Germany finally finished paying off the Allies financial demands or reparations from World War One! The original amount demanded by the Allies of £22 Billion pounds is equivalent in today’s dollars of just under ONE TRILLION pounds! That is assuming an average inflation rate of 4.3% over the entire 92 year period.

Friedrich Ebert who agreed to the Treaty on Germany’s behalf committed high Treason as he let the Allies virtually destroy Germany. Hitler of course was aware of this treason against Germany and disagreed (as any sane person would) with the individuals who agreed to the allies dictatorial policies. Every German who fought in WW1 resented the Treaty of Versailles for it meant that they all fought, many of whom died, for nothing. Germans did not want to see some illegitimate political entity, known as the League of Nations, divide their country in two by not allowing German speaking Austria to join Germany! That just isn’t fair in a free and democratic society no matter how one presents their argument. So, the point here is that given the legal opportunity 98% of all Germans wanted to have all of their German speaking states unified under one complete German Reich and not be forced to live as divided German societies, which of course is exactly what the Zionists planned for the individual German speaking states. The Jewish Zionists engineered the destruction of the German and Austrian empires through their proven technique of “Divide and Conquer”, which they still use today to destroy nations. The German people living in Switzerland, Luxembourg, Liechtenstein, Northern Schleswig (under Denmark), the Polish Corridor, which included the German Provinces of West Prussia and Posen, were never given a chance to vote on whether they as well would like to become or remain part of Germany. For the Zionists prevented any such vote from occurring; but if they had been given that chance they would most certainly have voted in an overwhelming majority of joining the greater German State or Reich.

You see Germany was a relatively new country, for in the early 1800s Germany was made up of over 300 small independent German speaking city-states, principalities & dukedoms, which were all separate political entities. It wasn’t until Otto Von Bismarck united the small German kingdoms into the Prussian Empire or one large German Nation-State during the years of 1862 - 1871 that Germany started to become a “Power House Nation”. Germany went from being just a bunch of small independent states on the map to a Super State in just fifty years! The hard working Germans built their nation from the ground up to the point where they were outcompeting Britain and France!

The German navy all of a sudden was rivaling Great Britain’s and the German manufacturing industry was suddenly (through hard work and superior products) out selling Britain’s and France’s market share and that right there was the entire problem. Germany was becoming too successful and too powerful too quickly! The British and the French Zionist controllers were envious of Germany’s success and for this reason they hated Germany. France and Britain under Zionist leadership were determined to push Germany down and keep Germany down one way or another. The Rothschild Zionists who controlled Britain and France decided that the best course of action would be to “Divide & Conquer” Germany through war. They realized that if they could somehow prevent all the German speaking people from uniting and becoming one country...
that Germany’s rise on the world’s stage would be stopped, and thus Britain’s and France’s power would not be challenged. You see the Jews are constantly attacking us White people in this manner. They absolutely fear what White people could accomplish if we were no longer ensnared by their Jewish booby traps which prevent us from reaching our true potential. This is why they constantly prevent or slow our progress within the political system, for they don’t want us to ever find solutions to the problems which they intentionally and perpetually plague us with! For if we were to finally solve the ad nauseum issues that are occupying all of our available problem solving time, we would then finally be able to move on and create an effective society for ourselves, where our people would grow in population and political power.

So, in conclusion, after resolving the border dispute with Poland and reuniting the German states that were forced out of Germany by the Treaty of Versailles, Hitler desperately tried to make peace with Britain and France. He sent numerous peace proposals to Britain but each time the Zionist-controlled British parliament ignored Germany's peace offerings.

In addition, on August 25th, 1939 (9 days before Britain declared war on Germany), the German Fuehrer himself made a final and truly remarkable offer to Britain, declaring himself ready “to enter into agreements with Great Britain”, “which... would not only, on the German side, in any case safeguard the existence of the British Empire, but if necessary would guarantee German assistance for the British Empire, irrespective of where such assistance might be required”. At the same time he was prepared “to accept a reasonable limitation of armaments, in accordance with the new political situation and economic requirements”.

109. Okay, so it appears that Germany was right in both World Wars. Oh well, what’s done is done. You can’t take land from Poland even though they were wrong in WW II and give the land back to Germany just because the Germans were right during the war. Who really cares if Germany was right in both World Wars for that matter? Once again, what’s done is done. The bottom line is Germany just gets screwed that’s all, for we can’t go backwards and correct the wrongs of the past.

German speaking Europe in the 20th century and the 1933 borders of the European Nations displayed in red. Notice how the Zionists have divided the map of Germans, forcing them to live in non German Countries!

So basically you are saying that the difference between right and wrong doesn’t matter. Any nation anywhere can simply steal land off of other countries and then murder or boot out all the indigenous people at will; for might makes right. This type of thinking is barbaric and as Europeans we strive to create a civilized society, where such absurd notions are rejected. Our Justice System sides with those who have had their property stolen and does not reward the criminals by allowing them to keep their stolen goods. History has proven that Germany was right in both World Wars, therefore the land taken from Germany should be returned.

The Zionists used both World Wars to destroy Germany for daring to free itself from Jewish Slavery and to create the League of Nations and the United Nations which were to be used to control all the White Nations of the world. Poland deserves a nation for the White Polish people as well but not at the expense of massive German land loss. Germany is such a great nation, full of our race’s most intelligent people who have created so many of our best inventions and accomplishments. Germany doesn't deserve to lose 33% of their landmass for educating the world on the EXTREME dangers of Jewish Zionism; in fact Germany should be rewarded. The bottom line regarding both World Wars is that Germany was right and the Allies were wrong; as the Allies were completely controlled by the Jewish Power Structure. In my opinion, the right thing for Russia and Poland (and several other countries) to do would be to voluntarily return the land stolen from Germany.
Otherwise they will forever live in shame knowing they stole land from the one country which was freeing the whole world from the Jewish banking, media and political power structure. Russia is the largest country in the world and does not need to be excessively greedy by stealing land off of what little land Germany has in their possession. The German land of Königsberg, now known as Kaliningrad located on the Baltic Sea, should be voluntarily returned to Germany as a sign of good faith from the Russians. Now in regards to Poland (a nation that the Zionist Jews just created at the end of WW I and then expanded at the end of WW II by giving away roughly 1/3rd of Germany’s land mass) that is a border dispute that should be peacefully resolved between Germany/Prussia, Poland & Ukraine.

110. What a preposterous statement to make! Jews don’t pray to God and ask God to forgive them for the sins they are ABOUT to commit over the next year; thus giving them a public license to cheat, rob and lie to the non Jews of the world!

Yes, the Jews do! As crazy as it sounds the Jews pray once a year to their god to forgive them for the sins they are ABOUT to commit over the next year! This way they can lie and steal from all the non Jews and White people as much as they desire because in their minds their god has already forgiven them for their crimes. Benjamin Freedman, who was a former Zionist Jew that sat in on meetings with President Woodrow Wilson and who was a participant in the creation of the Treaty of Versailles, revealed the secret of the Kol Nidre Prayer to America and the world in the Willard Hotel back in 1961, where he stated the following,

“All personal vows we are likely to make, all personal oaths and pledges we are likely to take between this Yom Kippur and the next Yom Kippur, we publicly renounce. Let them all be relinquished and abandoned, null and void, neither firm nor established. Let our personal vows, pledges and oaths be considered neither vows nor pledges nor oaths.”

Jews are raised to annually recite this wicked prayer! Now we know why Jew politicians constantly lie to us!

The Shocking "Kol Nidre" Oath.

"All vows, obligations, oaths or anathemas, pledges of all names, which we have vowed, sworn, devoted, or bound ourselves to, from this day of atonement, until the next day of atonement (whose arrival we hope for in happiness) we repent, aforehand, of them all, they shall all be deemed absolved, forgiven, annulled, void and made of no effect; they shall not be binding, nor have any power; the vows shall not be reckoned as vows, the obligations shall not be obligatory, nor the oaths considered as oaths."

Can any person or people with this mentality be trusted? The Kol Nidre mentality is the underlying cause for all the anti-Jewish reaction by normal people down through the ages! Why does society permit it?
111. How dare you say Whites can’t get Tay-Sachs disease! We are all equal, therefore we can all get the same diseases!

Asiatic Jews are genetically different from White Nordics & Slavs. For more info on Tay-Sachs disease see r. # 67.

112. How dare you say that if the situation was reversed that non-whites would murder Whites if we flooded into their countries and changed everything about their Nations to suit our needs & desires, thus destroying their people, culture, language & ancestry.

White people generally are slow to anger on a National level, as we have just sat back over the last 50 years & gradually watched the decline of our White Western civilization. Non-whites on the other hand are not as forgiving. If they were suddenly to realize that their Nation was under attack from foreigners who sought to ethnically cleanse them from their own country, they would retaliate with violence against this genocidal onslaught. They simply wouldn’t allow foreigners, who are not of the same race, language, religion, or culture, to deprive their people of basic necessities (like a living wage job), while approving the fortification of the invaders lives at the expense of their own host population. To be blunt they would defend their Nation from the genocidal attack by killing the perpetrators in self defense.

The other races of the world are highly influenced by their self preservation and survival instincts, which determine the proper course of action when defending their homelands from foreign attack. Only White people, due to our altruistic natures (which at times serves as our own worst enemy) continually see things from other race’s point of view and perspective. The Achilles heel of White people is our nature to help others before we even help our own people! There is an old saying that states, “Charity starts at home”. It is time that we start looking after our own White countrymen as our Nations standard of living and infrastructure is rapidly falling apart. If it is okay for all the other non-white nations of the world to defend their self interests, then surely it is acceptable for White people to start defending ours.

113. Yes, I have heard of the popular website called Stormfront. It is just a White Supremacist website.

The website called Stormfront is not a White Supremacist website, but it is rather a site where White people who feel their government has abandoned & betrayed them can visit. The majority of White people currently feel, thanks to ‘Political Correctness’, that they are now becoming the “Dispossessed Majority”. Just to let you know, there’s no such thing as a “White Supremacist”, as White people don’t want to rule over anyone. A Stormfronter is a White Nationalist and a White Separatist but not a White Supremacist, so please refrain from using that deceptive and inaccurate term.

Members of Stormfront do want their freedom and independence, as all they seek is to live in an all White Country, surrounded by their kinsmen, where they can live in peace and prosperity. An active Stormfronter tries his best to share the message of White Preservation with his or her family members, friends and with people in the community. A Stormfronter discusses news/current events with other members of the board and spends a lot of his time watching (and forwarding via his email and Stormfront members contact list) literally hundreds of YouTube News broadcast videos.

All Stormfront members are encouraged to create their own YouTube channels and share with the European community (and with the world for that matter) their thoughts & feelings on current events that are shaping our Nations future. Stormfronters try their best to raise public awareness of the extreme dangers of Zionism & the Rothschild international banking conspiracy /cartel, which is destroying all sovereign nations of the world. If you are at all concerned about your White Nation’s future then I would encourage you to join with the over 260,000 Stormfront members who are fighting to preserve their Country and their European way of life.
Stormfront opposes Political Correctness which states:

1. Whiteness is Racism,
2. Maleness is Sexism,
3. Heterosexuality is Homophobia and
4. Gentility is Anti-Semitism!

Go to www.stormfront.org & become a member today to ensure our nations reclaim their destiny & freedoms!

114. Freedom of Speech doesn’t include Hate Speech or your right to say such hurtful words.

The US Supreme Court has previously ruled on what is protected Free Speech and the following decisions will provide you with a framework of the limits of acceptable speech within the confines of US law.


115. How dare you say that if you are a person of color and you are born in Britain that you are NOT British! Of course you are British if you are born in Britain! Skin color has nothing to do with being British! The only thing necessary to be born British is to simply be born somewhere on the British Isles. And that’s it as you are then automatically British! If you’re born in Britain you’re British, Britain is now multicultural so if an Asian is born in Britain he or she is Asian-British.

Yes exactly, he or she is born Asian-British, but not Ethnic-British, and there is a huge difference. Essentially there are two ways of looking at this situation. The first approach, which our European societies have always used since their founding thousands of years ago, is by abiding by the commonly accepted verbal laws that made our Nations successful and the envy of the world. This common knowledge or unwritten laws (written laws were not needed as everyone adhered to the unwritten laws) were that to be born British your genetic makeup had to be of ethnic British lineage (or in rare cases Western European ancestry). The second way of looking at this issue would be through the new “politically correct” view, which as it turns out is directly responsible for our Nation’s rapid decline. According to the politically correct definition the only thing necessary for any old person to be born British is
to simply pop out of any foreigner’s womb while traveling through the borders of the British Nation. This definition is absurd and was intentionally designed by the Jewish Israel Firsters to accelerate the destruction of all White Nations who have been forced to abide by its policy. The Jewish Politicians, who created this completely treasonous definition of a Natural Born Citizen, did so with the intention of flooding Britain (and all White Countries) with millions of non-British people in an ongoing effort to conduct genocide against the White Nation. Historically, to be born British or any other White European ethnic group, your White parents and their White parents all had to be from that particular European lineage.

This standard was common knowledge among the White people of Europe, but the Jewish Political Zionists, who have sworn to destroy Britain and every White Nation on earth, deliberately omitted this requirement from their new definition of a Natural Born Citizen in complete defiance of the Nation’s citizenry. The Zionist Politicians, who continually lie through their teeth and say anything to get elected, are ethnic White Europeans worst enemies! The Zionists continual betrayal of the people is intentionally setting the stage for civil war and this is why they are flooding White Nations with as many non-whites as they possibly can, in hopes that the non-whites will conquer the Whites. So, the Politically Correct definition of being born British is a Zionist fallacy designed to destroy Britain. Anyone with any common sense can tell you that to be born British your genetic makeup (or DNA) has to originate from the ethnic British gene pool!
Great Britain was founded for the purpose of being inhabited by White British people and their progeny and not by non-white people who simply claim British citizenship. The sooner the indoctrinated Liberals learn to distinguish the difference between the two groups of people the sooner we can rectify this Zionist plot which was set in motion to destroy the Nation over 100 years ago! If only the British people would have listened to their World War I veteran and politician Sir Oswald Mosley. Britain, the UK & its commonwealth wouldn’t be flooded with hostile anti-white foreigners!

116. America will cease to be America if religious tolerance is not defended.

America was NEVER a religious non-Christian tolerant nation. America was founded by Christian men for Christian men and their families. America did however decide to be “tolerant” of new forms of Christianity, which has now divided or fragmented the American Christian Church into over 1,500 different denominations, with a total of approximately 38,000 different Christian denominations worldwide. All of these denominations are so annoyed with one another that they ALL decided to break away from their original church and start up their own church with their own set of rules, free from the control or influence of their previous church. This Zionist effort to divide and conquer the Christian Church has severely weakened the influence of the greater church over the entire world. How is “Religious Diversity” a benefit when all it produces is fragmentation and overall disunity and weakness? If America and all European Nations want to recapture their former glory, then they have to go back to their roots. They have to reinstate their unifying policies and practices of two generations ago. The decade of the 1950s was when life was simple, less stressful, and abundant. If America continues its current Zionist engineered destructive policies of embracing religions of foreign nations (or religious tolerance) such as Talmudism, Judaism, Satanism, Hinduism, Sikhism, Buddhism and Islam then America will become weaker and further divided. In order for America and all White Christian Nations to become strong again, we need to emphatically reject divisive “Religious Tolerance”, which is being shoved down our throats by the Treasonous Zionists!

Christian America and the rest of our White western nations should not be “Tolerating” foreign Gods in our Christian Nations! Have we forgotten what Exodus 20:3 states? “Thou shalt have no other gods before me!” The Bible makes it clear that all foreign Gods should be removed from Christian lands immediately! The Jewish Israel Firsters intentions are obvious. They seek to permanently destroy White Christian America and all White Christian Western Nations. Let’s not allow this destructive assault to continue.

117. Of course vaccines are safe, for why else would our governments be promoting the shots to the public if the injections weren’t safe? That’s just a bunch of Conspiracy rubbish that vaccines are dangerous.

Actually it has been proven that vaccines are quite dangerous to people. Most people in the general public are now aware that cases of autism, asthma, diabetes and ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder) have drastically risen over the last 30 years. So, we have to ask ourselves what is causing the increase in these diseases? Well, independent scientific researchers (meaning that they are not paid by the rich Pharmaceutical companies) have concluded that the increases in these diseases are most likely due to the 37 shots that our children now get vaccinated with by the age of five years old! That’s 37 shots which total 74 vaccines (including the annual flu shot) being injected into infants! Well, that is just crazy! Autism in particular has been linked to all the Mercury/Thimerosal found within the immunizations and as such we now have an Autism epidemic on our hands!

White Nationalist Booklet For Educating Liberals
As a result of the public outrage, the vaccine companies are allegedly now making an effort to remove most of the mercury from some of their vaccines. Now, I hope you are aware that European mankind lived just fine for thousands of years without ANY vaccinations. Most people in the public have been indoctrinated to believe that vaccines were responsible for eliminating infectious illnesses such as Polio, measles, tuberculosis, whooping cough, small pox, scarlet fever and typhoid. The truth of the matter is that improved sanitation, improved water supplies, improved personal hygiene, and better nutrition were responsible for the dramatic decline of the diseases. You see all these diseases from 1850 to 1940 were in decline by approximately 90 percent because creative Europeans had invented such things as refrigeration & the freezer.

This meant cellars exposed to rodents and insects no longer had to be used to store food. Our people had also invented drilled wells with clean running water, (instead of having to drink from contaminated water supplies used by animals) indoor plumbing with showers and flush toilets (no more monthly baths or outhouses) and an array of soap and cleaning products. We had also invented modern advancements where we no longer had to rely so heavily on using & being surrounded by animals & their by-products such as feathers and furs which we used in our pillows and bedding.

All of these modern inventions provided a cleaner living environment, which drastically reduced the spread of infectious diseases. But then during the 1940s vaccines were introduced and approved by The American Medical Association and the Center for Disease Control who quickly claimed credit for the reduction of the diseases. During the 1940s - 1960s the infectious diseases continued to fall by an additional 10 percent until they were all but eradicated, but not due to the shots being introduced, but again due to the advances in European technology, which was becoming more and more available across the planet. In fact an undisputed study by St. Martin’s Press, New York states, “It is estimated that at most, 3.5% of the total decline in mortality since 1900 could be ascribed to medical measures introduced for the diseases considered. Furthermore, medical measures were introduced several decades after a marked decline had already set in and having no detectable influences in most instances.”

So there you have it! The study, which to this day no one has tried to discredit due to its accuracy, concluded that vaccines have nothing to do with at least 96.5% of the reduction of the infectious diseases.

Now, the contents of the vaccines are outrageous! Our children, whose fragile immune systems are still developing, get exposed through their first 74 vaccines by 5 years of age to the following neurotoxins. Phenol (a poison), Formaldehyde (cancer causing), Alum (a preservative), Acetone (used in nail polish remover), Aluminum Phosphate (which is toxic), Glycerin (toxic to the liver, plus causes kidney and lung damage), Monosodium Glutamate (MSG is an allergic substance), Toxic metals, lead, cadmium, Aluminum, Mercury (Thimerosal), chick embryo, SV 40 (from monkeys which is cancer causing), and Squalene which is an adjuvant that comes from shark livers.

Obviously common sense tells us that none of these toxins have any business being injected into our human bodies. So, you have to ask yourself do you trust your Zionist controlled government enough to allow them to inject you with these neurotoxins just because they tell you that you need them? The fact-filled science, which proves vaccines are harmful to the human body is out there on the internet for all to read, the only problem is that it isn’t promoted by the majority of medical doctors because they are all in business with the Zionist controlled Pharmaceutical companies! The Zionists are using Vaccines as just another method to further weaken and then eventually genocide our people from the planet. Don’t end up a tragic statistic like thousands of others who faithfully accepted their vaccines without questioning the presence of toxic ingredients. For more information watch the video “Are Vaccines Safe?” & visit www.childhoodshots.com.
118. Well what can I do right now as a newly awakened White person to help defeat the Zionists?

The first thing you have to do is become Zionist aware. You are now off to a great start! Learn as much as you can about Jewish Zionism. If you don’t have a home computer, buy yourself one today. You can get a good used laptop for as little as $150 dollars on Craigslist. Google “Must watch videos which expose Zionism”. There are a number of lists out on the internet devoted to this subject. The best place to go for overall knowledge and videos from a White perspective is Mike Delaney’s website @ www.TruTube.tv. Be sure to also go to www.stormfront.org & become a regular visitor of that site today. To become a member, which allows you to post information rather than just read people’s posts, all you need is a throw away email address from hotmail, yahoo or another free email account provider.

Next get good at collecting people’s email addresses. The way the war is currently being waged is on the internet. Whenever someone creates an informative truth telling video & places it on youtube, you want to be able to find that video and watch it. After you have watched the video you will want to forward the video address to everyone in your email contact list. They in turn will want to forward it to people they know & so on & so on. And before you know it the video has gone “viral” and has been seen by about one Million people. The enraged public then start talking to one another openly (at work for instance) about the subject matter of the video. The issues raised in the videos are like rocks which have been dropped into a pond. The rock creates a splash and the splash creates ripples, which then travel outward across the entire pond. The Zionists ability to contain the information is no longer working, thanks to the freedom that the internet offers. The Zionists made one MAJOR FATAL MISTAKE, they didn’t anticipate the creation of the internet, and this is why they are scrambling to control it with bogus Hate Speech Laws. Hate Speech is just speech that the Zionists hate hearing, for it exposes their evil plans or agendas. Lastly, you should create several YouTube channels of your own, where you can store back-up online copies of excellent truth telling documentaries.

Remember we are in a battle for our very right to exist on this planet. Zionist engineered White Genocide is very real and proving deadly for our people. If we don’t raise the public consciousness level of our people (and the people of the world) in the next 18 years, we will fall into minority status. This means we will be outnumbered in our own countries, and at that point it will be mathematically impossible for our people to win elections. Once that transpires, we will be completely at the mercy of those who despise us and those who control the political system. We can’t afford to fall into minority status! This is why it is so important to get to work now and wake up as many people as we possibly can, while we still have a fighting chance!

119. Ok, you raise a lot of good points & you’ve got me thinking about a number of new things, but you’re basically talking about changing the whole world’s system. How do you realistically expect to do that?

Well, yes, it is a difficult task which lies before us, but thanks to the new creation of the internet our side is growing stronger every day. The utilization of youtube has been a major step forward for the White Nationalist Truth Movement. For decades our side was denied a voice, but now most of our truth telling videos are available to watch 24 hours a day. Of course our best videos are continually getting removed by YouTube, which we now call JewTube. Just about any videos, outside of porn, are accepted at YouTube, except of course for our Zionist exposing material which points out Israeli or Jewish guilt. These videos are routinely banned from Youtube, with often the destruction of the members Youtube channel. This is why it’s necessary to keep several YouTube accounts simultaneously active.
Now, earlier on I mentioned Dr. David Duke. David Duke’s Youtube videos and his two bestselling books, (My Awakening and Jewish Supremacism) are changing the world. All one basically has to do is watch Dr. Duke’s 60 or so YouTube videos then the individual will have a very good grasp on how our European nations are being intentionally destroyed by the Zionists. Brother Nathaniel Kapner, who used to be a religious Jew, but who is now devoted to exposing the Zionists plans, is another good source of truthful information.

Of course another great individual is Dr. Ron Paul. Ron Paul is a family Doctor, who delivered over 4,000 babies & who is a 12 term Congressman out of Texas. Ron Paul is Zionist aware and is running for US President in 2012. Ron Paul has a HUGE internet following and as of January 28th, 2012, Ron Paul has a good chance of becoming the Republican candidate for the US Presidential race. If all goes well, the final vote for US President will hopefully be between Ron Paul and Barack Obama. If Ron Paul gets elected, he will open doors (that the Zionists have closed on “The people”) which will lead to the dismantling of the Zionist Power Structure that is choking the whole world. With a Ron Paul Presidency we will change the world and we will once again be able to regain our destiny.

120. Yes, okay, you have convinced me that we Whites are dying and are losing our countries faster than we are reproducing White children. In fact we Whites will be a minority in most if not all of our countries by 2030, which is now less than 18 years away. But what can we do? There is no way we can fight this as the non-whites residing in our countries are far too numerous?

If we are not careful the struggle ahead could potentially escalate into the greatest war the world has ever known. So a peaceful solution to the Zionist engineered White Genocidal conspiracy has to be pursued until the point of exhaustion. A simple peaceful solution could easily be achieved if the following actions were earnestly pursued.

The Creation of White America & non-white America

1. Seeing as Whites still make up 75% of the legal population of America (not counting the Illegals in America or the Illegals children as their parents never entered the country legally, so their presence is Illegal as well) it is only fair that Whites retain 75% of America’s landmass as perpetual White living space.

2. So a simple solution is for all the White people living South of the 35th parallel to move north of the 35th parallel; and for all the non-whites living north of the 35th parallel (in Canada and the U.S.) to move south of the 35th parallel. The two new nations of White America & non-white America are now established.

3. Wherever possible house trades are made and people drive themselves in their own automobiles to their appropriate new country.

4. All abled White men and women join the new Aryan Guard, an army that numbers over 100 Million White Men and Women. As a bonus all Aryan Guard members, who make under $100,000 dollars per year, never pay any income tax ever again in their lifetimes.

5. Canada and most of America including Alaska and Hawaii are now saved and merge to become one strong White Nation under the protection of the Aryan Guard.

6. All able bodied Canadians join the Aryan Guard
adding 15 Million more Men and women totaling 115 Million White people in our Aryan Guard Army.

7. (If necessary) each member of the guard has to apprehend just one non-compliant non-white individual & force him or her onto a bus, train or jet which will then go south to drop the non-whites off at their new home in Southern America. Non-whites could be temporarily held in schools & movie theaters while waiting to be transported by bus. If everybody does their part in the Aryan Guard the deporting of all the non-whites could be accomplished in well under one month’s time.

8. In all likelihood Iceland would decide by majority vote to join the Aryan Nations Union. Iceland’s few thousand non-whites would be relocated to an autonomous region of Iceland or to non-white America. The Aryan Guard, which now includes Icelanders, is used to ensure the move is done swiftly and easily.

9. Next in theory Australia and New Zealand would vote to join the Aryan Nations Union. Again the Aryan Guard which now includes them as well, is used to facilitate the move. These two nations move their non-whites to autonomous regions of their countries.

10. Norway, Sweden, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, & Lithuania vote to join the Aryan Nations Union and again the combined Aryan Guard facilitates the move. These six nations move their non-whites to small independent areas of their countries establishing autonomous regions.

11. The United Kingdom and Ireland vote to join the Aryan Nations Union & the new expanded Aryan Guard is used to facilitate the move. Aryan Guard units from America could be used to facilitate an easy and lawful transfer of people if required. All the non-whites are moved to the autonomous London and Eastern non-white regions of England; freeing Ireland, Wales, & Scotland plus the remaining seven regions of England.

12. A vote could easily be conducted in Scotland, by Scotsmen for Scotsmen to determine whether Scotland prefers its independence from England or not?

13. France votes to join the Union and the new expanded Aryan Guard is used to facilitate the move. All non-whites are moved to the autonomous Paris region.

14. Germany votes to join the Union and the new expanded Aryan Guard is used to facilitate the move. All non-whites are moved to the autonomous Berlin region. A proper legal agreement is settled upon regarding the land stolen from Germany during the Zionist instigated world wars. All efforts to make amends & heal the wounds between our nations are vigorously pursued.

15. The rest of Europe follow suit by creating autonomous non-white regions inside their nations.

16. All Jews are relocated to their first established Jewish Homeland of Birobidjan located in South East Russia. The United Nations experiment of Israel is permanently dismantled, returning the majority of the land to the Arabs, with a small portion being given to the British for Christian religious purposes.

17. White people in South Africa vote to join the Aryan Nations Union and all non-whites are relocated to an autonomous region of South Africa. The expanded Aryan Guard is used to facilitate the move. Help from Australia, New Zealand, Holland & Britain’s National Guard could be utilized if necessary.

18. The US reacquires ownership of its Canal Zone in Panama moving the non-whites out of the Canal area.

19. White countries live in harmony with each other, with an effort to all speak English as their international business language. White countries NEVER war upon each other ever again but rather perpetually work together to gain a better understanding of each other, while eternally defending our White Nations from all forms of non-white aggression.

White Strength & honor will defeat Jewish Zionism!

White Nationalist Booklet For Educating Liberals
Summary of 120 Liberal Arguments & short form WN Rebuttals

5. White people stole the land from the Indians!
   No we didn’t. We were here first 17,000 years ago!

6. New Immigrants can steal the land if they want to!
   No! We discovered & later rediscovered the land! It’s ours!

6. Indians lived peaceful lives before Whites arrived!
   No, Indians ate & sacrificed each other, plus cut hearts out!

6. How dare Whites force Indians to get an education!
   Whites gave Indians every opportunity to get ahead in life.

7. Whites have no right to steal land! Go back to Europe!
   Whites FIRST discovered the Americas 17,000 years ago!

7. Advanced Indians built the Pyramids & Geoglyphs!
   Indian’s couldn’t even build “the wheel”. They built squat!

7. Whites stole the land in Australia & New Zealand!
   Ancient Whites discovered these areas before anyone else!

8. Movies don’t brainwash! They’re just entertainment!
   Jewish Hollywood constantly indoctrinates all who view it!

9. Stop analyzing things so much! Focus on the positive!
   All the lies that are circulating as truth must be destroyed!

9. "Diversity" (or non-whiteness) is our greatest strength!
   Diversity (or variety of the races) means No Race Mixing!

10. To end Racism we need more non-white immigrants!
    No one is flooding China with non Chinese to end racism!

10. Who cares what Whites invented! We’re not smarter!
    IQ tests prove that Whites are smarter than Blacks!

11. White ONLY schools are discrimination against others!
    Jews & Blacks get their own schools! So should Whites!

12. WHITE ONLY countries are discriminatory & selfish!
    Blacks & Asians get their own countries so should Whites!

12. No guns allowed for the Public equals a safer society.
    Criminals will NEVER turn in their guns! They’re Criminals.

13. Communism in theory is a great idea.
    No incentive to be productive if we all get paid the same.

14. Of course we are a FREE COUNTRY!
    Why then do we have Hate Laws or anti-Free Speech Laws?

14. We’re NOT a White Country! We’re a Melting Pot!
    The Nation was for the “progeny” of the Founding Fathers!

15. That’s racist to say. I didn’t move because I’m White!
    Whites move to be around other safe & stable White people.

16. I refuse to hate someone because of their skin color!
    People are avoided because of the “increased risk” factor.

17. Who cares if 5 Rothschild brothers took over Banking!
    They conspired to capture the world’s entire money supply!

18. Who cares if Rothschild seized UK banking in one day!
    He who creates the nations money creates the nations laws!

19. Whites must help Blacks because we enslaved them!
    No, Jews should help Blacks because Jews enslaved them!

19. Dropping the Bomb on the Japs. was the right move.
    Zionists were aware & instigated the attack for War entry!

22. The creation of Israel was “God’s Will”! (B. Friedman)
    No, Israel was created through the world wars & Terrorism!

32. The Illuminati is just a Conspiracy Theory.
    No it’s not, read the revealing essay by Jewish Myron Fagan.

33. American Jews never conspired to overthrow Russia!
    In 1917 Jews in New York set sail for Russia & seized it!

36. Mel Gibson is just a crazy anti-Semite!
    No, Mel Gibson is a Patriot who has exposed Jewish evil.

37. Fighting & Violence solves nothing in life!
    Why then do Nations use war & violence to solve problems?

37. Blacks could govern a First World Nation just fine!
    Black Robert Mugabe destroyed First World Rhodesia!
38. The Civil War was fought to end Southern Slavery.
39. Concentration camps were invented by evil Germans!
39. The Titanic was the worst naval disaster of all time.
42. Germans killed thousands of civilians during air raids.
42. Ernst Zundel should be banned from Canada & U.S.!
42. Japan can remain Japanese but Ireland can’t be Irish.
43. The U.K. has no right to be a White only country!
43. Non-white hiring quotas are fair! Employers are racist!
44. ‘Undocumented workers’ are only bettering their lives!
44. Half White & half Black children are SO cute though.
45. I don’t judge people by their color of their skin!
45. Racial crime stats. are all falsified due to Lying Cops!
46. White people commit crimes too!
46. Latino’s can separate from the US if they want to!
47. I don’t judge people by their color of their skin!
47. White people don’t deserve their own TV network!
49. Who cares if dog breeds vary in intelligence!
50. Whites only have higher IQs because they’ve cheated!
51. I’m glad we have ‘Hate Speech’ Laws, to shut you up!
51. I’m not going to read your books for I am not a Racist!
51. Who cares if we are losing our Christian Identity?
52. Racial differences do exist & here are ten examples.
52. Who cares if prayers have been removed from schools?
53. Whites would commit crimes to if they were jobless!
54. Murdered Whites in South Africa is simply payback!
54. Who cares if kids in schools can’t celebrate Christmas?
56. I’m relieved that we aren’t allowed advocacy groups!
56. Only White people can be RACIST!
58. Who cares if Islam conquers Europe & Christians die?

No, it was engineered to divide America & create war debt.
No, the British invented them in the Boer War of 1901.
No, 9,000 people drown on the Wilhelm Gustloff in 1945!
Yes 40,000 total. But Allies killed 225,000 in one day alone!
Zundel is a peace & truth activist who never broke the law!
Freedom & a landmass for ALL ethnic groups is necessary!
Yes it does! It’s always been White since recorded history!
The Boss has the Freedom to hire the best man for the job!
They’re only cuter due to the White DNA genetic upgrade.
No, they’re criminals, destroying our standard of living!
The separatist landmass of Aztlan is Treason to America!
People judge others by their Race’s FBI Crime Statistics!
Wrong! It has been proven that Cops don’t racially profile!
Non-whites commit the vast majority of the violent crimes!
Blacks: Black Entertainment TV. Hispanics have Univision!
Not all dog breeds & race horse breeds were created equal.
No, racial differences do exist & here are ten examples.
Freedom of Speech was created to protect unpopular speech!
Racialists don’t live in denial as you are choosing to do.
Desperate name calling doesn’t promote discussion of facts.
Race does exist as racial differences have been proven!
Why are they allowed gov’t funded groups & we’re not?!
Millions of us are now unemployed & still obeying the law!
So, Indians can murder White people in North America then?
It’s Treason by our Zionist-controlled White governments!
So, Black Panthers, Bloods & Crips & MS-13 aren’t racist?
“Traditional Christianity” enabled us to flourish & prosper.
Christian Prayers united us & provided moral guidance.
Denying kids Christmas over offended foreigners is insane!
White people who HATE freedom-denying Islam care!
61. Non-whites can date white women, you can’t stop love!
62. Why do you hate Jews when they’re ‘God’s Chosen’?
64. Jews run the media so no Holocaust ever happens again.
67. So what if Nations have deported the Jews 109 times!
67. Anti-Semite! You hate Jews just because they’re Jews!
68. The Jewish media empire is a result of honest hard work
69. Jews who are of the white race created these problems!
71. As if Jews steal our money! Give me an example!
72. The book, Protocols of the Elders of Zion is a forgery!
73. Jews who are of the white race created these problems!
74. As if Jews did WW I, WW II & the Great Depression!
76. WTC # 7 fell due to fires & dust from across the street!
77. The Arabs did 9/11 because they hate our Freedoms!
77. Who cares if our own corrupt government did 9/11?
78. The Bible says God will ‘Bless’ me if I help the Jews!
80. I’m getting raptured so who cares. WW3 is God’s Will!
81. We need to go bomb Iran as they’re about to get Nukes!
82. The Jews didn’t crucify Christ; the Romans did it!
83. The Jews believe in the same Bible as Christians do.
84. Everyone should participate in the Gay Pride Parade.
85. Gay people should be allowed to marry each other.
86. Blacks only riot because Whites have held them down!
87. Blacks commit more crimes due to cops racial profiling.
88. Okay you’re right, but there’s nothing we can do?
89. Ok we’re almost a minority, but we can’t deport them?
90. It’s too much work to divide our Nations into two areas.

Anti-race mixing laws need to be reenacted to stop genocide!
The word ‘Jew’ isn’t even in the first 11 books of the Bible!
No! Jews stole Israel & White media to Genocide Whites!
Why? Ritual Murder & their corruption of our governments!
Jews are hated for their actions, not because they’re Jewish!
The Jewish 2% stole the money to acquire ALL our media!
Jewish Khazars are non-Semitic, Asiatic, Mongolian people. Jews engineered them thru their Media & Banking centers!
Jewish Kosher food tax scam. Tiny symbols on food labels. That claim isn’t proven, plus everything in it has come true!
Exile the Jew & follow our White Founding Laws now!
No, they’re Edomites & Khazars who converted in 740 AD!
The Vatican has 20 documented cases like ‘Simon of Trent’.
Before Israel America didn’t have any enemies in the M.E.!
No, Israhell was founded thru the World Wars & Terrorism!
No Jet hit WTC #7. SF building’s never collapse from fires!
No, the Jews did it; framing Arabs, so we’d kill the Arabs!
The guilty party has to be routed out or they’ll do it again!
No it doesn’t! The word ‘Jew’ isn’t in the Bible till II Kings.
Current world events are NOT God’s will but are a Jew plot!
Iran signed the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty unlike Israel.
The Jews yelled, “Let his blood be upon us & our children”!
No, they follow the evil/immoral teachings of ‘The Talmud’.
Wise people know Homosexuality is a ‘Mental Disorder’!
No, as a Christian Nation we must follow what the Bible says Blacks riot out of envy, believing they are entitled to more.
No, it’s due to high testosterone levels, low IQ’s, & tempers.
Watch & forward yt videos that identify the Zionist enemy.
We can set aside 25% of our lands for our uninvited guests.
This solution is better then becoming a minority in 2030!
90. You just can’t deport the Jews to a remote location!
91. As if White people aren’t having kids anymore!
92. Women are now free & not ruled by their husbands!
93. Women should work; they’ve been denied it too long!
94. Being a housewife is the lowest thing a woman can do!
95. Who cares if homes cost so much, change is inevitable.
96. So what if Arabs in Europe are out breeding Whites?
97. The FED is necessary & we should be satisfied with it.
98. As if Jesus would be upset with the Jewish run FED!
100. We Allies ‘Liberated’ Germany & the German people!
101. As if the US killed over 1 Million POWs after the war!
102. Wicked Germans turned Jews into soap & lampshades!
103. As if the Holocaust didn’t happen! I’ve seen the pics.!
104. Hitler burned down Germany’s Parliament building!
105. Hitler’s Grandfather was a Jew, so he was ¼ Jewish!
106. Hitler wanted to kill everyone but blond haired people.
107. Who cares if Germany was right in both World Wars!
108. As if Jews ask God to forgive them for FUTURE sins!
109. As if Whites can’t get Tay-Sachs disease & Jews can!
110. ‘Stormfront’ is just a White Supremacist website!
111. ‘Freedom of Speech’ doesn’t include ‘Hate Speech’!
112. Of course everyone is British if their born in Britain!
113. If religious tolerance isn’t defended America will fall.
114. Of course Government Approved vaccines are safe!
115. What can I do right now to help defeat the Zionists?
116. Ok, but how do you plan to change the whole system?
117. Yes, we’ll soon be a minority, but how do we fight it?

Deport them to their 1st homeland of Birobidjan est. in 1928. White people are dying faster than new kids are being born!
Women are now job-slaves who can’t afford to raise a family.
We had created a system where women didn’t have to work.
No, that’s just what the Zionists want White women to think.
Rising house prices were intentional, to aid in our Genocide!
Abortion is a Jew Plot designed to lower White birth rates!
White Europe is being Genocided while Arabs take our land!
The Jew FED scam robs Whites while making Jews rich!
He whipped the ‘Money Changers’ & would whip the FED!
We tortured them to extract false confessions out of them!
We Allies murdered over 12 million Germans after the war!
Jew Eisenhower killed 1.7 million POWs in ‘Death Camps’!
These evil Jewish reports have also been proven to be lies!
Not 1 Jew was gassed to death! Ask specialist Fred Leuchter!
Non Political Police determined that Van der Lubbe did it!
This lie was created by the OSS, the forerunner to the CIA!
Another Zionist lie, 1/2 of Hitler’s officers had brown hair!
It matters to people who distinguish right from wrong!
The annual ‘Kol Nidre’ Prayer gives them a year to do evil!
Asiatic Jews aren’t genetically like White Nordics & Slavs.
They would FIGHT in ‘self defense’ to protect their nation.
It’s a website devoted to White Preservation & Separation.
The Supreme Court has ruled on what is protected Speech.
Non-whites are NOT ethnic British. They’re British subjects.
America was NEVER a non-Christian tolerant nation!
Mercury & the other neurotoxins are damaging to the body!
Join Stormfront & watch all of David Duke’s youtube videos.
Watch & forward yt videos & vote Ron Paul for President!
A solution of giving up 25% of our lands must be pursued.

White Nationalist Booklet For Educating Liberals
1. Download the ‘PDF’ or the ‘Word’ version of this booklet, which contains 949 internal links; & then watch & FORWARD the 10 hour VIDEO VERSION.

2. Print off several copies and give them away to your friends, family & peers. Then encourage your friends to print off their own copies of the booklet which they also give away to their circle of friends and so on & so on. The printing of the booklet takes 33 pieces of LEGAL sized paper and a ‘long neck stapler’. Use 3/8” staples.

3. A full row of heavy duty 3/8” staples may not fit properly in a standard long neck stapler, but if you load just ten 3/8” staples at a time, instead of the whole row; the stapler will staple the 3/8” staples.

4. First print the pages (copy & paste page #’s below) 132,1,130,3,128,5,126,7,124,9,122,11,120,13,118, 15,116,17,114,19,112,21,110,23,108,25,106,27,10 4,29,102,31,100,33,98,35,96,37,94,39,92,41,90,43 ,88,45,86,47,84,49,82,51,80,53,78,55,76,57,74,59, 72,61,70,63,68,65 (make sure collate isn’t checked)

5. Then reload the 33 sheets of paper & print pages: 66,67,64,69,62,71,60,73,58,75,56,77,54,79,52,81, 50,83,48,85,46,87,44,89,42,91,40,93,38,95,36,97, 34,99,32,101,30,103,28,105,26,107,24,109,22,111 ,20,113,18,115,16,117,14,119,12,121,10,123,8,12 5,6,127,4,129,2,131 (don’t check collate on printer)

6. (Buy a Color Laser Printer with large refillable toner cartridges.) If the printing sequence of the 2nd set of pages is incorrect try printing pages: 2,131,4,129,6,127,8,125,10,123,12,121,14,119,16, 117,18,115,20,113,22,111,24,109,26,107,28,105,3 0,103,32,101,34,99,36,97,38,95,40,93,42,91,44,89 ,46,87,48,85,50,83,52,81,54,79,56,77,58,75,60,73, 62,71,64,69,66,67 (make sure collate isn’t checked)

7. To promote this booklet post the following 500 character text comment all over YouTube & the internet.

The Zionists are deliberately destroying all Western countries as they have secretly declared war upon us!

They conspired to take control of our nation’s infrastructure through carefully orchestrated acts of TREASON! They became our Bankers, Politicians & media owners. Their goal is to obliterate the middle class!

For a FREE informative colorfully illustrated eBook & 2 min vid on the Zionist engineered INTENTIONAL destruction of Western civilization go to youtube.com/watch?v=n663eVTSyS8

8. Support Dr. David Dukes European Unity & Rights Organization @ www.davidduke.com

9. Watch banned YouTube videos @ TruTube.tv

10. Join Engineers for 9/11 Truth @ www.ae911truth.org


12. Subscribe to Alex Jones YouTube channel & go to his sites @ www.infowars.com & prisonplanet.com

13. Christians go to KingIdentity & anglo-saxonisrael

14. Help free prisoners Edgar Steele & Matt Hale go to free-edgar-steele.com & conspiracypenpal.com

15. Read Canadian Patriot Paul Fromm’s essay’s @ canadianfreespeech.com & www.freedomsite.org


17. Keep up with the daily news by reading articles @ www.stormfront.org/forum/f12/ & Jewwatch.com

18. Read “Judaism Discovered” on pdf by M. Hoffman

19. Call into mainstream radio talk shows & attempt to raise these subjects on the air without getting cut off.

20. Talk to your pastors in your church & ask WHY they never taught you about evil Jewish Zionism?

21. Be Patriotic and realize that a country cannot survive without Patriots who love it. Remember these quotes, “The only thing necessary for evil to triumph, is for good people to do nothing”. Edmund Burke. & “Ask not what your country can do for you, but what you can do for your country.” JFK.
America’s acting President Barack Obama is a puppet to his Jewish “Israel First” Masters!

Canada’s Prime Minister, Steven Harper, is a puppet to his Jewish Zionist Masters!

The Jewish Zionists now control all Formally White Western Christian Nations through their corruption!